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SUMMARY

In this thesis, we explore how lens design and optimization techniques can adapt to the
design (optimization) space in order to increase the lens design efficiency. We exten-
sively discuss the Saddle Point Construction (SPC), a method that can systematically
search for new solutions, as well as replace high-dimensional searches with a discrete
number of one-dimensional searches to increase efficiency.

The optical lens design space is known to be very complicated. This is a high-dimens-
ional space defined by the degrees of freedom and the quantified performance of a pa-
rameterized optical system. This high-dimensional space is also nonlinear which means
there are multiple local minima (one can think of the bottom of a crater in the geological
landscape) with different values (deep and shallow craters). In modern optical lens de-
sign, the task of obtaining a useful design solution can be described as searching for the
global minimal value in the high-dimensional space.

For sophisticated lens designs, the number of the degrees of freedom increases in
order to gain more control of the design. However, for the search of solutions, it brings
two major challenges. First, the size of the high dimensional space increases accord-
ing to the power law and the number of points to be evaluated increases tremendously.
For example, if 100 points need to be evaluated in each one-dimensional direction, a
three-dimensional space requires 1003 points to be evaluated. It is 100 times of the
two-dimensional case, and 10, 000 times of the one-dimensional case. For a compli-
cated optics systems which usually contains more than twenty variables, it is practically
impossible (given the current computing power) to evaluate every points in the high-
dimensional space in order to find the global minimum. Second, the number of local
minima increases with the number of the degrees of freedom used. It indicates the num-
ber of undesired local minima becomes larger. Hence, the difficulty of finding best min-
ima also increases.

We demonstrate in this thesis that, considering an actual lens design process, the de-
sign space is not only statically complicated, but also dynamically changes through the
design process. As a consequence of the dynamic aspect, the number of local minima
varies and the effectiveness of the optimization techniques can be impacted. In Chapter
6, a study using Simultaneous Multiple Surface (SMS) method as one of the design strate-
gies, compares the effectiveness of different strategies under static and dynamic design
landscape. Our recommendation is to structurally work with the static “snapshot" of the
design landscape to keep the complexity under control. In Chapter 5, we explain how to
use SPC to achieve this by improving a deep ultra-violet photo-lithographic objective.

Over the past decades, different design and optimization techniques have been ex-
amined on their effectiveness of obtaining a global optimal solution. Some of the tech-
niques have been integrated into commercial lens design software. However, these algo-
rithms are based almost exclusively on generally applicable mathematical models and
use little or no specific knowledge about the optical system (and its design landscape).
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2 SUMMARY

As a result, little information is available on how these techniques should be used in a
practical design task instead of implementing them as a lottery draw.

Saddle Point Construction is a design method which can rapidly construct saddle
points with Morse Index 1 in a design space. These saddle points serve as agents to
guide the local optimization to obtain new minima. Different from other optimization
techniques, it also reveals a special structure in the lens design landscape: certain sad-
dle points existing in the landscape are reducible to minima of simpler systems plus one
additional lens element. By exploiting this property, searching for minima in a high-
dimensional lens design landscape can be simplified to several one-dimensional scans
combining with standard local optimization routines. The effort for obtaining a satisfac-
tory lens design solution is therefore reduced.

Previous research shows potentials of SPC as a systematic lens design technique. In
this thesis, we further examine the practicality of SPC as a global optimization or semi-
global optimization (to generate a small pool of solutions) technique. The dynamic as-
pect of the design space is particularly of interest since it is relevant to an actual design
practice.

Different design examples are investigated in this thesis. They range from relative
simple triplet design to complex photo-lithographic objective consisting of more than
twenty lens elements. We demonstrate in Chapter 4 that for a simple triplet system, the
method of SPC can obtain all the minima found by alternative methods. We also dis-
cover that some of the saddle points cannot be constructed using SPC. Nevertheless, the
redundancy in the solution network makes it possible to still obtain the minima without
identifying each saddle points.

When the configuration of the system changes (e.g. from polychromatic to monochro-
matic), we observe that not all the minima found by alternative methods can be easily
obtained using SPC. We also observe that these minima, which are not found by SPC,
are solutions having high merit function values (worse performance) compared to the
best system. In the designs that we investigated, using SPC can obtain the best perform-
ing system(s). The systems with high value of merit functions are usually not stable. It
means that they are more likely to change (occur ray failure or merge with an existing
solution) when the system configuration changes. These phenomenons are explained
in details in the latter part of Chapter 4. We also argue that in practice these minima
with high merit function values are not likely to be considered, therefore, they are less
important.

Given the demonstrated effectiveness of SPC in relative simple systems, Chapter 5
provides study cases with more complexity and practical relevancy. We argue that at
a certain stage of the lens design process, having a whole-landscape search is not pre-
ferred. Instead, a better strategy would be searching in a confined landscape guided by
designer’s experience. We demonstrate that SPC can be particularly effective for this pur-
pose. For complicated systems consisting many lens elements, SPC can rapidly provide
a small pool of solution candidates, while keeping system configuration not drastically
changed. In the same chapter, we have provided some guidelines on how to use SPC in
practical design tasks. Given the demonstrated effectiveness, we believe SPC can cer-
tainly be a useful tool in the lens designer’s toolbox.



SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift onderzoeken wij hoe lensontwerp en optimalisatietechnieken kunnen
worden aangepast aan de ontwerp(optimalisatie)ruimte om de efficiëntie van het lens-
ontwerp te vergroten. Wij bespreken uitgebreid de zadelpuntconstructie (Saddle Point
Construction in het Engels, afgekort als SPC), een methode die systematisch naar nieuwe
oplossingen kan zoeken, maar ook hoog-dimensionale zoekopdrachten kan vervangen
door een discreet aantal eendimensionale zoekopdrachten om de efficiëntie te verho-
gen.

Het is bekend dat de ontwerpruimte van de optische lens erg gecompliceerd is. Dit is
een hoogdimensionale ruimte die wordt gedefinieerd door de vrijheidsgraden en de ge-
kwantificeerde prestaties van een geparametriseerd optisch systeem. Deze hoogdimen-
sionale ruimte is ook niet-lineair, wat betekent dat er meerdere lokale minima zijn (denk
aan de bodem van een krater in het geologische landschap) met verschillende waarden
(diepe en ondiepe kraters). Bij het ontwerpen van moderne optische lenzen kan de taak
van het verkrijgen van een bruikbare ontwerpoplossing worden omschreven als het zoe-
ken naar de globale minimale waarde in de hoogdimensionale ruimte.

Voor geavanceerde lensontwerpen neemt het aantal vrijheidsgraden toe om meer
controle over het ontwerp te krijgen. Het zoeken naar oplossingen brengt het echter
twee grote uitdagingen met zich mee. Ten eerste neemt de grootte van de hoogdimensi-
onale ruimte toe volgens de machtswet en neemt het aantal te evalueren punten enorm
toe. Als er bijvoorbeeld 100 punten moeten worden geëvalueerd in elke eendimensio-
nale richting, heeft een driedimensionale ruimte 1003 punten nodig om te worden geë-
valueerd. Het is 100 keer het tweedimensionale geval en 10.000 keer het eendimensio-
nale geval. Voor een gecompliceerd optisch systeem dat gewoonlijk meer dan twintig va-
riabelen bevat, is het praktisch onmogelijk (gezien de huidige rekenkracht) om elk punt
in de hoog-dimensionale ruimte te evalueren om het globale minimum te vinden. Ten
tweede neemt het aantal lokale minima toe met het aantal gebruikte vrijheidsgraden.
Het geeft aan dat het aantal ongewenste lokale minima groter wordt. Daarom neemt
ook de moeilijkheid om de beste minima te vinden toe.

In dit proefschrift laten wij zien dat, uitgaande van een echt lensontwerpproces, de
ontwerpruimte niet alleen statisch gecompliceerd is, maar ook dynamisch verandert tij-
dens het ontwerpproces. Als gevolg van het dynamische aspect varieert het aantal lo-
kale minima en kan de effectiviteit van de optimalisatietechnieken worden beïnvloed.
In Hoofdstuk 6, een studie waarin de Gelijktijdig meerdere oppervlakken (Simultaneous
Multiple Surface in het Engels, afgekort als SMS) methode als een van de ontwerpstra-
tegieën wordt gebruikt, wordt de effectiviteit van verschillende strategieën in een sta-
tisch en dynamisch ontwerplandschap vergeleken. Onze aanbeveling is om structureel
te werken met de statische "momentopname"van het ontwerplandschap om de com-
plexiteit onder controle te houden. In Hoofdstuk 5 leggen wij uit hoe SPC te gebruiken
om dit te bereiken door een diep ultraviolet fotolithografisch objectief.
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In de afgelopen decennia zijn verschillende ontwerp- en optimalisatietechnieken
onderzocht op hun effectiviteit voor het verkrijgen van een globaal optimale oplossing.
Sommige technieken zijn geïntegreerd in commerciële lensontwerpsoftware. Deze al-
goritmen zijn echter bijna uitsluitend gebaseerd op algemeen toepasbare wiskundige
modellen en gebruiken weinig of geen specifieke kennis over het optische systeem (en
zijn ontwerplandschap). Als gevolg hiervan is er weinig informatie beschikbaar over
hoe deze technieken zouden moeten worden gebruikt in een praktische ontwerptaak
in plaats van ze te implementeren als een loterijtrekking.

Zadelpuntconstructie is een ontwerpmethode waarmee snel zadelpunten met Morse
Index 1 in een ontwerpruimte kunnen worden geconstrueerd. Deze zadelpunten die-
nen als agenten om de lokale optimalisatie te begeleiden om nieuwe minima te ver-
krijgen. Anders dan bij andere optimalisatietechnieken, onthult het ook een speciale
structuur in het lensontwerplandschap: bepaalde in het landschap bestaande zadel-
punten zijn herleidbaar tot minima van eenvoudigere systemen plus één extra lens-
element. Door gebruik te maken van deze eigenschap kan het zoeken naar minima in
een hoog-dimensionaal lensontwerplandschap worden vereenvoudigd tot verschillende
eendimensionale scans in combinatie met standaard lokale optimalisatieroutines. De
inspanning voor het verkrijgen van een bevredigende lensontwerpoplossing wordt daar-
door verminderd.

Eerder onderzoek toont de mogelijkheden van SPC als een systematische lensont-
werptechniek. In dit proefschrift onderzoeken wij verder de bruikbaarheid van SPC als
een techniek voor globale optimalisatie of semi-globale optimalisatie (om een kleine
pool van oplossingen te genereren). Vooral het dynamische aspect van de ontwerpruimte
is interessant, omdat het relevant is voor een daadwerkelijke ontwerp werkwijze.

In dit proefschrift worden verschillende ontwerpvoorbeelden onderzocht. Ze varië-
ren van een relatief eenvoudig tripletontwerp tot een complex fotolithografisch objectief
bestaande uit meer dan twintig lenselementen. Wij demonstreren in Hoofdstuk 4 dat
voor een eenvoudig triplet-systeem de methode SPC alle minima kan verkrijgen die ge-
vonden zijn met alternatieve methoden. Wij ontdekken ook dat sommige zadelpunten
niet met SPC kunnen worden geconstrueerd. Desalniettemin maakt de redundantie in
het oplossingsnetwerk het mogelijk om nog steeds de minima te verkrijgen zonder elk
zadelpunt te identificeren.

Wanneer de configuratie van het systeem verandert (bijvoorbeeld van polychroma-
tisch naar monochromatisch), zien wij dat niet alle minima gevonden door alternatieve
methoden gemakkelijk kunnen worden verkregen met behulp van SPC. Wij zien ook dat
deze minima, die niet door SPC worden gevonden, oplossingen zijn met hoge waarde-
functiewaarden (slechtere prestaties) in vergelijking met het beste systeem. In de ont-
werpen die wij hebben onderzocht, kan het gebruik van SPC de best presterende sys-
temen opleveren. De systemen met een hoge waarde van merit-functies zijn meestal
niet stabiel. Het betekent dat de kans groter is dat ze veranderen (straalstoring optreden
of samensmelten met een bestaande oplossing) wanneer de systeemconfiguratie veran-
dert. Deze fenomenen worden in detail uitgelegd in het laatste deel van hoofdstuk 4. Wij
betogen ook dat deze minima met hoge merit-functiewaarden in de praktijk waarschijn-
lijk niet in overweging worden genomen en daarom minder belangrijk zijn.

Gezien de aangetoonde effectiviteit van SPC in relatief eenvoudige systemen, biedt
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Hoofdstuk 5 studiegevallen met meer complexiteit en praktische relevantie. Wij stellen
dat in een bepaalde fase van het lensontwerpproces het niet de voorkeur heeft om het
hele landschap te doorzoeken. In plaats daarvan zou het een betere strategie zijn om te
zoeken in een beperkt landschap, geleid door de ervaring van de ontwerper. Wij laten
zien dat SPC hiervoor bijzonder effectief kan zijn. Voor gecompliceerde systemen die
uit veel lenselementen bestaan, kan SPC snel een kleine pool van oplossingskandidaten
bieden, terwijl de systeemconfiguratie niet drastisch verandert. In hetzelfde hoofdstuk
hebben wij enkele richtlijnen gegeven voor het gebruik van SPC in praktische ontwerp-
taken. Gezien de aangetoonde effectiviteit, geloven wij dat SPC zeker een nuttig hulp-
middel kan zijn in de gereedschapskist van de lensontwerper.





1
INTRODUCTION

Optical design, generally speaking, can refer to the activities that manipulate light to
achieve a certain purpose. This can be designing a telescope to observe remote celes-
tial bodies, designing a concentrator to maximally harvest the solar energy, or designing
optical fibre to maximize efficiency for information transmission. In this work we will
focus on imaging system design. That means using optical lenses and mirrors as means
to achieve high quality images. The focus of this thesis will also be the design of opti-
cal lenses. However, the insights summarized in this thesis can also be extended to the
design with other optical manipulators (e.g. mirrors).

In lens design, the light is usually modeled with its geometrical model(or ray model).
The light propagation is described in terms of light rays. When the wavelength of the
light is very small compared to the size of the structures with which light interacts, it is
an excellent approximation. That also indicates the wave property of light such as in-
terference and diffraction, is not captured by the geometrical model. The utilization of
the simpler geometric model is mostly driven by the practicality of optical design: with
geometrical optics where light is simplified as rays pointing towards the traveling direc-
tion of radiation energy, billion of rays can be traced in seconds for a standard modern
personal computer. The performance of the system can be quickly determined for sub-
sequent analysis or optimization. On the other side, with the more rigorous wave model,
designing and analyzing a common optical system is computationally expensive, hence
very time consuming and inconvenient to rapidly compute and optimize the system per-
formance.

In some occasions, a wave model is necessary to be applied to understand the sys-
tem performance. For instance, when an imaging system is only limited by diffraction,
analyzing the intensity distribution of a focused beam at the focal plane requires a wave
model. A geometrical model will only predict an extreme small spot without the infor-
mation about the intensity distribution. As a result, depending on the performance re-
quirements, practice for optical system design may involve both geometrical and wave
models. A geometrical model is usually used to rapidly obtain a system solution that
is good enough in terms of its performance predicted by the geometrical model. When

7
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approximation with the geometrical model is no longer accurate, the wave model helps
to provide further analysis which gives feedback to fine-tune the system performance.
The later part is usually involved in systems with a demanding performance require-
ment such as microscopic objectives or photo-lithographic projection systems. In this
thesis, the discussion is focused on designing optical systems based on the principles of
geometrical optics. The wave model related analysis is not in scope.

In geometrical optics, one of most important laws would be the law of refraction
(also know as the Snell’s law). It describes how a light ray travels at the interface of two
different media:

n sin i = n′ sinr, (1.1)

where n and n′ are the refractive indices of the media before and after refraction of a ray;
i and r are the angles of the incidence and refraction at the interface between the two
media. According to the law of refraction, lenses are designed to manipulate the light.

Figure 1.1: Snell’s law: the light ray is refracted at the interface between the two media. The relation
between the incident ray and the refracted ray is given by Equation 1.1.

The earliest known lenses were made by the ancient Egyptians and Mesopotami-
ans [1]. They were made from polished crystal, often quartz, and are dated as early as
750BC for Assyrian lenses such as the Nimrud/Layard lens [2]. The exact function of
these lenses is not clear, with some authors suggesting that they were used as an optical
lens (magnifying glasses) and others suggesting a decorative function. These lenses were
mainly made by trial and error where actual understanding of the light was very limited.
When people had more knowledge about geometrical optics, optical design started to
pay attention to how light rays travel. With the increasing understanding of the nature of
light, the design of optics also evolved from simple lenses to complicated systems which
can achieve resolutions down to nanometers. This can not be achieved without the de-
velopment of modern computer-aided optical design with which the performance of the
optical system can be rapidly estimated and numerical optimization can be applied to
further improve the system performance.

In modern optical lens design, an optical system is parameterized in design software.
The designer studies the design requirements and determines what the initial configu-
ration of the optical lens should be. Figure 1.2 provides a flowchart of a modern optical
design process. The optical designer then needs to start modifying the system based on
his/her knowledge and observation with a purpose of meeting the design requirements.
Numerical optimization, which is widely used in the computer-aid design, is also heavily
applied in this step for lens design. With the help of the optimizer, the designer "guides"
the system towards a desired configuration.
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Figure 1.2: Flowchart of the modern optical design process.

The function describing the imaging quality (i.e. the merit function used in optimiza-
tion) is a highly nonlinear function of the design parameters. As will be seen in Chapters
4 and 5, this nonlinearity leads to multiple local minima in the design landscape. Their
number increases with the complexity (e.g. using more lenses) of the design problem.
When running standard local optimization with such a merit function, the result is sensi-
tive to the choice of the starting point. The optimization can either provide a satisfactory
solution or be trapped in a poor-quality local minimum. This presents one of the major
challenges of today’s optical lens design: to efficiently obtain the global optimal solution
among many inferior ones. As the achievable minimum is sensitive to its starting point
of the design, this challenge can also be reformulated as: to determine a starting con-
figuration that would land at a global optimal. For complicated systems, finding such
optimal starting configurations mostly depends on an optical designer’s knowledge and
accumulated experience [3][4].

The exploration of various global optimization techniques (elaborated in the next
chapter) has been given much attention over the last few decades. Given ever-increasing
computational power, the hope is that these global optimization tools can lessen the
burden on the optical designer by efficiently providing the solution candidates such that
the designer can focus on other important tasks instead of trial and error.

One fact is that these global optimization algorithms rely almost exclusively on gen-
erally applicable mathematical models and use little or no specific knowledge about the
optical system (and its design landscape). As a result, setting up the proper configura-
tions (similar to the step-size of a local optimizer) of these global optimizer becomes
another task of trial and error.

In this thesis, we particularly focus on the Saddle Point Construction (SPC) method
which uses a special property in the lens design landscape: certain saddle points ex-
isting in the landscape are reducible to minima of simpler systems plus one additional
element. By investigating how SPC behaves in different design scenarios, we provide
insights for systematically design optical systems using SPC.

OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION

In Chapter 2, we provide some background regarding modern lens design. To better
explain a design process, a simple example of designing a magnifying glass is used. We
also discuss some of the major optimization techniques available either in commercial
design software or publications.

Chapter 3 is dedicated to SPC where we give the mathematical proof for the general
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version of SPC and explain in detail how SPC could be used in practical lens design. A
flowchart on how to apply the method step by step is also provided.

In Chapter 4, a wide-angle pinhole lens design network containing saddle points and
minima is given where we demonstrate in one scenario that using SPC can obtain all the
minma via the constructed saddle points. However, we further discuss that it is not al-
ways valid. When lens design specification changes (e.g. field of view), the design land-
scape changes correspondingly which alters the number of minima and saddle points
that can be retrieved via SPC.

Lenses with more complexities are used as study examples in Chapter 5. For a com-
plex lens system with more number of elements, analyzing the solutions network be-
comes difficult. In practical design tasks, it is not always necessary to run a global search
to list all the solutions in the design space. A small pool of solution candidates without
drastically changing the system configurations, could help the design to progress in a
more controlled way. We demonstrate in the chapter how SPC can be beneficial in such
design scenarios as well as providing some practical insights about the method.

Chapters 4 and 5 describe the dynamic aspect of the lens design landscape - instead
of remaining static, the design landscape changes continuously through the design pro-
cess via modifying system specifications, applying constraints, etc. This adds the un-
certainty of successfully obtaining a good solution. In Chapter 6, we deviate from SPC
and compare different design strategies for simple aspheric lenses. It is observed that if a
good starting configuration including all the constraints and necessary degrees of design
freedom can be determined, reaching a global optimal solution can be very efficient. We
use Simultaneous Multiple Surface (SMS) method in this chapter to construct such good
starting configurations.

At last, conclusions of the thesis and some future outlooks are given in Chapter 7.
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2
OPTICAL LENS DESIGN

Successful design will require the application of individual creativity as well as artful
manipulation and thorough comprehension of the numeric tools available in lens design

programs.[1]

R. R. Shannon

In this chapter, we start with a simple example of how a magnifying glass can be de-
signed on paper (instead of on a computer). This section is added since nowadays the
design is mostly done with professional software and the story of how a lens can be de-
signed from scratch based on theory, is less clear. After that, we explain the modern op-
tical approach with an emphasis on optimization techniques. The SPC method is briefly
mentioned at the end of the chapter in comparison with other design/optimization tech-
niques and it is elaborated on in the next chapter.

2.1. DESIGNING A MAGNIFYING GLASS

We use a simple magnifying glass as an example to demonstrate the basic approach of
lens design. As the name suggests, a magnifying glass magnifies objects and is com-
monly used to assist reading when the letters are too small to read. Assume the mag-
nification requirement of the magnifier is 6×. We know from textbooks [2] that such a
magnifier can be made using a convex lens. The magnified image is a virtual image that
is then captured by the human-eye. The magnification of a magnifier is defined as the
angular magnification which is the ratio between the subtended angles to the eye of the
object and the image. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1-a. A larger angle means a larger
image is formed on the retina of the eye. The object and the image are normally located
at a distance of 250mm from the eye. The distance represents the near-point, which is
the closest distance that the eye can view comfortably.

Figure 2.1-b shows how the virtual image is formed considering an ideal thin lens
scenario. Certain rules are used to derive such a plot: 1) A light ray, which starts from the

11
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Figure 2.1: (a) The magnification of a magnifying glass is defined as the ratio between the image sub-
tended angle θi and the object subtended angle θo . (b) Illustration of a virtual, enlarged image of the
object through a magnifying glass. Equations 2.3 - 2.5 explain the relation of the parameters.

object plane and is parallel to the optical axis, will pass the focal point at image side; 2) A
light ray, which starts from the object plane and passes the nodal point (the intersection
between the ideal lens and the optical axis), will remain its in original direction.

In this thesis, we use the following convention for the geometrical optics formulas:
points (object, image or focal point) sitting on the left side of the lens have a negative
distance to the lens. Points sitting on the right side of the lens have a positive distance.
The radius of the optical surfaces is positive when the center of curvature is to the right
of the surface vertex, and vice versa.

The subtended angle θo of the object to the eye writes

θo = ho

250 mm
, (2.1)

where ho stands for the height of the object. The subtended angle θi of the magnified
image writes

θi = mhi

le − l ′
, (2.2)

where m(= l ′
l ) is the lateral magnification and le is the distance from the eye to the lens.

Since the image is virtual (l ′ < 0), the expression le − l ′ indicates the distance between
the image and the eye. Together with the thin lens equation

1

l ′
− 1

l
= 1

f ′ , (2.3)

we can write Equation 2.2 into

θi = (1− l ′

f ′ ) · ho

le − l ′
. (2.4)

With Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.4, the magnification mmag of the magnifier is

mmag = θi

θo
= (1− l ′

f ′ ) · 250 mm

le − l ′
. (2.5)
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Often, we want to set the distance between the image and the eye, le − l ′, as the near-
point distance (250 mm). In this case, to maximize the magnification mmag , we need to
maximize the numerator of Equation 2.5 and set l ′ =−250 mm, le ≈ 0. It means that the
observer holds the magnifier close to the eye. This magnification is then given by

mmag = 1+ 250 mm

f ′ . (2.6)

Now we substitute mmag with 6, then we have f ′ = 50 mm. As a result, we need a magni-
fying glass with a focal length of 50 mm to achieve a magnification of 6×. Now we know
the focal length f ′ = 50 mm and the image distance l ′ =−250 mm. Given Equation 2.3,
the object distance is calculated to be 41.67 mm.

For a spherical lens, the radii of the two spherical surfaces of the lens can be calcu-
lated using Lensmaker’s equation

(n −1)(
1

R1
− 1

R2
) = 1

f ′ , (2.7)

where n stands for the refractive index of the lens material. R1 and R2 are the radii of
the two spherical surfaces. The focal length f ′ is 50 mm. Let us use a common optical
material such as BK7 glass. It has a refractive index (n) of approximately 1.5 in the visible
spectrum. For simplicity, we use 1.5 as our refractive index value.

Now in Equation 2.7, the two radii can still vary and we do not have a unique set of
values to satisfy the equation. We can choose to have a double-convex lens by forcing
the absolute radii to be identical, where R1 = 50 mm, and R2 =−50 mm.

Equation 2.7 assumes the thickness of the lens is very small compared to the radius
of the two surfaces (a thin lens scenario). There is also the equation when the thickness
d of the lens is considered:

(n −1)

(
1

R1
− 1

R2
+ (n −1)d

nR1R2

)
= 1

f ′ . (2.8)

With a thickness d of 3 mm, the radii can be now calculated using Equation 2.8 to beR1 =
49.50 mm and R2 =−49.50 mm. These values are very close to the case when using thin
lens approximation (50 mm and −50 mm). At this phase, the above derivation shows that
based on first order (Gaussian) optics, the following specification can achieve a magnifi-
cation factor of 6×, given that the object locates 41.67 mm from the lens:

Table 2.1: Magnifying Lens Specification

Magnification 6×
Number of lens 1
Diameter (mm) 20
Refractive index 1.5
Thickness (mm) 3
Radii (mm) 49.50, −49.50
Effective Focal Length (EFL, mm) 50

For the aforementioned example, we use the most basic Lensmaker’s formula to de-
sign a 6× magnifier with a double-convex lens. The condition of double-convex is cho-
sen by us since according to Equation 2.8, there are infinite choices of radii that satisfy
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the spherical aberration in the optical system. The light rays emitting from
one on-axis object point is not converging perfectly into one on-axis point on the image plane. The
deviation from the expected on-axis point is called spherical aberration.

the equation. Note that the Lensmaker’s formula is based on first-order optics, where the
angle between the rays and the optical axis is assumed to be very small. This assumption
no longer holds true when optical aberration needs to be treated. In the following part,
we show an example of how to improve the magnifier design considering minimizing the
spherical aberration. An illustration of spherical aberration is given in Figure 2.2. Light
rays emit from an on-axis point and their deviation from the expected refracted1 on-axis
point is called spherical aberration.

The primary monochromatic aberrations are the spherical aberration, coma, astig-
matism, field curvature and distortion. There are axial and lateral chromatic aberrations
when chromatic application is considered. Given the thin lens model, the coefficient of
each aberration term can be explicitly expressed. The term of the spherical aberration
can be expressed as ([3], 29.4.7):

S I = h4

4 f ′3

(
3n +2

n
M 2 − 4(n +1)

(n −1)n
X M + n +2

(n −1)2n
X 2 + n2

(n −1)2

)
. (2.9)

where h indicates the ray height on the lens surface. X stands for the bending factor of
the thin lens ([3], 10.1.1):

X = R1 +R2

R2 −R1
, (2.10)

and M stands for the position parameter ([3], 10.1.2):

M = 1+m

1−m
, (2.11)

m is the magnification factor and it is 6 as defined previously. In this case, M = − 7
5 . In

Equation 2.9, for a chosen ray, parameter f ′, M , and n are all given. Therefore, S I be-
comes a quadratic function for the bending factor X . There is a value of X that minimize

the value of S I . In this case, when X =−1 , the minimum value of S I is 8.16( h4

4( f ′)3 ). The

spherical aberration of each ray is proportional to its ray height given the fixed lens con-
figuration.

1For a mirror, it is reflected.
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Now if we consider both the Lensmaker’s Equation 2.7 and the spherical term in
Equation 2.9, the two radii of the lens, which minimize the spherical aberration, can
be solved as R1 =∞,R2 = −25 mm. These two values are very different from the values
(50 mm and −50 mm) calculated based on first-order optics. It is worth mentioning that
Equation 2.9 assumes a thin lens, hence the comparison of the radii is done between
thin lens models. It is also observed that in our magnifier example, considering a 3 mm
lens thickness in Lensmaker’s formula does not alter the radii significantly.

When more aberration terms are considered, the number of variables in this example
is not enough to analytically solve the values for the minimal values of each aberration
term. Normally, new degrees of freedom will be introduced to the system (e.g. adding
new lenses). However, more numbers of variables also implies an increasing complexity
of the formulae. Modern optical design handles it by using computer-aided design tech-
niques. Numerical optimization and rapid ray tracing are done by computers, which
improves the efficiency of optical design.

2.2. MODERN OPTICAL DESIGN

Prior to the development of digital computers, lens optimization was a hand-calculation
task using trigonometric and logarithmic tables to plot Two-Dimensional (2D) cuts throu-
gh the multi-dimensional space. The development of the digital computer in the 20th
century has drastically shaped the way optical design is being practiced. The burden of
calculation is tremendously reduced by using computers. Instead of calculating each ray
path on paper, optical systems are parameterized into different variables representing
the physical construction of an optical system (a physical model). For example, a sim-
ple two-element air-spaced spherical lens can be represented with nine variables (four
radii of curvature, two thickness one airspace, and two glass types). With increasing
complexity (number of elements, type of surfaces) of the system, the number of variable
can reach hundreds. Using modern computers allows rapid ray tracing calculation with
which the performance of the lens system can be quickly modelled and evaluated.

Helped by the technique of numerical optimization, the vast high-dimensional de-
sign space can be searched to look for the set of variables providing the optimal per-
formance of the system. Lens optimization was studied as early as the 1940s [4]. The
earliest attempt for optimizing a doublet using computers dates back to the 1950s, when
James G. Baker used the Harvard Card Programmed Calculators [5]. A good description
of the start of computer-aided optical design is given in a 1963 paper by Feder [6]. In
order to optimize an optical system using the computer, it is necessary to construct a
merit function. The value of this merit function predicts the performance of the system.
Normally, the smaller the value of the merit function, the better the performance should
be. For an imaging system, such a merit function can be the sum of the aberrations, the
size of the focused spot, etc. The merit function in optical design is commonly defined
as [7]:

MF (xxx) =
m∑

j=1
w j [ f̃ j (xxx)− f̃t ar, j ]2, (2.12)

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xN ) is a vector describing a point in the N -dimensional variable
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space. f̃ j (x) are the operands with target values f̃t ar, j . f̃ j (x)− f̃t ar, j could be defined
as elementary aberration such as ray or wavefront deviations for selected rays. w j are
the positive weighting factors, therefore MF is a single number giving the residual of
various operands and their target values. The weights and targets can be absorbed in the
definition of the operands, therefore we have

MF (xxx) = fff T (xxx) · fff (xxx), (2.13)

where fff is a vector having the operands as components.
Given the merit function, a high dimensional space is determined. Each sets of value

of the variables represents a point in this high dimensional space and the value of the
merit function is determined at that point. Ideally, the value of the merit function is di-
rectly associated with the performance of the optical system being designed. The min-
imal value of the merit function is desired because it represents the best system perfor-
mance.

Once the variables are chosen from the system, the next step is to apply numerical
optimization techniques to minimize the value of the merit function defined in Equation
2.12:

minimize MF (xxx),

subject to some constraints,
(2.14)

with optimization, a new set of values of the variables xoptxoptxopt is obtained such that the
value of the merit function is a minimal.

As shown in the example of the magnifier, the requirements of working distance and
magnification have to be fulfilled. At the same time, the spherical aberration for a thin
lens model has to be minimized. To satisfy these conditions, a set of radii of the optical
surfaces has been calculated. However, in practice, spherical aberration is not the only
aberration contributor that limits the image performance. At the same time, some thick-
ness of the lens needs to be added for practical reasons. Given the previously calculated
radii and other parameters of the magnifier, a merit function value can be determined
after the lens is modeled in an optical design software. This merit function value can
usually be further reduced for better system performance with optimization techniques.

We applied optimization for the previous magnifier example in optical design soft-
ware CODE V. Three different cases are parameterized in CODE V as starting points for
the optimization. They are calculated using the Lensmaker’s formula (Equation 2.7),
Lensmaker’s formula considering a thick lens (Equation 2.8), and the spherical aberra-
tion formula for a thin lens (Equation 2.9). The variables are the two radii of the surfaces.
The thickness is also used as a constrained variable to optimize for a thick lens configu-
ration. The radii and merit function values in each step of the optimization of the three
cases are listed in Table 2.2.

In CODE V, the object distance is set as 41.67 mm and the image distance is at 250
mm. An EFL of 50 mm is used as a constraint of the system. Only one wavelength is
used and the material refractive index is set as 1.5. An entrance pupil diameter of 20 mm
is used and the fields are defined with three object heights: 0, 3, and 5 mm. The merit
function used here is the default transverse-ray function in CODE V. It is a composite
value, scaled so that it is the mean square of the weighted image radius.
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When optimized directly with the input setting, the starting points of both thin lens
approximation using paraxial optics and the one optimized for spherical aberration con-
verge to the same local minimum (radii are given in the "Optimized thin" column in
Table 2.2). We also notice that the starting point for the thin lens which is optimized
for spherical aberration already has very similar radii compared to the CODE V opti-
mized system. It indicates that for such a configuration, the image quality is dominated
by the spherical aberration and the theoretical calculation predicts the image quality
well. However, it is also noticed that the merit function value of these systems is very big
(9.06E5 µm2). Here we use this example only to demonstrate how a simple lens design
and optimization flow works. In practical design, the merit function value needs to be
further reduced and additional degrees of freedoms (such as new lenses) are required.

We also optimized the system with a lens thickness constrained at 3 mm. Three start-
ing points all converge to the same local minimum. It indicates that there is no difference
in which starting configuration we choose. We will show later in the thesis that it is not
the case for more complicated optical systems (e.g. with more lenses).

Table 2.2: Optimization results of the magnifying glass in CODE V

Starting point Optimized thin Optimized thick
Radii
(mm)

THK
(mm)

MF
(µm2)

Radii
(mm)

THK
(mm)

MF
(µm2)

Radii
(mm)

THK
(mm)

MF
(µm2)

Thin lens 50, -50 0 3.56E6
2247,

-25
0 9.06E5

Thick lens
49.50,
-49.50

3 6.45E6 / / /
108,-32 3 4.98E6

Thin lens
optimized for

SA
∞,−25 0 9.07E5

2247,
-25

0 9.06E5

THK: thickness. SA: spherical aberration.

In summary, the process of the modern optical lens design can be simplified into
two steps: 1) determine parameterized configurations of the system as starting points;
2) use optimization tools to optimize the system performance. In practice, the two steps
can be iterated many times to finally obtain a satisfactory system. Mastering both steps
requires a good understanding of the optical systems as well as in-depth knowledge of
optimization. We will explain these two parts in the following sections, with an emphasis
on the optimization techniques.

2.2.1. OPTICAL SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION

When the optical system and its merit function are treated as an optimization problem,
there are two kinds of situations: 1) the merit function is a convex function 2 and there is
only one global minimum; 2) the merit function is a non-convex function and there are
multiple local minima.

Simple cases such as the Magnifier example, the spherical aberration is a quadratic
function of the bending factor. The given number of equations equals the number of

2Geometrically, a function is convex if a line segment drawn from any point (xxx, f (xxx)) to another point (yyy , f (yyy))
– called the chord from xxx to yyy – lies on or above the graph of f .
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of basins of attraction in a one-dimensional optimization space. (a) The merit
function with two local minima having value m1 and m2 . (b) The corresponding basins of attraction
in the plotted merit function region. At the boundary of the two basins, it is unclear where the opti-
mization leads to, therefore marked as circles.

variables and a unique solution of the parameterized system can be obtained. However,
in optical design, the common situation is that the number of equations (resulting either
from aberration coefficients or ray aberrations) is larger than the number of variables 3.
In this case, an approximation of the solution can be given. This is achieved by local
optimization, where one minimum can be acquired.

It is also observed that when the number of the variables (e.g. the number of lenses)
increases, the number of the solutions also increases 4 This is because the merit function
becomes non-convex as the variable increases. The results of the local optimization is
then sensitive to the initial point where optimization starts.

BASINS OF ATTRACTION

In an optimization problem, the basin of attraction defines a set of points in the opti-
mization space, where the optimization leads to the same local minimum. An example
of a one-dimensional merit function and its corresponding basins of attraction is given
in Figure. 2.3.

The illustration of the basin of attraction is a direct way of visualizing optimization
results in the optimization space, especially in a non-convex problem 5. The result of
a local optimizer is determined by its starting point. Since the goal of this problem is
to find the global minimum among the many, there are two consequent strategies: 1)
starting from the basin of attraction that corresponds to the global minimum. It requires
choosing the starting point based on some prior knowledge. 2) searching for all (most
of) the basins of attraction, list all the minima and obtain the global minimum.

In optical design, the former strategy is largely associated with the conventional opti-
cal design strategies. The starting point can be determined from the literature and patent
data, where the system is believed to have a larger chance to lead to a satisfactory min-

3For imaging systems, each surface is described by a finite (often small) number of parameters. If one thinks
in terms of aberration series, the number of aberration coefficients is in principle infinite, while the number
of variables of imaging systems is finite. In practice, where ray tracing is used, the number of rays required for
an accurate modelling of the image quality is typically larger than the number of design variables.

4A good example is illustrated in Page 61 of Reference [8]. The contour plot of the merit function of a doublet
with respect to two variables shows four local minima.

5In Chapter 4, basins of attraction on the two-dimensional hyper-plane are used for demonstration purposes.
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imum. Another approach is to compute the system parameters based on an analytical
model. The assumption is that the starting point provided by the analytical model is in
the basin of attraction of the global minimum. However, when the optical system be-
comes increasingly complicated, e.g. adding lenses, making surfaces aspheric, etc., it
is very difficult to fully analyze the system and provide a starting point. The strategy of
finding multiple minima and selecting the best among them becomes preferred in this
situation.

The most straightforward method to search for the global minimum is to system-
atically evaluate the merit function value on the multi-dimensional grid. The problem
of this method is that the computational time increases exponentially with the number
of variables. By applying a local optimizer, the amount of merit function evaluations
can be reduced when starting from a basin of attraction. The task of finding the global
minimum is then transformed to finding the basin of attraction containing the global
minimum.

2.2.2. GETTING THE STARTING POINT

When multiple minima are presented in the optical design space, the result of the local
optimization is sensitive to its choice of the starting point. In the conventional optical
design practice, large effort is spent on obtaining a good starting point.

As demonstrated in the beginning of this chapter, simple systems such as the Magni-
fier can be computed using first-order optics and a third-order aberration model to ob-
tain a relative good starting point. For more complicated systems which contain more
optical elements and difficult requirement, there are design strategies summarized by
lens designers based on their in-depth knowledge and extensive experience [9][10]. How-
ever, mastering these design methods can require years of practice.

A common practice is that optical designers scan through the existing catalog of the
available designs. This can be via patent search or by looking up examples in optical
design books [11] [12]. The one with the closest specification with respect to the design
requirement is chosen to serve as the starting point of the design. The assumption is that
this chosen system is already in the basin of attraction where good system performance
is expected. By doing some fine adjustment, the preferred system should be achievable.

Methods, such as the Simultaneous Multiple Surface (SMS) method [13] which ob-
tains a starting point based on iterative ray tracing process, have also been getting much
attention recently. The SMS method can be very effective for obtaining starting points
consisting of aspherical lenses. In Chapter 6, we will look at the SMS method and the
corresponding design landscape.

2.2.3. LOCAL OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we briefly describe the basic concepts and methods used for local op-
timization. We will elaborate a bit more on the damped least-square method as it is
commonly applied for lens design optimization.

Given the starting point and the merit function, the local optimizer aims to find a
local minimum (minimization problem) within a basin of attraction. Numerically, this is
achieved by iterative steps. In the N-dimensional space, the local optimization process
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consists of moving from the starting point towards the minimum in several steps. The
value of the merit function reduces after each step, until a minimum is reached. When
close enough to a minimum, further iteration will not produce any significant changes
in the system parameters and the process is called convergent.

GENERAL PROBLEM STATEMENT

Given the j -th component, f j (xxx), of the operands vector fff can be written as the following
formula with a Taylor expansion

f j (x0x0x0 +∆xxx) = f j (x0x0x0)+∆xxxT ·∇ f j (x0x0x0)+ 1

2
∆xxxT ·H j ·∆xxx, (2.15)

where ∆xxx describes the size and direction at a certain optimization iteration. H j is the
Hessian matrix of f j at xxx = x0x0x0. Its elements are

(
H N

j

)
=


∂2 f j

∂x2
0,1

· · · ∂2 f j

∂x0,1∂x0,N

...
. . .

...
∂2 f j

∂x0,N∂x0,1
· · · ∂2 f j

∂x2
0,N

.

The merit function in Equation 2.13 can be written at xxx in the vicinity of x0x0x0 using Taylor
expansion :

MF (xxx) = f0f0f0
T · f0f0f0 +2∆xT · JJJ T · f0f0f0 + 1

2
∆xT ·HHH ·∆x, (2.16)

where f0f0f0 = fff (x0x0x0), JJJ = ∇fff (xxx)|xxx=x0x0x0 , which is the Jacobian matrix of fff at xxx = x0x0x0 (with ele-

ments: Ji j = ∂ fi
∂x j

|x j =x j ,0 ), HHH = 2
(
JJJ T · JJJ +∑m

j=1 f j (x0x0x0) ·H j

)
, which is the Hessian matrix of

MF at xxx = x0x0x0. To find the minimum of MF (xxx) , numerical iteration steps are executed.
The gradient of MF with respect to the optimization variables vanishes

∇MF (xxx) = 2JJJ T · f0f0f0 +HHH ·∆x = 0. (2.17)

Different methods are used to solve these equations. We mention here the most com-
mon ones.

NEWTONIAN METHOD

The Newtonian methods solve Equation 2.17. The computation of the Hessian matrix
HHH is expensive. As a result, approximation of the Hessian matrix is usually used. The
Gauss-Newton method is a common method, where the H is approximated by 2JJJ T · JJJ .
The Equation 2.17 can then be written as

2JJJ T · f0f0f0 +2JJJ T · JJJ ·∆x = 0, then

∆x =−(JJJ T · JJJ )−1 · JJJ T · f0f0f0,
(2.18)
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where ∆x is the steps used for iteration calculation. The advantage of the Newtonian
method is that it converges fast when the operands are linear (in the vicinity of a local
minimum). However, when starting far from the local minimum, the operands are usu-
ally very nonlinear. In such cases, it may be difficult for the algorithm to find the vicinity
of a local minimum.

STEEPEST DESCENT

The method of steepest descent ignores the second order term and only uses the first
order term for Equation 2.16. The step for the numerical optimization is defined with a
negative direction towards the gradient of the function. If we start the optimization at
x0x0x0, the step can be written as

∆x =−t ·∇MF (x0x0x0), xxx = x0x0x0 +∆x,

where t > 0, represents the size of the step. We define a function of t as

φ(t ) = MF (x0x0x0 − t ·∇MF (x0x0x0)). (2.19)

The derivative of φ(t ) at t = 0 is

φ′(0) =−||∇MF (x0x0x0)|| < 0. (2.20)

Given MF (xxx) is continuous differentiable, for t > 0, we have φ(t ) <φ(0). Hence, we have

MF (x0x0x0) > MF (x0x0x0 +∆x). (2.21)

That is, the method of steepest descent is guaranteed to make at least some progress to-
ward a minimized function value during each iteration. However, when in the vicinity of
the minima, the steepest descent converges slower than the Newtonian method.

METHOD OF DAMPED LEAST-SQUARE

The method of damped least-square is the one commonly used as a local optimizer in
optical design. It has a behavior between Gauss-Newton and steepest descent method.
Instead of solving Equation 2.18, it solves for

2JJJ T · f0f0f0 +2(JJJ T · JJJ +λIII ) ·∆x = 0,

∆x =−(JJJ T · JJJ +λIII )−1 · JJJ T · f0f0f0,
(2.22)

where λ is non-negative damping factor, III is identity matrix. If λ is regarded as an in-
dependent variable, the angle between ∆x and ∇MF (x0x0x0) (equals −2 · JJJ T · f0f0f0) is a mono-
tonically decreasing function of λ. With the λ goes to infinity, the angle goes to zero. By
adjusting the value of λ, the method of damped least-square has a behaviour between
the steepest descent method and the Gauss-Newton method: when λ→∞, the method
acts like the steepest descent method. It converges slowly to the local minimum even if
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starts far from it. When λ = 0, the method acts like the Gauss-Newton method. It con-
verges rapidly in the vicinity of the local minimum.

In lens design programs, the identity matrix I in Equation 2.22 is replaced with a
diagonal matrix Q, with its diagonal elements scaling different variables (e.g. curvatures
and refractive index). As a result, the convergence of the optimization become faster [14].
The implementation of Equation 2.22 is usually further refined by using the method of
singular value decomposition, where the matrix J that must be inverted, is written as a
product of three matrices. One of them is the matrix of singular values. Removing the
contribution of certain singular values ensures that the algorithm remains stable and
that parameter changes, which are too large, can be avoided [7].

All major commercial lens design programs (CODE V, Zemax, OSLO, SYSNOPSYS)
use as their main local optimization engine some version of the damped least-squares
method. Equation 2.22 gives the basic idea, but the implementation details vary greatly
between programs and are kept confidential by the developers. For instance, the damp-
ing is implemented in all cases in a much more sophisticated way, that includes em-
pirical information based on lens design experience. Depending on the specific design
problem, because of the different choices they make, some programs perform more sat-
isfactorily than others.

This “black-box” character of software has also been a significant practical drawback
for the present research which is dependent on these commercial ray tracing software.
For instance, CODE V and Zemax do not allow the user to control the damping. The
damping is chosen automatically as low as possible in order to achieve a fast conver-
gence. However, earlier research at TU Delft has shown that low damping leads in many
lens design programs to fractal basins of attraction, which make the optimization pro-
cess unstable [15]. It is suspected that also for some of the challenges encountered in the
present research (e.g. in Section 5.2.2) a much higher damping value would be desirable.
Therefore it is necessary to continue the present investigations with software where the
algorithms can be adapted as needed.

2.2.4. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

When multiple types of parameters, such as curvature, thickness, glass types, etc., are
considered as variables in an optical system, the complexity of the multi-dimensional
merit function space increases. Especially when the number of lens elements increases,
multiple local minima are expected to exist and the results of the optimization strongly
depends on the choice of the starting point. For simple systems, first-order calculation
and aberration analysis can be done to determine a starting point. The result is usu-
ally effective. For systems with more complexities (e.g. more than 5 elements with all
curvatures and thickness used as variables), conventional practice tends to start from
an existing system which is relatively good and has similar specifications to the design
requirement. The database which is used for searching for these starting point varies
from designer to designer. The definition of the ”similarity“ between the chosen starting
point and the design requirement is normally determined by the designer’s experience.
The consequence of such complexity and uncertainty is that the design process can of-
ten be trapped in a sub-optimal minimum.
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Growing attention has been given in the field of global optimization method follow-
ing the increase of the computational power of computers. Instead of following the to-
pography to converge to a minimum, global optimization methods apply strategies to
cover multiple basins of attraction and attempt to reach to the global minimum. Some
of the global optimization methods have been applied to optical design problems and
show promising results. In this thesis, we have been using Global Synthesis from CODE
V [16][17] , which is proven very successful among the commercial lens design programs.
Unfortunately, it uses proprietary algorithms which are not disclosed in publications. In
the present work, the results obtained with our methods have been compared only with
those of Global Synthesis. To make the difference between other methods and ours clear,
a few other global optimization methods with known principles will be briefly described
below. On high level, they can be divided into two categories: 1) methods that apply
strategies to move to a different basin of attraction when trapped. 2) methods that start
from multiple basins of attraction, and then use mutual information to converge to the
optimal location.

SIMULATED ANNEALING

Simulated annealing is a stochastic approach to the solution of complex problems and
it is essentially a search method driven by biased random walk [18]. It is inspired by
the thermodynamics and the configuration of an alloy during cooling. When applied
to optical design, the method is based on the idea that a given optical system can be
thought of as being in some energy state. This energy state is lower when the system is
"better (i.e. the merit function has a low value)", and is higher when the lens is "worse
(i.e. the merit function value is high)". Different from the iterative method, such as
the method of damp least-square presented in the previous section, the step from the
starting point is generated randomly. With the merit function value at the starting point
x0x0x0 is MF0 and at point x0x0x0+∆xrxrxr is MF0+∆MF , the new variable set is accepted based on
a probability function [19] given by

P (MF0 +∆MF ) =
{

1, ∆MF < 0,

e−
∆MF

T , ∆MF > 0,
(2.23)

where T refers to the temperature for the annealing and can be adjusted to tune the
probability for accepting the proposed step.

The method accepts location with a probability where the merit function value in-
creases. In adaptive simulated annealing methods, the acceptance probability is changed
during the optimization process. When maximizing searching space is prioritised, a
large increase in the merit function value is accepted. When further reduction of the
merit function value is prioritised, the probability is changed such that large increase in
the merit function value is unlikely to happen [19]. In practice, trial and error is required
to set the optimal parameters for the algorithm to function as expected.

ESCAPE FUNCTION

The method of escape function, as the name suggests, is to escape from the stagnation
of a local minimum. It is implemented in the optical design software OSLO [20] as a
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Figure 2.4: Explanation of the method of escape function. (a) a 2D escape function illustration, where
H modifies the height and W modifies the width of the function. (b) P0 is a minimum for the original
1-D merit function (solid line). By applying an escape function (dotted line), P0 is lifted to P1. However,
it cannot help the optimizer to escape to a new basin of attraction. When applying a different escape
function (dashed line), P0 is lifted to P2. The optimizer escapes to the next basin of attraction.

global optimizer. In addition to the merit function, the method uses an escape function
to modify the landscape. The escape is given by [21],

fE =
p

H ·exp

{
− 1

2W 2

∑
j

[
µ j (x j −x j L)

]2
}

, (2.24)

where x j is the j -th variable in the merit function, x j L is its value at the obtained local
minimum, andµ j is the scale factor for the j -th variable. The escape function has a form
of a multi-dimensional Gaussian function, where H modifies the height and W modifies
the width of the function (Figure 2.4). Figure 2.4(b) uses a one-dimensional case to illus-
trate the escape function with two different settings. The solid line represents the origi-
nal one-dimensional merit function. After local optimization routine, the minimum P0

is obtained. In order to escape from the current basin of attraction, the first escape func-
tion setting lifts P0 to P1, as indicated by the dotted line. However, the optimizer remains
in the same basin of attraction due to an insufficient modification of the local landscape.
The second escape function setting lifts P0 to P2. When local optimization routine is ap-
plied for P2, the optimizer escapes from the original basin of attraction. In practice, an
automatic feedback loop is designed to adjust the escape function settings to increase
the efficiency for minimum searching [21].

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

Genetic algorithms are inspired by the process of natural selection which belongs to the
larger class of an evolutionary algorithm. Similar to biological reproduction, genetic al-
gorithms define population in the optimization landscape. Crossover and mutation oc-
cur among the population through generations. The fitness of survival of a given indi-
vidual is determined within the population. Individuals that have a high fitness will be
selected by the algorithm.

In the context of optical design and optimization, the merit function value of an op-
tical system configuration is equivalent to its fitness of survival. Solutions to optical sys-
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tems are thought of as particular individuals of a hypothetical form of life [22]. The con-
tinuous variables of the optical system are encoded as bit strings (e.g. of 0 and 1). An
entire optical system is encoded with these binary numbers, seen as a “chromosome” in
which each variable is considered a “gene”.

A genetic algorithm typically starts with a population of a certain number (e.g. 50)
of “chromosomes”, generated randomly either from entire search space, or from regions
where good solutions are expected to be found based on previously existing knowledge.

In crossover, from two “parents” A and B, a “child” C is generated e.g. by splitting the
two “chromosomes” at the same position and by taking in C e.g. the first part of A and
the second part of B. The “child” then shares many of the characteristics of its "parents".
A mutation would happen e.g. when one or more single “genes” of a “chromosome” X
are multiplied by a random factor.

Most such changes lead to a performance that is worse than that of A, B and X. But
when an improvement is detected, then the resulting system replaces a system with poor
performance in the population.

Evolution happens in generations. The population of candidate solutions evolves
toward better solutions, because in each generation good solutions are more likely to be
selected for the next generation. However, it is necessary to occasionally select poorer
solutions as well, but with a lower probability than the good ones.

When the different parameters for mutation, crossover, and other operations are
chosen adequately, the average merit function for the population decreases from gen-
eration to generation. Unfortunately, in some applications in lens design the quality of
the results is critically dependent on a good choice of these parameters.

Different from the method of simulated annealing or escape function, genetic algo-
rithms begin with sampling a larger range of the optimization landscape. Information
in different parts of the optimization landscape are exchanged to search for the global
optimum. However, because of its combinatorial nature, the convergence to a mini-
mum in the continuum variable space is not efficient. Hybrid algorithms where genetic
algorithms are combined with a local optimizer (e.g. damped-least square), are thus rec-
ommended to improve the efficiency [22]. Global optimization in the commercial lens
design software Zemax uses a combination of genetic algorithm, damped least-square,
and some other expert system heuristics to search for new design solutions [23].

PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION

Particle swarm optimization was introduced as an analogue for the interaction of indi-
viduals in a swarm or a flock of birds. A collection of candidate solutions, called particles,
move around in the optimization space according to simple mathematical rules. The
goodness of a particle’s location is given by the value of the merit function. For each par-
ticle, three vectors are used to represent it in the optimization space: the current location
of the particle, the velocity of the particle, and its previous best position. During each it-
eration, every particle moves from its original location to a new location considering the
velocity vector and the best location vectors. After sufficient iterations, the swarm as a
whole is likely to move close to an optimum in the optimization landscape [24] .

Similar to the genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization starts with initializing
a population randomly located in the optimization space. Each particle starts with an
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initial velocity. The position vector and velocity vector of the particles are updated after
each iteration as the particles move. Parameters associated with the particle movement
such as initial velocity, movement inertia, and acceleration with respect to the global
best positions, need to be determined based on trial and error.

As for optical design, each system configuration represents a particle in the opti-
mization space. Particle swarm optimization has been demonstrated in several design
cases and it is especially helpful in handling a large number of variables such as freeform
systems [24]. On the other hand, a hybrid algorithm of combining particle swarm opti-
mization with local optimizer has been proposed [25]: Particle swarm optimization is
used for the discrete optimization of the optical material choices, while the local opti-
mizer is applied to obtain the minimum given the selected material choice.

2.2.5. SADDLE POINT METHOD
In additional to minimum and maximum, a saddle point is also a type of stationary (or
critical) point existing in the optimization landscape. Gradient vanishes at all station-
ary points. When computing the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of these stationary
points, a minimum has its signs of the eigenvalues all positive, a maximum has its signs
of the eigenvalues all negative, and the saddle point has both positive and negative signs
of its eigenvalues. Morse Index is defined as the number of the negative signs of the
eigenvalues, and the Morse Index of a saddle point is always larger than zero. For ex-
ample, if there is one negative eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix for a stationary point, it
is then a saddle point with a Morse Index value of 1. For an N-dimensional optimiza-
tion landscape, the Morse Index value of its saddle points can vary from 1 to N-1. The
value of the Morse Index indicates the number of directions, following the eigenvectors,
along which the merit function value decreases. An example of a saddle point in the
2-dimensional landscape is given in Figure 2.5(a).

Figure 2.5(b) shows an example of a 2-dimensional landscape. If we use an analogue
of a mountain view scenario, minima are the bottom of the valleys and maxima are the
top of the hills. Saddle points are located on the passes between the valleys.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the 2D saddle points. (a) A 2D saddle point (horse saddle, with a Morse Index
value of 1). It is a maximum in one direction and a minimum along the other direction. (b) Example of
a 2D landscape where minima are connected via saddle points.

The aforementioned global optimization methods treat the optimization landscape
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as different basins of attraction. When a larger number of basins are covered, the chance
of obtaining a global solution increases. Methods such as simulated annealing and es-
cape function apply strategies to switch basins of attraction when a local minimum is
encountered. Methods such as genetic algorithm and particle swarm start with a pop-
ulation distributed in the optimization space. Strategies were applied to search for the
basin with the best fit minimum. As a result, the task of searching for local minima can
be then replaced by the task of searching for basins of attraction. The saddle point is of
special interest when the task is to search for different basins of attraction. As indicated
in Figure 2.5(b), saddle points with a Morse Index of 1 are located at the boundaries be-
tween different basins. Once such a saddle point is found, two basins of attraction can
be reached afterwards.

Figure 2.6: Illustration of constrained optimization to detect saddle points in the optimization land-
scape. (a) Saddle point detection in high-dimensional space. Minimization is performed on hyper-
planes which are orthogonal to the chosen direction. (b) Example of MF value along a search direc-
tion. The saddle point detection starts from an existing local minimum. The directions around the
local minimum are chosen towards the directions of the eigen vectors of the Hessian matrix. The value
of the MF will first increase. After finding the saddle point, the MF value will decrease.

SADDLE POINT DETECTION

NETwork of Local MINima (NETMIN), a tool developed in Delft University of Technol-
ogy, detects saddle points with Morse Index 1 in the optimization landscape. NETMIN
uses constrained local minimization to search saddle points starting from a local mini-
mum. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, a set of directions is defined around a local minimum.
These directions can be determined by the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix, which are
computed at the local minimum. Around the local minimum, the surfaces along which
the merit function is constant have the shape of ellipsoids [26]. The eigenvectors of the
Hessian matrix correspond to the directions of the half-axes of the ellipsoids. Along each
direction, a set of hyperplanes orthogonal to the direction vector, can be defined. For
an N -dimensional space, these hyperplanes have a dimension of N − 1. The distance
between the local minimum and the hyperplane is indicated by t . On each hyperplane,
a constrained minimization can be performed. The positions of the constrained min-
ima as a function of t is symbolically shown in Figure 2.6(a). The merit function value
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(MF ) as a function of t is shown in Figure 2.6(b). When t is sufficiently small, the merit
function value of the constrained minimum on the hyperplane increases. At a certain
t = tmax , the merit function value reaches its maximum value (point s in Figure 2.6[a]).
This point is a maximum along the vector direction and a minimum on the (N − 1)-
dimensional hyperplane, hence a saddle point with Morse Index 1.

When a saddle point with Morse Index 1 is detected, a point "on the other side" of the
saddle point can be chosen to start a local optimization routine. The optimizer searches
in a different basin of attraction to find a new local minimum. NETMIN combines local
optimizer and saddle point detection algorithms to reveal the network of local minima
and saddle points in the optimization landscape. NETMIN has been used to study triplet
network ([27]) and six-mirror systems ([26]). In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we also use NET-
MIN obtained results as a reference.

The computation of NETMIN is expensive. For each step along the chosen direction,
a constrained optimization has to be performed. In practice, multiple directions have to
be searched to find all saddle points around a local minimum. Parallel processing can
be enabled to facilitate the search.

Figure 2.7: Illustration of the saddle point construction process. The right side shows an example of
constructing a saddle point on a doublet minimum. Two triplet minima result from this process. The
left is an example of how a saddle point leads to two minima in a 2D optimization space. In steps 2
and 3, the optimization space remains the same. In steps 1 and 2, the optimization space has different
dimensions (step 1 does not include the null-element, and step 4 adds extra variables).

SADDLE POINT CONSTRUCTION

In the context of lens design, research has shown that in most cases saddle points can be
constructed directly instead of performing a saddle point detection algorithm [8] [28]. It
was firstly found that the saddle point systems obtained via the saddle point detection
algorithm always contain low power meniscus lenses or air spaces. Once the thickness
of these meniscus are reduced to zero, it is possible to show theoretically that the these
systems become a saddle point in the design landscape (detailed explanation is given in
Chapter 3).

An illustration of the saddle point construction is given in Figure 2.7. The construc-
tion of a saddle point is indicated by steps 1 and 2: It starts from a local minimum and
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adds an extra lens element to the existing system. When a saddle point system is ob-
tained in step 2, step 3 and step 4 show how to obtain two new local minima from the
saddle point system. The detailed explanation of saddle point construction is given in
Chapter 3.

2.3. CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we use the example of a magnifying glass to demonstrate how a lens can
be designed on paper. However, nowadays optical systems are becoming too compli-
cated to perform such analysis and be designed from scratch.

The major concepts such as basins of attraction, starting point, local and global op-
timization are explained for the optimization part of lens design. We show that the opti-
mization algorithms rely almost exclusively on generally applicable mathematical mod-
els and use little or no specific knowledge about the optical system (and its design land-
scape). We briefly mentioned SPC at the end and the special structure of the lens design
landscape it reveals. In the following three chapters, we will focus on the SPC method
and its effectiveness in different design scenarios.
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3
THE SADDLE POINT

CONSTRUCTION (SPC) METHOD

The Saddle Point Construction (SPC) method is one of the major methods investigated in
this research. Several variations of the methods for constructing the saddle point system
have been introduced through the years [1][2][3]. Instead of searching for alternative
local minima, the SPC method constructs saddle points as intermediate steps to obtain
new local minima. This is achieved by adding extra variables to the existing system. With
this approach, it is shown in this chapter that it is possible to obtain new solutions in a
systematic way.

3.1. SADDLE POINT AND DESIGN LANDSCAPE
For a given optical design problem, once the merit function and the number of variables
N have been determined, an N-dimensional design (optimization) space is defined. The
optimization of an optical system then is equivalent to finding the minimum of the merit
function in the N-dimensional design landscape. As mentioned in the introduction, the
optimization problem of optical design is a nonlinear problem, where multiple local
minima are present in the design landscape. As a result, searching for one or several
good local minima among many becomes a challenge for optical design.

For the simple case of only two variables, the minima can be viewed as the bottoms
of the valleys in the design landscape. On the other hand, maxima are the mountain
tops, which are usually not observed in the lens design landscape. Minima and maxima
are both critical (or stationary) points. As explained in Section 2.2.5, there are also saddle
points, which can be used as proxies to find new local minima.

In a 2D space, a 2D saddle point is a "saddle" where along one direction in variable
space, the value of the function decreases with respect to the saddle point value, while
along the perpendicular direction, it increases. Mathematically, the so-called Morse
Index is used to distinguish minima, maxima and saddle points. The Morse Index is
defined as the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix H at the critical
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point, when the Hessian matrix H is non-degenerate. A negative eigenvalue indicates
that along the direction defined by the corresponding eigenvector of the Hessian matrix,
the critical point is a maximum. Therefore, in an N-dimensional space, the Morse In-
dex of a minimum and a maximum is 0 and N respectively. A saddle point can have any
Morse Index between 1 and N-1.

In this research, the saddle point with a Morse Index of 1 is of particular interest.
This kind of saddle point has one direction, along which the value of the merit function
decreases, while in N-1 other directions the merit function increases. This means that
a saddle point of Morse Index 1 is a local minimum in all but one direction. When the
optimization follows the two opposite directions in which the merit function descends,
two local minima can in principle be found (Figure 3.1(b)). As a result, if there is a way
to rapidly obtain these saddle points in the design landscape, it provides an approach to
find more local minima. In fact one finds two local minima from a saddle point of Morse
Index 1.

3.2. THE SPC METHOD
In this section, the SPC method is introduced and explained. As the name suggests, the
method constructs saddle points in the design landscape. These are all saddle points
with Morse Indices of 1 1. Instead of optimizing from an arbitrary point in the landscape,
optimizing from a saddle point can systematically lead to two local minima.

The saddle points are constructed by adding extra variables to the merit function
that has attained the existing local minimum using the original number of variables.
In principle, the variables can be any parameter in the lens design model. It should
be mentioned that the most effective variables that have been used so far are the lens
curvatures.

There are a general version and a special version of SPC. The general version is flexi-
ble with the insertion position of the null element and a scan of the computed derivatives
of the merit function is required to identify the saddle points. The special version is re-
stricted with the positions for inserting a null element. However, a saddle point can be
directly obtained without additional steps. In the following texts and rest of the thesis, we
mainly focus on the general version of SPC. The special version will be briefly explained
and more details about it can be found in Reference [1].

3.2.1. THE GENERAL VERSION OF SPC
The SPC method always starts with an optimized lens system that is a minimum of a
merit function defined by N arbitrary variables (x1, x2, ..., xN ). A saddle point can then
be constructed in a design space with N +2 variables by adding a lens with zero thick-
ness and with surfaces having the same curvatures (see Figure 3.1(a)). Such a lens has
no optical effect and hence the merit function is the same after insertion of this element
as before. The two curvatures are the two new variables, so that the total number of
variables has been increased to N+2. For certain values of the curvatures of the inserted

1In the special version of the SPC, it can be proven that the Morse Index of the constructed saddle point is
1. In the general version of the SPC, it is shown in the numerical experiments that the Morse Index of the
constructed saddle point is 1.
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surfaces, the resulting system is a saddle point, which is a minimum along N +1 direc-
tions in the variable space and a maximum along one direction (i.e., mathematically it
will have a Morse index of 1 [2]). The details of how such values are obtained will be
explained further in the following paragraphs. Along the direction for which the SP is a
maximum, two minima can be obtained systematically, as shown for simplicity in a 2D
case in Figure 3.1(b).

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the SPC. (a) An SP in (N +2)-dimensional space obtained by insertion of a
zero-thickness glass meniscus. (b) A Morse index 1 saddle point in the 2D case.

The pair of surfaces with equal curvatures can be either a zero-thickness lens added
to the original minimum or a zero-thickness air space inside a lens. Both the added
lens and the added air space with zero thickness, do not affect the ray paths, and hence
the merit function value of the original system is not changed. Such an element of zero
thickness is therefore called a null element. We can write the merit function MF in a
N -dimensional space as

MF N (x1, x2, ..., xN ).

At a local minimum M0 (x0
1 , x0

2 , ..., x0
N ), we have

∂

∂xi
MF N (x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N ) = 0, for i = 1,2, ..., N . (3.1)

∂
∂xi

MF N (x0
1 , x0

2 , ..., x0
N ) denotes the partial derivatives of MF N with respect to variable

xi , evaluated at the point (x0
1 , x0

2 , ..., x0
N ). Furthermore, the Morse Index of the Hessian at

(x0
1 , x0

2 , ..., x0
N ) is zero, i.e. the eigenvalues of the matrix

H N
i j =

∂2

∂xi∂x j
MF N (x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N ), (3.2)

are all non-negative.
Next we introduce a null element with common curvature c1 = c2 of its two surfaces.

Additional variables are then introduced as follows:

xN+1 = c1 + c2,

xN+2 = c1 − c2.
(3.3)
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Because the introduction of the null-element does not alter the physical property of
the optical system, therefore does not have any effect on the merit function, we have the
following relation between the merit functions with N and N +2 dimensions:

MF N+2(x1, x2, ..., xN , xN+1, xN+2 = 0) = MF N (x1, x2, ..., xN ). (3.4)

Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.4 implies

∂

∂x j
MF N+2(x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N , xN+1, xN+2 = 0)

= ∂

∂x j
MF N (x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N )

= 0,

for all j = 1,2, ..., N , and all xN+1.

(3.5)

Furthermore Equation 3.4 implies

∂

∂xN+1
MF N+2(x1, x2, ..., xN , xN+1, xN+2 = 0) = 0, (3.6)

for all xN+1. Equation 3.6 applies to (x0
1 , x0

2 , ..., x0
N ), we have

∂

∂xN+1
MF N+2(x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N , xN+1, xN+2 = 0) = 0,

for all xN+1.
(3.7)

Next we vary xN+1 to find a point x0
N+1 for which

∂

∂xN+2
MF N+2(x0

1 , x0
2 , · · · , x0

N , x0
N+1, xN+2 = 0) = 0. (3.8)

When such a point, x0
N+1, can be found (and this happen often in practice, but not al-

ways, as will be seen in later examples), we conclude that

(x0
1 , x0

2 , · · · , x0
N , x0

N+1,0)

is a critical point of MF N+2.
Now Equation 3.4 implies

∂

∂xi∂x j
MF N+2(x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N , x0
N+1, xN+2 = 0)

= ∂

∂xi∂x j
MF N (x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N ),

for 1 ≤ i , j ≤ N .

(3.9)

Furthermore, from Equation 3.6

∂

∂xi∂xN+1
MF N+2(x0

1 , x0
2 , ..., x0

N , x0
N+1, xN+2 = 0) = 0,

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N +1.
(3.10)
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So we have for the Hessian in N+2 dimensional space

(
H N+2

i j

)
=



(
H N

i j

)
0 ∂2MF N+2

∂x1∂xN+2

...
...

0 · · · 0 ∂2MF N+2

∂xN+1∂xN+2

∂2MF N+2

∂xN+2∂x1
· · · ∂2MF N+2

∂xN+2∂xN+1

∂2MF N+2

∂x2
N+2


. (3.11)

The last column and last row are, in general, nonzero, hence there are in general nonzero
eigenvalues. Numerical experiments show that typically the eigenvalues of H N

i j are close

to a subset of N eigenvalues of H N+2
i j , but they are not the same. In many cases in which

the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix have been computed numerically the Morse Index
turned out to be 1. A mathematical proof of the fact that the Morse Index is always one
has not yet been found, but no exception has been found numerically.

Obtaining saddle point systems with the general version of the SPC includes the fol-
lowing steps:

1. Insert a null element into the existing minimum.
2. Compute the derivatives (numerically) of the merit function with respect to the

curvature of the inserted null element. The null element has two identical curva-
tures. The computed derivative of the two curvatures have opposite signs.

3. Select the curvature values where the derivative of the merit function equals zero.
Systems with these curvature values are the saddle point systems.

These steps are referred to as "performing an SPC scan" in this thesis. In our research,
the SPC scans are performed in CODE V using the MACRO function. Figure 3.2 shows
an example of the results of such an SPC scan. An SPC scan in a chosen position can
lead to multiple saddle point systems. There are four zero crossings in Figure 3.2(b) in-
dicating that four saddle points are found. When the saddle points are found, initial
systems for subsequent local optimization can be obtained by choosing for each zero
crossing in Figure 3.2(b) two systems, one to the left, one to the right of the saddle point.
Local optimization, using, e.g., a Damped Least-Square (DLS) algorithm, will then lead
to two minima, one on each side of the “saddle,” as shown in Figure 3.1(b). To obtain
the broadest variety of new minima with SPC, in general both zero-thickness lenses and
zero-thickness air spaces are necessary. For simple systems, there are examples of min-
ima that can be obtained with one of these two types of null elements but not with the
other one. Finding the saddle points is in principle much less time consuming than
DLS optimization, because it only involves the evaluation of the derivative of the MF
for the one-dimensional sequence of scan points according to Equation 3.8, whereas
local optimization involves many iterations where a Jacobian matrix is evaluated. The
zero-thickness condition for the null element is not a severe limitation, as it may seem,
because in the resulting minima the distances between the surfaces (and the glass of the
new lens) can be easily changed as desired. Once the two local minima are obtained with
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the SPC, other parameters of the new lens (thickness, aspheric coefficients, etc.) can be
made available as variables to further minimize the merit function.

Figure 3.2: Example of an SPC scan. (a) The insertion of a glass null element between two lenses
exhibiting a known minimum value of the merit function. (b) The SPC scan finds four saddle points in
this search. The red circles indicate the corresponding values of the null element curvatures.

3.2.2. THE SPECIAL VERSION OF SPC
Different from performing a scan using the general version of SPC, the special version
of SPC directly constructs the saddle points by adding null elements with specific con-
figuration to the existing system. The way in which the special version of SPC works is
described in Reference [1]. The null element is inserted in contact with (i.e. at zero ax-
ial distance from) an existing surface (reference surface) in the original minimum. The
two curvatures and the optical material of the null element have to be the same as the
ones at the reference surface. In this case, three surfaces have the same curvatures and
two zero-thickness spaces between them, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. It has been shown
in Reference [1] that the new system created in this way is a critical point2 as well as a
saddle point with a Morse Index of 13.

Compared to the general version of SPC, the special version is a rapid way to con-
struct saddle point systems. However, the constructing positions are limited to the loca-
tions of the existing surfaces. As a result, some of the saddle points found by the general
version can not be obtained by the special version of SPC. In this research, the general
version of SPC is mainly used for acquiring new minima. When an SPC scan is performed
on an existing surface, the saddle point constructed by the special version of SPC can also
be obtained.

2As a critical point, all components of the gradient must be zero. Hence it satisfies Equations 3.8.
3Saddle points with Morse Index 2 can also be easily constructed: As shown in Reference [4], if the special

version of SPC is applied by inserting not only one, but two null elements, both of them in contact with
an existing surface in an existing minimum, then the resulting critical point will have a Morse index of 2.
Examples have shown how Morse Index 2 saddle points can be used in lens design in the same reference.
However, the way to use them is very different from the Morse 1 saddle points used in the present work. The
question whether constructing Morse Index 2 saddle points is useful enough for practical usage in lens design
or not requires further study.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the special version of SPC. a) A lens before adding any null element. b) A
glass null element has been attached to the surface on the left. An air null-element has been attached
to the surface on the right. cg l ass1 = cg l ass2 = cr e f 1,cai r 1 = cai r 2 = cr e f 2. The special version of the
SPC usually adds one glass null element or one air null element. For demonstration purpose, different
types of null elements are added to the lens, and the thickness of the null elements are also nonzero in
the drawings.

3.3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLYING SPC
As mentioned in the previous section, the SPC adds two extra curvatures to an existing
optical system. It is straightforward, if the design goal is to add new elements to the
system. Nevertheless, when applying the SPC in the practical design scenario, the tech-
nique can be used in different ways to achieve different design goals. Some scenarios are
listed below as recommendations.

3.3.1. ADDING LENS ELEMENTS
The direct way of applying SPC is to add a lens element to the existing system. This can
be achieved by either inserting a glass null element or an air null element. Essentially,
both approaches introduce two curvature variables to the system. Adding a glass null
element can be treated as adding a lens element, while adding an air null element can be
regarded as splitting an existing lens. The two approaches are described in the following
two paragraphs.

GLASS NULL ELEMENT - ADDING A LENS

The Cooke triplet is chosen here as an example to demonstrate how SPC is applied. The
position of the insertion of the glass null element is indicated by the dashed line in Fig-
ure 3.4. In principle, any position in the spaces between the lenses can be selected for
the insertion. The choice of the position can be guided by the conventional lens design
method. Examples of combining a traditional design method and the SPC method are
given in Chapter 4.

In Figure 3.4, the insertion position is chosen between the middle lens and the right
lens. As shown in the SPC scan curve, three zero-crossing points of the derivative of
the merit function are found, hence three saddle points are found. Three new solutions
with the added lens are listed in the same figure. Numerical experiments show that in
simple cases neighbouring saddle points typically have a common minimum linked to
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them, i.e. M saddle points lead to M +1 minima. Based on the scan curve in Figure 3.4,
we would expect four solutions instead of three to be produced after optimizing from
the three saddle points. It is the case when the minima are in the form of having an
element with zero-thickness. However, when the thickness of the inserted element is
increased, a solution will disappear or merge with other solutions (an example is given
in the next chapter in Figure 4.7). This is the situation in this example, and only three
minima remained once the thickness is increased to a practical value. Among the three
solutions, the added lenses present different optical powers. The original lens elements
of the system remain almost the same powers compared to the status before insertion.
In this example, two systems have better merit function values (left system 43.27 µm2,
right system 47.80 µm2) than the original one (49.95 µm2). The merit function used here
is the default transverse ray function in CODE V. The default transverse ray function is a
widely-used merit function in CODE V because it can be computed easily. For each ray
it uses the length of the transverse aberration vector, and its value is related to the image
spot size. The choice of the rays and their weights is done automatically by CODE V
such that maximum accuracy can be obtained for a given size of the ray grid in the pupil.
For instance, for a lens system with 5 variable curvatures, typically about 60 rays are
chosen automatically by the lens design software to construct the transverse ray merit
function. Alternative merit functions that use the optical paths of different rays are also
widely used, but their computation is slightly more complicated. Merit functions using
the modulation transfer function are also used, but because they are computationally
very intensive they are used typically for the final polishing of local minima.

Figure 3.4: Adding lens element by adding glass null element using the SPC. The dashed line indi-
cates the position where the null element is inserted. Three saddle points lead to four solutions with
zero-thickness element (not shown). When the thickness of the inserted element is increased, three
solutions with one lens more are obtained. The added lens elements are highlighted. Merit Function
(MF) values are listed for each system, and the unit is µm2.

AIR NULL ELEMENT - SPLITTING A LENS

Alternatively, adding lenses can also be realized by splitting lenses. With the SPC, insert-
ing an air null element into a lens is equivalent to splitting this lens. In Figure 3.5, the
most right lens element was chosen to be split. The dashed line indicates where the lens
was split. The derivative as function of the curvature of the inserted air space is plotted
in the right part of the figure. It is seen that there are four saddle points. As with the
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situation in glass element insertion case, they lead to three solutions instead of five. The
solutions and their merit function values are listed in Figure 3.5. When evaluating the
merit function values, it is seen that the three new systems all have better merit function
values than the original one. The inserted air spaces are highlighted.

Compared with the solutions produced by inserting glass null element, the solution
on the right in Figure 3.5 for air null-element insertion presents a similar system shape
as the solution on the left in Figure 3.4 for glass null-element insertion. The similarity
is shown by the same power distribution of each element in the systems4. The power
distribution (i.e. the succession of surface powers) can be estimated visually by looking
at the succession of the signs of the surface curvatures (i.e. whether a surface is curved
to the right or to the left). The power distribution gives a rough indication of how similar
two systems are. When adjusting the thickness and airspace, the two systems converge
to the same solution.

Figure 3.5: Adding a lens element by adding an air null element using the SPC (splitting lenses). The
dashed line indicates the SPC scan position. Four saddle points lead to three solutions with one lens
more. The added air spaces are shaded. MF value of each system is listed, and the unit is µm2.

3.3.2. SWITCHING TO ALTERNATIVE MINIMA

THE EXTRACT AND ADD OPERATION

In practical lens design, it is usually important to obtain a better solution without chang-
ing the number of variables (lens elements). Adding extra elements in the system often
means that the costs of the system increase and that the system becomes less compact.

When using the SPC, with some subsequent steps described below, it is possible to
switch between local minima with the same number of variables. Illustrated in Figure
3.6, the first step is to choose which lens to modify. The middle one of the Cooke triplet
was chosen in this example. The next step is to extract this element from the original sys-
tem as follows. The thickness of the chosen element is gradually reduced to zero while
in each step the system is optimized with respect to the remaining variables. Small steps
should be applied for the change of the thickness to prevent the optimization moving to
a different basin of attraction. When the basin of attraction of the optimization changes,

4For the solution on the right in Figure 3.5 and the solution on the left in Figure 3.4, the succession of the signs
of the surface curvatures (from left to right) is: positive, no sign (zero), negative, positive, negative, negative,
positive, and negative.
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a sudden change in the merit function value can be observed. After the thickness is
reduced to zero, the curvatures of the two surfaces are usually different. Next, the cur-
vatures can be changed gradually until they become equal and the system is optimized
with respect to the remaining variables after each step.

Figure 3.6: Switching to different solutions with the SPC. The middle lens element was chosen to be
first extracted, and the SPC was performed at the same location. However, no saddle point was found
in that location. The scanning location was then shifted right. Two saddle points and three solutions
were obtained. MF value of each system is listed, and the unit is µm2.

Once the thickness of the chosen lens has been made zero and the two curvatures
have been made equal by this procedure, the null element can be extracted from the
system without changing the value of the merit function. In fact, we have now a system
with one lens less which is a local minimum for the reduced number of variables. The
system is ready to be inserted with a null element in order to add back the extracted lens
and obtain new local minima. The null element is usually inserted at the same location
where the lens is extracted and the derivative of the merit function with respect to the
curvature is scanned to search for saddle points. In Figure 3.6, the curve plot on the top
shows the SPC scan when it is performed at the position of the extraction. It is seen that
the scan shows no saddle point. The subsequent step is to change the position where the
null elements is inserted in the space between the two lens elements. Where the arrow
points down in Figure 3.6, the position of the insertion of a null element is chosen to
coincide with the left surface of the right lens. The curve of the derivative has two zero-
crossings, which indicates two saddle point systems. One of the saddle points can be
explained by the special version of the SPC [1], where the curves of the inserted element
are identical to the surface which the null element is attached to.

Three solutions were obtained from the two saddle points. After relaxing all variables
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and optimizing, the solution on the right in Figure 3.6 becomes identical to that of the
original Cooke triplet. The other two solutions are new solutions. None of the two shows
better merit function values compared to the Cooke triplet design.

THE ADD AND EXTRACT OPERATION

It was shown that with an extract-and-add strategy, one can switch systematically from
one local minimum to other minima, with the same number of variables. An intermedi-
ate step is necessary to first reduce the number of the variables in the original problem
(by extracting a lens).

It is also possible to switch to different solutions using the SPC by first increasing the
number of variables: an add-and-extract strategy. However, it is not really recommended
since it requires more decisions on where to add or extract in the intermediate steps. For
an extract-and-add strategy, it is demonstrated in the previous section that the designer
only needs to decide where to extract an element. In contrast, an add-and-extract strat-
egy will work as follows: The designer first has to decide where to add an element to the
original system. Then, after the SPC operation, usually more than one solution is pro-
duced. In the simplest case, the designer can decide to extract the same element for all
of them. However, it is also possible to decide to extract different elements from the so-
lutions obtained after SPC. In either way, the add-and-extract strategy will require more
decision steps than the extract-and-add strategy.

3.4. PRACTICAL FLOW OF IMPLEMENTING SPC IN LENS DESIGN
In Section 3.3 above, we have explained several scenarios to add lens or air null elements
in existing designs in order to perform SPC scans and obtain new solutions. At a basic
level, the SPC procedure is simple and remains the same in all cases. It can be described
as the following steps:

1. Start with the optimized local minimum for which we want to further lower the
merit function value. If the merit function necessary to satisfy all practical require-
ments is too complex, simplify it and reoptimize the system with the simplified
merit function. Make sure that the optimization quality (e.g. number of cycles
used) is higher than what one would usually use for practical optimization in lens
design. For a complex system, if obtaining a starting minimum with a residual
gradient that is sufficiently low takes too long, reduce the number of variables.

2. Insert a glass or air null element at a certain position in the system.
3. Compute the scan curve using Equation 3.8 and find all its zero crossings.
4. For each zero crossing, perturb the resulting saddle point on both sides of the “sad-

dle”. For N zero crossings we then obtain 2N starting points for subsequent local
optimization. Locally optimize the 2N starting points.

5. In the resulting local minima adapt the axial thickness that results from the null
element such that all edge thickness violations are corrected.

6. Select the best solution, or several of good solutions, by examining the merit func-
tion value as well as the system drawing (to avoid solutions with too much stress).
If for SPC the merit function has been simplified, reoptimize the selected good
solution(s) with the original merit function that contains all necessary operands.
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Figure 3.7: Flowchart of performing a SPC scan. Once saddle point systems are obtained, Figure 3.8
shows the next stage of how to obtain minima with SPC.

Experience at TU Delft and elsewhere has shown that in many cases even following
these basic steps of SPC can produce valuable new designs. However, the basic approach
may miss some solutions. As with all other local and global optimization algorithms in
lens design, optimal performance is obtained by adapting some details and parame-
ters by using empirical information depending on the specific application. The steps
mentioned above are mapped into the flowchart in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, together with
some more sub-steps. We briefly describe below how these refined steps can help find-
ing more solutions. Some of the descriptions require detailed explanation, which will be
elaborated in the following chapters. With this flowchart, we hope to make it easier for
readers to implement the method themselves.

The flowchart in Figure 3.7 consists of two major blocks: determine the starting con-
figuration and perform a SPC scan. As stated previously, it is required to start with a local
minimum to perform a SPC scan. The configuration of merit function and constraints
can impact the effectiveness of SPC. This is elaborated in Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.4
of Chapter 5. One of the practical recommendations is to use minimal and essential
constraints in the merit function.

Step 2.1 in Figure 3.7 indicates that decisions need to be made on where the inser-
tion position should be. This can be a conscious choice made by the designer or some
automated process sampling the positions in the lens system. In Section 5.3.3 of Chap-
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Figure 3.8: Flowchart of obtaining minima from SPC. After performing a SPC scan (Figure 3.7), two
additional steps (5, and 6 in the flowchart) are required to obtain practical solutions.

ter 5, we demonstrate two examples of combining designers’ experience with SPC to
obtain additional good results. The algorithm on automating the element insertion is
not studied in detail in this thesis. For inserting null element, our experience shows
that sampling at positions in contact with existing lens elements and at positions in the
middle between two lens elements is sufficient to achieve good results. Section 3.2.1
of this chapter explains the theoretical background of step 3 in Figure 3.7. The results
achieved within this thesis use programmed scripts in CODE V to numerically compute
the derivatives for SPC scans.

The flowchart in Figure 3.8 explains the steps of obtaining minima once the saddle
point systems are constructed. The sub-steps under step 4 explain how to obtain the
minima with zero-thickness element. This step is vital and may be overlooked. The
purpose of this step is to ensure the local optimizer follows two descending directions
predicted by the constructed saddle points. An unintended practice would be optimiz-
ing while making the thickness of the inserted element as a variable. It would alter the
optimization landscape (compared to the one where the saddle points are constructed)
in an unpredictable way. As a result, the assumption of the two descending directions
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can be invalid. Chapter 4 shows a network of saddle points and minima in a specific sce-
nario: All consecutive lens elements are in contact with each other (zero axial distance)
and the inserted element is an air null element. In this way, we create a practical use case
to study the network staying at step 4.

When optimizing from the saddle points, choice needs to be made on the starting
points (step 4.1) to ensure that the two descending directions are captured. An detailed
example on the choice of starting points near the saddle points has been given in Section
5.2.2 of Chapter 5. In the same section, we also show that, when increasing the thickness
of the inserted element (step 5 in Figure 3.8), it is recommended to use small increments
if one wants to maintain the system shape of the solution5.

The final results from SPC should be several design candidates which will be eval-
uated considering the next phase of the design. For instance, this can either be reopti-
mizing the system with additional constraints or another cycle of SPC to further improve
system performance (several examples are available in Chapters 4 and 5).

3.5. CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the SPC method is explained in detail. The method constructs a saddle
point system with Morse Index 1 in a higher dimensional space (from dimension N to
dimension N +2). Optimizing from a saddle point of Morse Index 1 can systematically
lead to two local minima. The general version of the SPC involves a scan of the inserted
curvatures to search for the saddle point. It is not guaranteed that the scan will generate
saddle points. In the special version of the SPC, a null element attached to an existing
surface is added where a saddle point system can be immediately obtained [1].

By performing a scan to find systems where the first order derivative of the merit
function vanishes, the general version of SPC usually finds more than one saddle point,
therefore, often several solutions are obtained. When such a scan of the derivative hap-
pens at the same position as an existing surface, the saddle point predicted by the special
version of the SPC will also be included.

A flowchart is provided (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) to illustrate the steps required for obtain-
ing minima with SPC. Simple examples are given to explain how SPC can be performed
in practice: An SPC scan can be done either by scanning a glass null element (adding a
lens element) or scanning an air null element (splitting a lens element). Depending on
the scan positions, the two approaches can produce similar solutions (e.g. Figures 3.4
and 3.5).

Switching to different local minima using the SPC without increasing the number of
elements (i.e. variables), can be very useful. This is realized by first extracting a lens
element, and then performing an SPC scan at the extracted position. Figure 3.6 demon-
strates the steps where extra solutions are obtained.

In the following two chapters, the SPC is used in the way described in this chapter. A
detailed study of the saddle points - minima networks using SPC is presented in Chapter
4. Several practical examples given in Chapter 5, demonstrate how these approaches can
be used in lens design.

5If there is no preference to keep the system shape, one can also make the thickness as a variable with or
without a constraint.
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4
LENS DESIGN LANDSCAPE

EXPLORATION WITH SIMPLE

SYSTEMS

In a lens design landscape, from a saddle point system with Morse index 1, optimization
will lead to two solutions of local minima. When performing a SPC 1, it can find several
saddle point configurations, which subsequently lead to multiple local minima.

Therefore, it is an intriguing question whether or not the local minima in the design
landscape are all connected by the saddle points of Morse index 1. If this is the case,
then by constructing sufficiently many saddle points, in principle all local minima of the
design landscape can be obtained.

This chapter is mainly based on a research paper[1] published in 2016. It is shown
that in the design landscape of a wide-angle pinhole lens and in closely related opti-
mization landscapes, all good local minima found by other methods can be obtained
easily with a succession of one-dimensional searches (SPC scans) starting from simpler
systems. By replacing high-dimensional searches with a succession of one-dimensional
searches, the design efficiency can be increased significantly. By combining this method
with conventional design methods, the wide-angle pinhole lens can be designed starting
from a single lens.

In a 2004 research paper [2], Bociort et al. show that when some general mathemati-
cal requirements are satisfied, the minima and saddle points in the lens design landscape
form a network. The saddle points in this network can be theoretically predicted, hence
from the saddle points, minima are obtained. Research conducted by Van Grol et al.[3]
claims that there is a fundamental network for a lens design problem with a certain num-
ber of lenses. In their paper, examples of the fundamental network of doublet and triplet

Parts of this chapter have been published in Applied Optics 55, 10449 (2016) [1].
1The definition of "performing an SPC scan" is given in Chapter 3.2.1.
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systems are given. The authors predict that in practical design cases, the types of system
shapes 2 of the solutions will not exceed the types of system shapes from the fundamen-
tal network. In a later paper from 2010[4][5], Bociort shows that a toy model based on
third-order spherical aberration can be used to mathematically explain the fundamental
network of the triplet.

For the assumption that the dominant aberration is spherical aberration, and that
the lenses are not too thick, it is possible to predict the existing solutions within the net-
work. However, in practical cases, aberrations other than spherical aberration will also
determine the topology of the merit function landscape. In this case, it is mathematically
too complex to build an analytical model to predict the behaviour of the merit function
landscape.

Despite the complexity to use an analytic model to predict the merit function land-
scape, earlier research shows [6][7] that in the lens design space, a special structure is
present that makes the lens design problem different from a general global optimiza-
tion problem: certain saddle points existing in the landscape are reducible to minima
of simpler systems with one lens element less. Using this structure, the SPC [7] method
is developed to obtain new design solutions. In the conventional approach, trial and
error is needed to look for different solutions (if there is more than one) by adding one
extra lens element to the existing system. With the SPC, there is a systematic procedure
to search for available solutions by adding new elements to the system. When starting
from a minimum with N variables, with SPC it is possible to systematically find min-
ima in an (N +2)-dimensional variable space by using one-dimensional searches, rather
than (N +2)-dimensional searches. Important questions are, however, how many min-
ima existing in the landscape can be obtained in (N +2)-dimensional search spaces, by
replacing high-dimensional searches with one-dimensional searches? What percentage
of them can be found? Is it possible to at least obtain the good solutions? In this chap-
ter, the performance of SPC is evaluated for more general problems, especially those of
practical interests.

4.1. WIDE-ANGLE PINHOLE LENS
A wide angle pinhole lens, designed by Irina Livshits from ITMO, has been chosen to
study the design landscape using SPC. For surveillance applications, this kind of lens,
has in recent years, become very popular. Instead of a lensless optical element, the pin-
hole lens here refers to a lens having an aperture stop with a small diameter placed in
front of the system. All lenses are in contact, one lens is cemented, and three different
glass materials are used [see Figure 4.1(a)]. The design specifications are given in Ta-
ble 4.1 and the surface specifications are provided in Appendix A.1. In Figure 4.1(b) a
2D image simulation made with CODE V shows that, despite its simplicity, the system
has an imaging quality that is adequate for its intended purpose. The system can also be
adapted for spectral imaging applications [8]. For optimization we use the default CODE

2In a lens system, each lens element has its lens form: biconcave, biconvex, meniscus, etc. The type of the
system shape of a lens system is determined by the combination of the individual lens forms. For example,
a biconcave-biconvex doublet is one type of system shape, and a biconcave-meniscus is a different type of
system shape.
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V merit function that is based on transverse ray aberrations. The value of the merit func-
tion (called in CODE V error function) for this system is 5.68 µm2. It is a composite value,
scaled so that it is the mean square of the weighted image radius. The value has consid-
ered a setting with three wavelengths as shown in Table 4.1. In the following text in this
chapter, values of the merit function are presented without adding the unit.

Figure 4.1: Wide-angle pinhole lens. (a) Lens drawing. (b) 2D image simulation of its imaging quality.

Table 4.1: System specification

Entrance Pupil Diameter (EPD, mm) 0.8

(Full) Field Of View (FOV, °) 110

Effective Focal Length (EFL, mm) 3.5

Wavelength (nm) 644, 546, 480

4.2. SWITCHING BETWEEN LOCAL MINIMA
To find other possible solutions for the same specifications, two different global opti-
mization methods are used, Global Synthesis from CODE V [9][10] and a saddle point
detection method (the program NETMIN3). In this example, for simplicity only the sur-
face curvatures are used as variables. Minor edge thickness violations, which can be
easily corrected in a later stage, are acceptable in this analysis.

It is of interest to find the so-called stable solutions. Stable solutions means that
the corresponding local minima do not easily appear and disappear when specifica-
tions (such as size of the aperture, field of view [FOV], or effective focal length [EFL])
are changed. Three stable solutions are found, denoted in Figure 4.2 by M1, M2, and M3.
They exist for a wider range of specifications, e.g., not only for the FOV of 110° as shown
in Table 4.1, but also for a FOV of 90°, and not only for an EFL of 3.5 mm (for which
the corresponding merit function values are 5.68, 11.51, and 11.09, respectively) but also
for an EFL of 3.0 mm (with merit function values of 6.80, 23.20, and 16.70). These so-
lutions have no large edge thickness violation and relatively low merit function values.

3NETMIN is a tool developed in TU Delft to search for new local minima based on saddle point detection
method. Detailed description can be found in Chapter 2.2.5.
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From the lens drawings of these solutions, we observe that the second element (from
the left) differs significantly between them. A few solutions with low stability and large
merit function values can also be found. They exist for instance either at EFL 3.5 mm or
at EFL 3.0 mm, but not at both. Since these solutions with low stability appear or dis-
appear easily when the EFL is changed, experience shows that their basins of attraction
are small 4and therefore the risk that the optimization gets trapped in these basins is
rather low. The solutions with low stability will therefore be ignored in what follows. No
global optimization method can guarantee with absolute certainty that all minima are
found. However, the landscapes examined in this chapter are simple (up to six curva-
ture variables) and extensive numerical investigations with different methods have been
performed. This gives us confidence that all minima having a basin of attraction large
enough to be relevant for practical purposes are found with the methods being used.

Figure 4.2: Switching between minima (blue boxes) using SPC. Extraction of the second element from
M1, M2, or M3 results in the system M0 (hollow arrows). Starting from M0, two routes, each having
an SP, lead to three different minima (solid arrows). The two saddle points shown in dashed red boxes
can be found both by the general and by the special version of SPC. In SP1, the null-element has the
same curvature as the second surface of M0; in SP2, it has the same curvature as the third surface of
M0 (because of two zero thicknesses, we see there three overlapping surfaces, marked by red dashed
line).

Optimization can be trapped in the sub-optimal minima M2 and M3, which are sig-
nificantly worse than M1. However, the global minimum M1 can be rapidly obtained
with SPC from both of them. In M2 or M3, the second element is extracted first and
then the SPC method is applied (suitable candidate lenses for extraction are in general
weaker-power lenses that seem to have little function). After extraction and optimiza-
tion, both solutions become the M0 system shown in the green box in Figure 4.2 Then
two saddle point systems, SP1 and SP2 in Figure 4.2 (in the red dashed boxes), were con-
structed from M0 by adding a null element in between the first and the second lens (i.e.,
at the position of extraction). From each saddle point system, two local minima can be

4The size of a basin of attraction can be expressed as the size of the set of starting points in the variable space
that after optimization, converge to a given solution.
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found after optimization. In this case, both saddle point systems lead on one side to
the same minimum, the global minimum M1. On the other sides, the two saddle points
lead to M2 and M3. In fact, from any of these three minima, the other two can be found
by a switching operation. In this example, different ways of using the SPC method de-
scribed in Chapter 2 are demonstrated: firstly, the SPC method can systematically find
new solutions with more lenses (M1, M2, and M3) from a simpler system (M0); secondly,
extracting and then adding lenses with the SPC can lead to different minima in a sys-
tematic way. This possibility of switching between different local minima is a typical
property of the SPC.

4.3. DESIGNING A PINHOLE SYSTEM STARTING FROM A SIN-
GLE LENS

In the previous section, by using SPC, we show how different designs can be found sys-
tematically by increasing the number of lenses. By using this approach in combination
with traditional methods, it is possible to design an optical system starting with just one
lens. This part shows how a pinhole lens similar to the one in Figure 4.1(a) can be ob-
tained from a single lens. The specifications are listed in Table 4.1. The same merit
function as before, is used.

A global optimization is performed starting from a plane parallel plate. Only one
singlet solution is obtained, with a merit function value of 576.30, as shown on the left
in Figure 4.3(a). This singlet serves as a basic element, providing optical power to the
system [11]. On this singlet, SPC is performed by adding a zero-thickness glass element
at the back surface. Two doublet minima are found, with merit function values 164.81
and 1783.94 (the latter one disappears if we replace EFL 3.5 mm by, e.g., EFL 3.0 mm).
The better one (the first one) is chosen for the next design step.

Figure 4.3: Designing a wide-angle pinhole lens from one lens by combining SPC with conventional
methods.

With the same strategy, SPC is performed on four different surfaces of the doublet
with a merit function value of 164.82 and four triplet minima are found (with merit func-
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tion values 124.71, 126.89, 150.88, and 182.90, respectively). Only one type of glass is
used for the steps mentioned above. In the next step, we continue with the best two min-
ima, i.e., the local minima found with the lowest MF values, using conventional design
techniques: glasses are changed and the third lens is replaced with a cemented doublet
to correct chromatic aberrations. The glasses are selected to be the same as the original
system designed by Irina Livshits. When the glass are modified, the best minimum (a
merit function value of 124.71) of the triplets encounters ray failure. However, the sys-
tem with a merit function value of 126.89 still remains stable after changing the glass.
Optimization with all curvatures and thicknesses as variables leads to a system with a
merit function value of 5.11 [Figure 4.3(b)]. By readjusting the thickness of the lenses for
a more compact size, a system with the merit function value of 5.68 was obtained [see
Figure 4.3(b)], which is identical to the original design in Figure 4.1(a).

SPC is useful for dealing with minima created by monochromatic aberrations. It can-
not deal directly with minima created by chromatic aberrations. However, since typically
chromatic aberrations are less non-linear than monochromatic ones (e.g., unlike the Sei-
del aberrations, for axial chromatic aberration the thin-lens expressions are linear), the
chromatic aberrations tend to create fewer new minima than the monochromatic ones.
As shown in this example, in the design process SPC can be easily combined with tradi-
tional approaches to handle chromatic correction.

In addition, four triplet minima are found with the SPC method in the search using
only one glass, as shown in Figure 4.3(a). Both Global Synthesis 5 and saddle point detec-
tion (NETMIN) finds only three minima (missing the one with the merit function value
of 182.90). Therefore in this example, the SPC method has the advantage of being able
to find more minima than the two methods used for comparison.

4.4. DECOMPOSING A HIGH-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH FOR NEW

MINIMA IN A SUCCESION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCHES
It is mentioned in the previous section that the SPC found more system candidates com-
pared to the Global Synthesis of CODE V and the saddle point detection algorithm. How-
ever in the examples, the number of minima found in the landscape is small. In this sec-
tion it is investigated whether the performance of SPC is still good when more minima
are present in the landscape.

In order to generate more minima, the FOV of the triplet system is reduced to 60°
while the other specifications remained as that given in Table 4.1. The reason why a
reduced field leads to more minima will be discussed in the next section. As in Figure
4.3(a) only one type of glass is used, the variables are only the curvatures. The same de-
fault CODE V merit function is used, and, for the purpose of this study, the control of
edge thickness is disabled. All lenses are in contact (i.e., all air spaces between lenses
have zero thickness). The thicknesses of all lenses in a minimum system are set equal
in order to avoid the multiple appearance of essentially the same minima (with simi-
lar curvatures, but different lens thicknesses) that would unnecessarily complicate the

5It is a proprietary global optimization algorithm of CODE V. The algorithm starts from the given system and
explore solutions space for new configurations in a systematic manner.
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study [12].

For a better understanding of the results, in addition to the comparison of minima,
it is also useful to compare the saddle points obtained using SPC with those obtained
using the saddle point detection algorithm (realized by the program NETMIN). For SPC
there are the options of inserting in the existing minimum either a glass null-element
(i.e., inserting a lens) or an air null-element (i.e., splitting a lens). If the zero-thickness
glass element was used, the saddle points resulting from the SPC scan would still have a
zero-thickness lens, whereas the saddle points detected with NETMIN would have finite
thicknesses for all lenses. This is because that the NETMIN starts from existing minima
with non-zero thickness element and searches for the saddle points. The saddle points
obtained from the two methods can not be directly compared due to the thickness dif-
ferences of the lens element. In our study, all lens elements are set to be in contact.
In this case, the saddle points detected with NETMIN will have zero air spaces. It is
therefore better for comparison to study the performance of the SPC when air null el-
ements are used. Splitting lenses with SPC leads to saddle points with a zero distance
between lenses, which are directly comparable with the saddle points from NETMIN.
For performing SPC with a zero-thickness air element, the thickness of the lens, which
will be split, is first doubled. Then the system is re-optimized to a minimum, and a zero-
thickness air element is inserted in the middle of the lens. As mentioned in section 3.3,
the example of Cooke triplet shows that the minima are different between applying zero-
thickness glass and zero-thickness air space constructions. Therefore, both approaches
are recommended to be used. However, in this example, it turns out that SPC with zero-
thickness glass does not give more local minima than using zero-thickness airspace. For
simplicity and better comparison, the SPC result using zero-thickness air space is shown.

Figure 4.4: SPC by inserting a zero-thickness air element. (a) Singlet solution (SG-M). (b) The three
doublet minima (DB-M) that result from the singlet are the starting minima for the scans shown in
Figure 4.5.

As previously, we start with a single optimized lens [SG-M shown in Figure 4.4(a)] and
three doublets are obtained with the SPC [shown in Figure 4.4(b)]. The three doublets
DB-M1, DB-M2, and DB-M3 have a total of six lenses. Each of the six lenses is used to
generate an SPC scan which leads to triplet minima. The colored arrows in Figure 4.4(b)
indicate the lenses that are split (after the thickness doubling that is not shown here) in
the corresponding scan.

Figure 4.5 shows the minima and saddle point systems found in the triplet design
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space with NETMIN and Global Synthesis (Global Synthesis has found nine out of 10
minima, missing the minimum M6). Five curvatures are used as variables, and the cur-
vature of the last surface is controlled by a Solve in CODE V to keep the effective focal
length constant.

Figure 4.5: Network of minima (solid boxes, named as M#) and saddle point systems (dashed boxes,
named as SP#) in the 60° landscape, where the other specifications are the same as in Table 4.1. Eleven
saddle point systems result from six SPC scans (each color represents one scan). Optimization starting
at these saddle point systems leads to all 10 minima that are obtained with NETMIN and Global Syn-
thesis. If in any of these 11 saddle points we remove the null-element of the corresponding scan (this
does not affect the ray paths or the merit function), we obtain the starting doublet of the scan. The null
elements are marked by crosses with the corresponding color. This figure shows why the lens design
landscape is different from general global optimization landscapes: because of the close relationship
that exists between local minima of a design problem (here the 10 triplet minima) and local minima
with one lens less (here the starting doublets).

A significant result of this search is that all 10 triplet minima shown in Figure 4.5
are also obtained with SPC starting from the three doublets in Figure 4.4. Eleven saddle
point systems are obtained from the six one-dimensional SPC scans. Different scans
find different numbers of saddle points. For instance, in Scan 2 there are four saddle
points (SP1, SP2, SP7, and SP8 in Figure 4.5), whereas in other scans, only one or two
saddle points are found. The 10 minima are resulted from the 11 saddle point systems
by optimising on both sides of the saddle. Saddle point systems and minima obtained
from the same scan are connected in Figure 4.5 with the same colored lines. In the figure,
when we gradually increase the FOV, M1 corresponds to the system leading to the final
design in the 110° case [merit function value 126.89 in Figure 4.3(a)]. However, in this
case, its merit function value of 61.14 is not the smallest one in Figure 4.5.

NETMIN finds the extra saddle point system SP12, which cannot be found by SPC.
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This saddle point system connects with a dashed link the minima M3 and M9 in Figure
4.5. However, there is sufficient redundancy in the SPC approach, and both M3 and M9
also result from other saddle point systems which are found by SPC. Therefore the lack
of ability of SPC to find SP12 is not critical.

Since there are five variables, with general global optimization tools this search has
to be performed in a five-dimensional space. In this example, however, all minima
found with other methods are also found with SPC, where the five-dimensional search
is replaced by six one-dimensional searches. Replacing a high-dimensional search for
new minima by a succession of one-dimensional searches reduces the complexity of the
search significantly.

The example discussed above shows the utility of the feature of the optical merit
function landscape that enables the decomposition of the search for many of the minima
in simpler steps. The feature means that minima and saddle points are all connected,
and the saddle points can be constructed by SPC. This example has the advantage that
in this case, the feature mentioned above can be observed in a pure form, without in-
terference from other features (e.g. the minima are not connected by saddle points that
can be constructed) of the landscape. However, in general, other features which deserve
further study to gain a better understanding, may also play a role. Therefore, it cannot be
expected that we can always find all minima using SPC. Nevertheless, even when other
features are present, examples studied so far show that SPC can lead to satisfactory re-
sults.

Figure 4.6: Minima found with SPC (red box), Global Synthesis (blue box), and NETMIN (green box) in
a monochromatic run. Minima 12 with Merit Function (MF) value 28.08 and Minima 14 with MF value
2.20, whose image planes are inside or coincide with the last lens, are unphysical. The five minima with
the lowest MF value (numbered from 1 to 5) are found by all three methods. Edge thickness violations
is disabled in this search.

For instance, when the search described in Figure 4.5 is repeated with modified wave-
length specifications, SPC finds 11 minima and Global Synthesis finds 10 (see Figure 4.6).
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Among these minima, eight, including the best five, are found by both methods. For the
four minima that are missed by SPC, two of them are unphysical (minima 12 and 14, they
have either negative or zero back focal length that cannot be corrected, but should be
prevented with an additional constraint). These unphysical solutions also have a merit
function more than 4 times and more than 50 times that of the best solution. The other
two minima missed by SPC (minima 13 and 15) have merit function values 40 times and
8 times that of the best solution. NETMIN finds all four solutions missed by SPC, and
Global Synthesis finds two of them.

Despite the fact that SPC cannot find four (poor-quality) minima directly, it turns
out that by using the switching strategy described earlier, it is easy to escape from any
of them if optimization is trapped. Eliminating a lens from any of these poor-quality
minima leads to one of the three doublets. From these doublets, better minima can be
obtained with SPC.

However, in order to understanding the potential and the limitations of SPC, it is
useful to examine why SPC is not able to reach these four minima. SPC is based on
the assumption that small changes in lens thicknesses do not affect good designs sig-
nificantly, i.e., that good minima continue to exist as minima when a reasonably small
non-zero thickness is replaced by zero. This assumption is similar to the one at the ba-
sis of the well-known thin-lens aberration theory. In earlier days of lens design, primary
aberration formulas using zero thickness were used to qualitatively predict the existence
of good designs.

It turns out that the minima that are not found by SPC only exist for certain non-
zero thickness values and do not have a zero-thickness equivalent. However, the exis-
tence of these minima does not contradict our assumption that using SPC can obtain
satisfactory solutions, because these are not among the best solutions. In the numeri-
cal experiment, final solutions have the same thickness for each lens element (1.5 mm).
Since in the SPC procedure the practical design is always obtained after increasing the
zero-thickness of a null element, it is not possible to reach minima that disappear when
the lens corresponding to the null element has zero thickness. In NETMIN and Global
Synthesis searches, the lens thicknesses are kept constant. This typical behavior is illus-
trated in Figure 4.7(a) and (b). In the system in Figures 4.7(a) found by SPC, the thickness
of the first lens is 1.5 mm. By starting with a zero-thickness null-element as the first lens
as in Figure 4.7(b), increasing the thickness leads to the system in Figure 4.7(a). By de-
creasing the thickness of the first lens of the system in Figure 4.7(a), the system in Figure
4.7(b) is obtained. In contrast, in the system in Figure 4.7(c) found by NETMIN but not
by SPC, when the thickness of the first lens is decreased ray failure occurs and a system
with zero-thickness element cannot be obtained. However, systems like the one in Fig-
ure 4.7(c) have low stability. A small perturbation on the system in Figure 4.7(c) will lead
to the system in Figure 4.7(a).
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Figure 4.7: Increasing the thickness of the first element of system (b) results in system (a), and vice
versa. System (b), which is obtained by the SPC, is a minimum with a zero-thickness element. System
(c), which is missed by the SPC, does not have a corresponding zero-thickness pair. A small perturba-
tion on system (c) will lead to system (a).

4.5. EFFECT OF CHANGING THE FIELD OF VIEW ON THE LAND-
SCAPE

In Section 4.3 and 4.4 it is found that when the field of view is reduced, more minima can
be found in the design space. This happens for two reasons. First, when design specifica-
tions (e.g., FOV or EPD) are modified, the distances in the design space between minima
and saddle points change and therefore the merit function landscape also changes. As
can be observed in numerical experiments, when a minimum and a saddle point with
Morse Index 1 collide, they both disappear. Alternatively, such a pair can appear when
specifications are changed. Similarly, two minima with a saddle point between them can
be replaced by one minimum, and two saddle points with a minimum between them can
be replaced by an SP. This can be explained mathematically by the conservation of the
topological degree of the merit function landscape [13] [14]. The topological degree of a
critcal point is the sign of the determinant of the Hessian matrix in that point. The degree
of a critical point is thus (−1)Mor seIndex . A minimum has a topological degree of +1 and
a saddle point with Morse Index 1 has a topological degree of −1. The sum of the topo-
logical degrees remain constant under perturbation such as changing the FOV. Second,
when the FOV is increased ray failure appears more easily, and the region of ray failure
expands in the design space. Because certain minima and saddle points which exist for
lower FOV cross the border of the ray failure region and disappear, fewer of them are
found at large FOV.

When varying the FOV of the systems shown in Figure 4.5, the number of solutions
changes with the FOV as shown in Figure 4.8. Three different FOVs are chosen: 110°, 90°
and 60°. Six solutions were obtained for 110°, five for 90° and ten for 60°. From Figure
4.8, it is seen that some system shapes exist in all the three FOV configurations. However,
other system shapes only exist in the specific FOV range. For FOV 60°, five new systems,
which did not exist for a larger field (second row for the 60° systems in Figure 4.8). The
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dashed boxes in Figure 4.8 mark the missing systems which exist in other FOV specifi-
cations. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the appearance and disappearance of
the systems can be explained by the change of the merit function landscape.

Figure 4.8: For different field of view, the number of solutions is different. Systems with 110° FOV
have six solutions marked by the red colour; Systems with 90° have five solutions marked by the green
colour; Systems with 60° marked by the blue colour. The dashed boxes mark the missing systems.

These phenomena can also be observed by examining the SPC scan curves. Figure
4.9 refers to Scan 2 of Figure 4.5 where five minima are linked by four saddle points, and
the FOV is 60°. In Figure 4.9, the scans are performed in different FOV settings: the FOV
of the system increases from 50° [Figure 4.9(a)] to 90° [Figure 4.9(d)]. With the increase
of the FOV, the ray failure region (shown as shaded area) is seen to expand. Two saddle
points are found at 70° [Figure 4.9(c)], however, at 90° [Figure 4.9(d)] the most left saddle
point disappears into the ray failure region.

A different kind of change is also observed. At 50° [Figure 4.9(a)] four saddle points
can be found. However, at larger fields the third and fourth saddle point first move closer
[Figure 4.9(b)], merge and then disappear [Figure 4.9(c) and (d)].

By optimizing from the saddle points, at 50° it is found that the last two saddle points
lead on one side of the saddle to the same minimum. While changing the FOV in small
steps, it is possible to keep track of the two saddle points and one minimum by keeping
the norm of the gradient to zero via minimization. The process is elaborated in Figure
4.10. When the FOV increases from 50° to 60°, it is seen that the Euclidean distances
between the saddle points and minimum reduce. Hence the critical points are getting
closer in the high-dimensional design space. At 70°, it is no longer possible to find saddle
points via an SPC scan. However, it is still possible to obtain the merged point by keeping
the norm of the gradient to zero at the vicinity of the previous critical points. From Figure
4.10, it is seen that the original two saddle points and one minimum merge into one
saddle point with a merit function value of 74.92. It is a saddle point without any null
elements, hence it cannot be constructed using SPC. This shows how two saddle points
and one minimum merge into one saddle point while the FOV increases.
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Figure 4.9: SPC scan curves for different values of the FOV. Shaded areas are ray failure regions. The
scan curves are obtained in the same way as the one shown in Figure 3.2. Saddle point curvatures are
marked by red circles. With the increase of the FOV, saddle point 1 disappears in the ray failure region.
SP3 and SP4 merge with the minimum between them, and are replaced by a saddle point (not shown)
that is not constructible with SPC.

Figure 4.10: Merging of two saddle points and one minimum when the FOV increases, from Figure (a)
to Figure (c). In the SPC scan curves, the two saddle points get closer and then disappear. The two
saddle points and one minimum in between merge into one SP. The decreasing Euclidean distances
also indicate the merging.
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A different phenomenon is observed when FOV increases. In Figure 4.11, the two
saddle points on the left side of the scan curve are investigated: At 54°, SP8 and SP2 both
lead to M9 when optimizing on one side. However, when the FOV increases to 56°, the
two saddle points are connected to M3 instead of M9. The minimum M9 is connected to
M3 via SP12. M3 and SP12 do not exist when the FOV is 54°. We see that when the FOV
increases, a pair of local minimum (M3) and saddle point (SP12) start to emerge. Their
merit function values are very close to each other (54.06 vs. 54.07) at 56° FOV. When the
FOV increases to 60°, the difference between merit function values increases (61.31 vs.
61.96) as well as the Euclidean distance between M3 and SP12 (increases from 0.1148 to
0.2611).

Figure 4.11: A pair of minimum - saddle point emerges when FOV increases. From (a) to (c), the
FOV increases. M3 and SP12 start to appear and form the link M3-SP12-M9. The connection between
saddle points and minima are altered: at 54°, SP8 and SP12 connect to M9; at 56°, SP8 and SP12 connect
to M3.

Besides merging or splitting, it is also found that in some special situations, when the
FOV increases, both approaching and distancing6 happens for the same pairs. Figure

6When mentioned merging, we observed that a pair of points approach each other and reach a situation where
they cannot be distinguished anymore. When mentioned splitting, we observe that one point splits into two
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4.12 illustrates a scenario when a glass null element was used as an SPC scan element.
The FOV is increased from 60° to 110°, where three steps (60°, 90° and 110°) are plotted
in the figure. At 60°, two saddle points were found by the scan. Both of them lead to
a common minimum at one side (illustrated on the right of the scan curve). With the
increasing of the FOV, the two saddle points become closer in the design landscape: The
Euclidean distance reduces from 0.0785 to 0.0023 when the FOV increases from 60° to
90°. At this phase, a much smaller step size of the scan is necessary to be able to find
the saddle point. After the FOV increased to 110°, the Euclidean distance between the
two increases from 0.0023 to 0.0217. As a result, the tendency of the merging of the two
saddle points changes to splitting.

It is seen in the aforementioned three examples that the change of the design land-
scape can be dynamic and unpredictable. When a certain design specification changes,
it essentially alters the design landscape. This change may affect the number of saddle
points and minima which can be obtained with the SPC approach. Nevertheless, for the
given examples, redundancy of the saddle point - minimum links also reduces the risk
of missing solutions with the SPC approach. All the good solutions were obtained with
the SPC method.

Figure 4.12: A glass null-element SPC scan is performed on DB-M1 from Figure 4.4. The scan position
is between the two lens elements. When the FOV increases from 60° to 110°, the two saddle points on
the right first get closer, and then further apart. This phenomenon can be observed from the SPC scan
curve as well as from the Euclidean distances between the two.

and they move away from each other. When this happens in a continuous way with a change of the system
setting (e.g. FOV), approaching and distancing is used to describe the behaviour of the two points.
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4.6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The design landscape of a wide-angle pinhole lens and its closely related optimization
landscape are investigated in this chapter. Several observations that result from this
study have a more general validity. Switching between minima with SPC introduced in
Subsection 3.3.1, is applied to the pinhole lens as shown in Figure 4.2. It can be used in
other design tasks as well to avoid the trapping of the optimization in a sub-optimal so-
lution. Combining SPC with conventional design methods, as shown in Figure 4.3, can
lead to good complex designs starting from simpler ones [15].

The lens design landscape is different from general global optimization problems
because of the close relationship that often exists between the local minima of a design
problem and local minima with one lens less. Figure 4.5 is particularly useful to illus-
trate this structure, due to the special choices that are made in the corresponding search
(lenses in contact, use of air null elements). The systems SP1–SP11 are triplet saddle
points, but if the air null-element of the corresponding scan (a pair of surfaces that has
no influence at all on the rays or on the merit function) is removed, they become dou-
blet minima. However, when these doublet minima with an extra null-element are opti-
mized on both sides of the resulting saddle, they lead to the triplet minima M1–M10. In
the search shown in Figure 4.5, these 10 triplet minima are all minima found in the land-
scape with other methods such as NETMIN and CODE V that are used for comparison.
A scenario where this structure holds for all minima has been previously encountered
[3]. The corresponding landscape is dominated by spherical aberration. The wide angle
examples discussed here show that the scenario where this structure is present for most
of the minima, can be much more general.

The example shown in Figure 4.5 has the advantage that the special structure can
be observed in a pure form, where all minima and saddle points are connected and the
saddle points can be constructed using SPC. Interference of other features can also be
present as seen in the examples: Figure 4.7 indicates that some minima do not have
a corresponding system with a zero-thickness element, therefore cannot be obtained
following the SPC procedure; Figure 4.9 shows that saddle points which cannot be con-
structed with SPC are present. In these examples, using SPC cannot always find all min-
ima. Nevertheless, Figure 4.6 shows an example where even in the presence of the afore-
mentioned features of the landscape, the five solutions with the lowest merit function
value found with other methods can still be found with SPC.

The example shown in Figure 4.9 is useful for understanding the transition in the lo-
cal landscape where saddle points that can be constructed using SPC become ones that
cannot be constructed using SPC. In an extreme case where none of the saddle points
can be constructed using SPC, the landscape becomes a standard global optimization
landscape which does not have the special structure we mentioned. The replacement of
the SP3 and SP4 in Figure 4.9 by a saddle point, which cannot be constructed with SPC,
shows that the landscape is locally transformed into such a standard global optimiza-
tion landscape. The process is elaborated in Figure 4.10. However, the transition can
also happen in the opposite direction if the process (in this case, descreasing the FOV) is
reversed: A usual saddle point splits into two saddle points and a minimum in between,
and in this case, the two saddle points can be constructed using SPC. This complexity of
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the design landscape dynamic is further explored in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12: When
the FOV is increasing, a pair of minimum - saddle point appears; Two saddle points and
a minimum first tend to merge and then tend to separate again.

Based on the examples shown in this chapter, the complex dynamic of the design
landscape can already be observed. However, the structure that enables SPC to obtain
good solutions is stable. For systems that are more complex than those presented in
this chapter, the utility of SPC will be determined by its practical success, rather than by
a detailed study of the entire landscape, which becomes difficult. Systems with bigger
complexities are investigated in the next chapter.

The replacement of high-dimensional searches by several one-dimensional searches
plus local optimization can lead to a reduction of the complexity of the search. It can
be essential for practical purposes. Compared to global optimization methods where
multiple starting points are firstly chosen heuristically and then local optimization is
applied, SPC operates in a more systematic way that starting points are provided based
on constructed saddle points. In computer programs where the search for new solu-
tions is automated, the general version of SPC could be combined with other methods.
In the case of the special version of SPC this has already been achieved in the commer-
cial software SYNOPSYS [16]. Excepting simple problems, no known global optimization
method can guarantee finding all (good) solutions in a reasonable time, and SPC is no
exception. However, high-quality designs have already been obtained with the special
[17][18] and with the general versions [15] of SPC. SPC will finally be validated if many
high-quality designs are obtained with this method.
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5
APPLYING SPC IN COMPLEX

SYSTEMS

If you cannot measure it, you cannot improve it1.

Lord Kelvin

In Chapters 3 and 4, suggestions are given on how to apply SPC to simple design
problems. In this chapter, SPC is applied to some more complicated practical design
problems.

5.1. INTRODUCTION
For a simple optical design system, such as a doublet or a triplet, the number of variables
is rather small. It is possible to use different design (optimization) strategies (including
SPC) to search for all or most of the local minima. So for these relatively simple systems,
the results produced by SPC can be compared with those produced by other methods.
This was done in Chapter 4, where the design network of a simple wide-angle pin-hole
lens [2] shows that SPC is effective in escaping from poor local minima and reaching
the best minimum. In a specific case, SPC is able to find all the solutions found in the
design landscape that other methods also find. The number of variables used in this
study was five (only curvatures). However, in a practical problem where a larger number

Parts of this chapter were presented in the SPIE conference Optical Systems Design (2018, Frankfurt) and pub-
lished in Proc. SPIE 10690, Optical Design and Engineering VII, 1069007 (2018) [1].
1The quote is popularly rephrased from the original quote "When you can measure what you are speaking

about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you
cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning
of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter
may be."
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of variables is used, it is difficult to successfully repeat a similar study. One of the reasons
is that the number of local minima increases dramatically with the number of variables.
It is not possible to find every minimum in a complex design landscape, therefore when
we compare the SPC results with the results obtained with different methods, one should
focus on the ability of SPC to find good design solutions.

Despite the preceding observations, the SPC method can be applied in a complex
lens design problem. Attempts have been made to apply the special version (Chapter
3.2.2) of SPC to some complex objective designs[3][4], and the results of general version
(Chapter 3.2.1) has also been shown to produce good systems[5]. However, in all cases,
the details of how SPC should be applied effectively is not explained, therefore it is diffi-
cult to quantify the performance of the method, and reproducing the same results from
the mentioned studies is not possible.

In this chapter, we derive recommendations for how to apply SPC to several practi-
cal design problems, namely: 1) A wide-angle system consisting of two groups of lenses
where SPC can only be used for a limited number of positions in the system; 2) Two mi-
croscope objectives, where designer experience and SPC produce additional solutions;
3) A complex lithographic objective where applying SPC shows improvement in the in-
termediate design stage.

5.2. INVESTIGATION OF A WIDE-ANGLE LENS WITH SIX ELE-
MENTS

Wide-angle lenses are broadly used in various applications, including photographic cam-
eras, surveillance cameras and projectors. To increase the FOV of an optical system and
while maintaining an image of good quality, a certain amount of complexity of the sys-
tem is necessary. We consider here a wide-angle lens with a moderate complexity to
study the performance of SPC as an approach to switch between solutions with the same
number of variables. The system consists of six lenses including one cemented surface.
There are eleven surfaces, hence eleven variables in terms of curvatures. The design
specifications of the lens are shown in Table 5.1 and the surface specification is available
in Appendix A.2. The maximum FOV is 120°. The overall length of the system is 38.75mm,
which is small enough for integration into surveillance systems. The Modulated Transfer
Function (MTF) curve shows that the modulation stays above 0.4 for 100 cycles/mm at
full FOV (5.1). The system is not optimized for distortion which can be corrected with
image processing afterwards (e.g. digital dewarping [6]).

Table 5.1: System specification of the wide-angle lens

(Full) Field Of View (FOV, °) 120

Effective Focal Length (EFL, mm) 3.0

F Number 2.0

Overall Length (mm) 38.75

Wavelength (nm) 644, 546, 480
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5.2.1. DESIGN A WIDE-ANGLE LENS WITH SPC
The wide-angle lens is first designed with a conventional method by using surfaces with
special properties (concentric and aplanatic) [7]. Surfaces, at which the chief ray has ev-
erywhere a normal incident angle, are free from coma and astigmatism. We call such an
optical surface a concentric surface. The aplanatic surfaces in the system do not intro-
duce spherical aberration and coma. In contrast, as will be seen in what follows, SPC can
be used successfully in lens design without the need of considering the detailed aberra-
tional properties of individual surfaces. In the system plot of Figure 5.1, it is shown that
the six lenses are divided into two groups. A front group with three lenses is responsi-
ble for expanding the FOV. A rear group containing a cemented element is the focusing
group. The two parts of the system were first designed separately and then combined to
form the complete lens system. To combine the two parts, the front group has the stop at
the end of the lens group, and the rear group has the stop in front of it. The front group
is designed as an afocal system with an angle reduction ratio of 0.33. The FOV on the
object side is designed to be 120° and the FOV on the image side is 40°. The rear group is
designed as a focusing system with a FOV of the same 40°. The diameter of the common
stop of the two parts, which is the aperture stop of the whole system, is 4.5 mm.

Figure 5.1: System plot of a wide-angle lens and its performance.

With the conventional method, the design of the front group started with a single lens
using a flat and a concentric surface, given that the stop is at the right side of the lens.
A moderate FOV is first used. Then lenses are added with either concentric or aplanatic
surfaces. We gradually increase the FOV in small steps and optimize the system after
each step to keep the aberrations small. Experimenting with different values has led to
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the conclusion that a good choice for its angle reduction ratio is 0.33. Values that differ
significantly from 0.33 lead to ray failure, or cause that the specifications cannot be met.
An angle reduction ratio of 0.33 is used as a constraint in the merit function in the later
steps. The optimization variables are the surface curvatures, spacing and thicknesses of
the lenses. The rear group is designed separately by starting with a cemented flat surface
doublet and two concentric surfaces. Another lens is added and a different glass is used
to further reduce the monochromatic and chromatic aberration. The front group and
rear group are then combined to optimize for the final solution.

When a solution is obtained by the conventional approach, SPC can be used to in-
vestigate alternative solutions. Since the system is combined from two separate parts,
one way is to apply SPC to both the front and rear parts alone, without the other part
being present. After that, different combinations of the front and rear parts can be in-
vestigated. Another way of applying SPC is to search for new solutions for the combined
system.

After applying SPC to the front group and rear group separately, we obtain one so-
lution for the front group and three solutions for the rear group. The next step is to
combine the front group option with the rear group options. Note in Figure 5.1 that for
the front group the aperture stop of the system is the exit pupil of the group, and that for
the rear group it is the entrance pupil. Therefore, recombining the two parts as shown
in in Figure 5.2 has been done by ensuring that the exit pupil of the first group, and the
entrance pupil of the second group are both located at the position of the aperture stop
of the entire system. After that, the whole system has been reoptimized. The merit func-
tion used in the three cases (front group, rear group, entire system) is of the same type
(i.e. it is based on transverse ray aberrations) , however, the choice of the rays used in
the construction of the merit function is different. The ray choice has been made au-
tomatically by the software depending on the different field specifications (the aperture
stop size is the same in all three cases). All three cases provide the same final solution as
illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Combinations of the front part (conventional approach) and the three rear parts (conven-
tional with SPC). All converged to one solution. Merit Function (MF) values of the systems are pro-
vided.

Once the combined system is obtained, SPC is performed to search for alternative
solutions with the same amount of variables. As explained in Chapter 3, the first step
is to extract lenses from the original system. Because the first lens is responsible for
collecting the large angle rays, extracting it from the system while keeping the large FOV
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is not possible. The only possible lenses to extract and perform SPC scans are the second,
third and last elements. The current SPC cannot be performed on cemented elements
for switching to a different solution. It is because a cemented lens requires the two sub-
elements to be in contact (having a shared surface). A null element cannot be created
in such a situation while varying the curvatures for the SPC scan. The merit function
based on transverse aberration in CODE V is used in this example. It is a composite
value, scaled so that it is the mean square of the weighted image radius (unit: µm2). We
keep the paraxial marginal ray exit angle as −0.25 rad on the last surface to ensure that
the EFL is equivalent to 3.0 mm (the entrance pupil diameter is 1.5 mm). Ten curvatures
are used as variables. Six different minima are found in the design network illustrated in
Figure 5.3. A global optimization run (Global Synthesis of CODE V) is also performed.
No additional local minima are found compared to the result of SPC. From Figure 5.3,
it is noticed that the major difference in the systems are in the front group. The system
shape stays the same for the rear group in all six solutions.

The relationship between different systems is indicated by arrows in Figure 5.3. Black
arrows show that via SPC, two systems are connected in both ways. If M1 and M2 are
connected in both ways, it means that by using SPC, M2 can be found starting from M1,
and vice versa. Blue arrows indicate a one-way connection. For example, starting from
M2, it is possible to find M3 via SPC. However, M3 does not lead to M2 by using SPC.
Normally, the expected situation is a two-way connection. However, a one-way connec-
tion can appear in two scenarios: In the first scenario, a system is unstable because it has
high stress and higher value of merit function (e.g., for M6, the high stress is indicated
by consecutive large surface curvatures in the front group). The stability relates to the
size of the basins of attraction. An unstable local minimum has a relative smaller basin
of attraction compared to others. Therefore, it is easy to get out of this kind of poor local
minimum with SPC. However, it is not easy (and not necessary for practical purposes)
to reach them. The second scenario happens when two minima are very close to each
other in the design space (e.g. M1 and M2). The landscape has relative smaller variation
in this region around the two close minima. In Figure 5.3, systems M1 and M2 (best two
systems) have similar system shapes and close values of the merit function. Another sys-
tem, such as M3 or M4, obtained by switching from M2, can easily, when switched back,
go to M1.

As shown in Figure 5.3, all minima are connected within one network. It means that
starting from any of the minima in the network, there is always a route to reach any other
system. It can also be observed that the less good solutions (M3, M4, M5, and M6) are
all directly connected with best two systems (M1 and M2). This implies that if the design
process was trapped in one of the poor solutions, applying SPC once would be sufficient
to switch to one of best two systems.

5.2.2. STEPWISE ANALYSIS OF SPC FOR A WIDE-ANGLE SYSTEM

VISUALIZATION OF THE SADDLE POINT

In Chapter 3, recommendations have been given for applying SPC in steps. Examples are
presented in this section to demonstrate how SPC is applied to the wide-angle system.
The system M3 in Figure 5.3 is selected to demonstrate how SPC is practically performed.
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Figure 5.3: A network of minima for the wide-angle lens. All systems are connected with SPC. Global
optimization using CODE V did not find additional systems. The transverse ray aberration in CODE V
is used as the merit function.

First, by extracting (details are described in Chapter 3.3.1) the second element from M3,
a minimum with one lens less is obtained. Then, a null element is inserted at the the
same position where the lens is extracted and an SPC scan 3.2.1 is performed on the null
element. This null element is not in contact with the existing lens elements in front of or
behind it. With the SPC scan, curvatures of the null-element are chosen such that saddle
point systems are obtained. Figure 5.4 shows the SPC scan curve (Figure 5.4(b)) and the
corresponding saddle point system (Figure 5.4(a)) which is found by the scan. In an SPC
scan curve, the crossing of the curve and the horizontal axis indicates the curvature of
the saddle point system (the black dot in Figure 5.4(b)). In this case, only one saddle
point system is found via the scan and the curvature of the saddle point system is -0.170
mm−1.

The saddle point system obtained using SPC scan is usually a saddle point with a
Morse Index of 1. This means that there exists a 2D plane in the high-dimensional design
space where from the obtained saddle point, along one direction the value of merit func-
tion decreases, and along another (orthogonal to the previous one) the value increases.
Given this 2D plane, the saddle point can be be visualized (Figure 5.4(c)).

The value of the merit function for the saddle point equals the value of the merit
function at the minimum before adding the extra two variables. If the direction where
the merit function decreases can be determined, then the 2D plane to visualize the sad-
dle point can be easily chosen. Numerically, this direction can be determined by mini-
mizing on a hyperplane, which is orthogonal to the SPC scan line along which the merit
function value is constant. In Figure 5.5(a), we use a 3D case to demonstrate how such
a hyperplane is found. The 3D space has the coordinates (x1,η,ξ). The variables are
explained in Figure 5.5(b): x1 = c1, where c1 is the curvature variable which does not be-
long to the null element; η= c2 + c3, ξ= c2 − c3, where c2 and c3 are the curvatures of the
null element. Point S(x1,m ,ηs ,0) is the saddle point system containing the null element.
Point A is a point on the line close to Point S where the merit function value is constant.
And the value of the merit function is the same as Point S. An example of the merit func-
tion landscape in the x1,η plane is given in Figure 5.5(c). Along the line S A, the value of
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Figure 5.4: a) the system we choose for the SPC scan. b) the SPC scan curve. c) the saddle point
visualized in the chosen 2D plane (Figure 5.5. d): the descending and ascending direction around the
saddle point in the same 2D plane. The saddle point is marked with a black dot.

the merit function is constant, hence, to find the direction of descent in a N -dimensional
space, we have to move in the (N −1)-dimensional hyperplane which is perpendicular
to the line S A. It is the 2D plane P1 as shown in Figure 5.5(a). On this plane, B is a point
where the merit function value is minimized. We will have MFB < MFS . With points A,
B and S, a 2D plane P2 can be determined in which we can plot both the directions of

ascent and descent . Given the two vectors on the 2D plane,
−→
S A and

−→
SB , an orthogonal

base can be calculated with the Gram-Schmidt process:

β1β1β1 =
∥∥∥∥∥−→S A− 〈−→S A,

−→
SB〉

〈−→SB ,
−→
SB〉

−→
SB

∥∥∥∥∥ , û1 = β1β1β1∥∥β1β1β1
∥∥ (5.1)

β2β2β2 =−→
SB , û2 = β2β2β2∥∥β2β2β2

∥∥ , (5.2)

û1 and û2 are the two orthogonal unit vectors of the 2D plane. The 2D plane with the
visualized saddle point can be plotted as shown in Figure 5.4(c).

In Figure 5.4(d), the plots along the X and the Y direction show that the value of the
merit function is increasing in one direction and decreasing in the other direction. Opti-
mization routes following the descending directions on both sides of the saddle (on the
Y-axis shown in Figure 5.4(d)) lead to two distinct local minima.

CHOICES OF STARTING POINT OF LOCAL OPTIMIZATION NEAR THE SADDLE POINT

Visualizing a saddle point in the 2D plane P2 is good for demonstration and helps to
choose the optimization direction, however, in practice, it is computationally expensive
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Figure 5.5: a) The construction of a 2D plane P2 to visualize the saddle point S in a 3D dimensional
example. Point A is a point on the SPC scan line. P1 is a hyperplane perpendicular to line SA. Point B
is where the merit function value is minimized on P1. b) Explanation about variables and coordinates.
When ξ = 0, the x1,η plane includes all the null element systems. c) Example of a merit function
landscape in the x1,η plane. x1,m indicates the original minimum values before insertion of the null
element.

to look for the 2D plane for each saddle point. As mentioned previously, a common
practice is to change the system along the SPC scan line, which means changing the cur-
vatures of the inserted null-element with a small positive and negative value (this value
is chosen empirically). The modified systems are the starting points for optimization.
The optimization includes two curvature variables in addition to the variables where the
minimum (without the null element) is obtained. In the experiment, choosing differ-
ent values for the curvature change may lead to different minima. This is demonstrated
in Figure 5.6, where different values were chosen for the null-element curvature as a
starting point to find the corresponding local minimum. In order to better illustrate the
phenomenon, the scan range chosen here (from -0.2 to 0.2) was larger than the curva-
ture changes normally used in practice. From Figure 5.6, it is observed that four different
minima were obtained with different values chosen as the starting curvature. The corre-
sponding system shapes and merit function values are shown in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.6: Optimized MF value along the scan line. The vertical dashed line indicates the saddle point
curvature. The stepsize is 0.05.
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Table 5.2: Result of the optimization along the scan line (dashed boxes mark the zero-thickness
elements).

In Figure 5.6, with a curvature step size of 0.05, we see that different local minima are
obtained around the curvature value of the saddle point. It indicates that near the saddle
point, the local optimization is still sensitive to the choice of the starting point. To better
understand the basin of attractions near the saddle point, we have also investigated the
cases where the starting point is selected on a 2D plane instead of the one-dimensional
scanning line. The constructed saddle point is located in this 2D plane. We have used
two different approaches to determine such 2D planes. The first method is to find the
plane defined by Equation 5.1 and 5.2 (Plane P2 in Figure 5.5). On this plane, the saddle
point can be visualized and in principle selecting starting points on the opposite side of
the saddle point leads to two different local minima. The second method is to construct
a plane directly using the two newly inserted variables (two curvatures of the null ele-
ment). The first method serves as the reference since it clearly captures the ascending
and descending directions around the saddle point. However, computing such a plane
needs additional effort. The second method is a computation-wise simple way. By com-
paring the two, we would like to study if a simple approach is sufficient to obtain reliable
starting points around the saddle point.

The results of the optimization on the aforementioned 2D planes are shown in Fig-
ure 5.7. These plots can be seen as the plot of the basins of attraction. The same colour
indicates that all starting points from that region (basin) end in the same local minimum
after local optimization. The left side of Figure 5.7 shows the basins of attraction in a
relatively large region, from which the complexity of the optimization landscape can be
observed. On the right side of the plot, the region around the saddle point is shown en-
larged. In plots generated by both approaches, the scan line sits on the borders between
two basins: the green part converging to the minimum with a merit function value of
8.12 (T2-M4 in Table 5.2) and the red part converging to the minimum with a merit
function value of 5.30 (T2-M1 in Table 5.2). In both cases, we also observe that if the
starting points are chosen on the scan line, the optimization may converge to the min-
imum with a merit function value of 17.08 (yellow color) or the minimum with a merit
function value of 10.40 (navy blue color). On the two sides of the saddle point, the red
and green regions represent the two basins where the two descending directions from
the saddle point are intended to lead to. However, in this case, choosing starting points
on the scan line may lead to minima different from the intended ones (even with higher
merit function values), which are unwanted.
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Figure 5.7: Basins of attraction around the saddle point in 2D planes. a) Computed 2D plane where x
and y are the variables defined by equation 5.1 and 5.2; b) 2D plane given by the two newly inserted
variables. The saddle points (SP) are marked by black dots.

Practically, it is still recommended to choose the starting points on the 2D plane de-
fined by the two inserted variables instead of constructing the 2D plane as in Figure 5.5
. As explained in the texts above Figure 5.5 , the latter 2D plane requires minimization
on a N − 1 dimensional hyperplane, which is perpendicular to the SPC scan line. This
results as an additional step of constrained optimization of which the computation time
increases with the number of dimensions. From the plots in Figure 5.7, it is evident that
a better way to choose the starting points is to avoid the scan line, for example, by choos-
ing a point on a line that is perpendicular to the scan line. It is also seen that the start-
ing points should not be too far away from the saddle point. Otherwise, the two basins
around the saddle point will be missed. In Figure 5.7(b), the saddle point has coordi-
nates (−0.1702,−0.1702). The closest starting point where the optimization converges to
an unwanted minimum is (−0.1713,−0.1675). The distance between this starting point
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and the SP is 0.0029, which is 1.7% of the absolute value of the curvature at the saddle
point. It indicates in this example that even with a small step, optimization can go to a
local minimum which is not expected. Practically, it suggests that more than two start-
ing points around the saddle point are needed such that the minima connected to this
saddle point is obtained.

It is not clear in the presented example why on the scan line the optimization might
lead to other solutions than the expected ones. It has been demonstrated in previous
research done by van Turnhout [8] (Page 81)[9] that when the damping factor of the
damped least square algorithm is sufficiently large, there will be less artefacts shown
in the plot of the basins of attraction. A hypothesis is that on the scan line there will
also be no artefact locations that cause convergence to a different local minimum. In
the example presented here, there is no control over the damping factor because the
local optimizer of CODE V is used, hence, it is not possible to identify the cause of the
behaviour along the scan line.

Figure 5.8: Basins of attraction on the 2D plane defined by the inserted variables at a different scanning
position compared to Figure 5.7. Along the scan line (diagonal line in the plot) around the saddle point,
there are no starting points for which local optimization leads to minima other than the two next to
the saddle point.

It follows that by using a different position for the extraction of a lens and subse-
quently applying SPC, it is found in Figure 5.8 that a different behaviour occurs along
the scan line. In this case, the third lens element was extracted. As shown in Figure 5.8,
along the scan line there are no starting points that lead to different local minima other
than the expected two. Local optimization will either converge into a local minimum in
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the green region with merit function value MF = 44.53, or to a local minimum in the or-
ange region with MF = 37.82. The white region (MF = 0) indicates ray failure. The closest
starting point with respect to the saddle point, at which the system encounters a ray fail-
ure, is at (−0.1893,−0.1960). The coordinates of the saddle point are (−0.1903,−0.1903).
The distance between the saddle point and this starting point is 0.0058, which is 3.0% of
the absolute value of the curvature of the saddle point. This is a small distance. It again
indicates in this example that optimization can become unstable if the starting points
around the saddle points are not chosen properly. Both examples show that the starting
point for optimization should be within a small distance (less than 1.7% of the saddle
point curvature) from the saddle point. In practice, the optimization landscape will dif-
fer per use case. Our practical recommendation would be starting with 1% distance from
the saddle point and choosing points perpendicular to the scan line. If ray failure is en-
countered, a smaller distance can be tested (a simple automated feedback loop can be
made for such a task).

DISCUSSION ON LOCAL MINIMA AND THE THICKNESS OF THE INSERTED ELEMENT

Until now, the mentioned minima are the minima with zero thickness for the inserted
element. To obtain practical solutions, it is necessary to increase the thickness of the
zero-thickness element to some nonzero values. In the example of this wide-angle lens,
the thickness of the zero-thickness element in each local minimum is restored to the
value of the original lens element before extraction. The number of the zero-thickness
local minima and the number of local minima after increasing the thickness, are not
the same. In Table 5.2, both the zero-thickness minima and the minima after increasing
the thickness are listed. When the thickness is increased, T2-M1 merges with T2-M2,
and so do T2-M3 and T2-M4. The final results become T2-MT1 and T2-MT2. T2-MT1
corresponds to M1 in Figure 5.3 with a merit function value of 4.20. T2-MT2 corresponds
to M3 in Figure 5.3 with a merit function value of 8.58.

Figure 5.9 shows the change of merit function value when the thickness of the in-
serted element is increased in small steps (0.05 mm). In the left plot, the merit func-
tion value of T2-M3 changes drastically (shown as a jump) around thickness 2 mm. The
system plots just before and after the peculiar value of the thickness point are also il-
lustrated in the same figure. Looking at the first lens element, it is seen that the system
became very stressed (large curvature values) just before the thickness increased to 2
mm. Ray failure occurs when the thickness is further increased. In case of ray failure,
optimization in CODE V adapts certain proprietary algorithms to modify the system in
order to be able to trace the rays. Optimization is then continued to obtain a new so-
lution. In this example, the system T2-M3 merges with T2-M4 when the thickness is
increased to more than 2 mm. On the right side of Figure 5.9, the merit function value of
T2-M4 changes continuously with increasing thickness. The same phenomenon occurs
with the other two systems: system T2-M2 merges with T2-M1 right after increasing the
thickness. As previously illustrated in Figure 5.7, T2-M1 and T2-M4 correspond to the
two expected local minima. It is worth mentioning that the two expected local minima
are the two stable ones as shown in this example.
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Figure 5.9: Change of the optimized value of the merit function while increasing the thickness of the
zero-thickness element. T2-M3 and T2-M4 correspond to systems when the thickness is zero. T2-MT2
corresponds to the system when the thickness equals 3 mm. The discontinuity of the left plot indicates
the instability due to ray failure around a minimum in the design space: The jump appears because
when the system on the left (T2-M3) ceases to exist because of ray failure, optimization in CODE V
leads automatically to the system on the right. Systems like the left one are usually poor local minima.

SECTION SUMMARY

With a step by step analysis of applying SPC in this example, it is seen that, for some
cases, choosing starting points on the SPC scan line may lead to unexpected local min-
ima (zero-thickness). This may be caused by the specific landscape around the saddle
point or numerical artefacts from the optimization algorithmn. Even though these prob-
lems do not always occur, examples suggest that a starting point should be chosen out-
side the scan line to prevent trapping in unwanted local minima. In the plotted basin
of attraction, there are features that make the optimization around the saddle point un-
stable: optimization can reach to an unexpected local minimum or ray failure region.
Therefore, choosing more than two starting points with proper distances to the saddle
point is needed. In our experiment, we use four starting points: two are on the scan
line and two are perpendicular to the scan line. The used distances to the saddle point
curvatures are 2.5% of the absolute value of the saddle point curvature (having a zero
curvature is rarely the case in practice). In addition to the local optimization, experi-
mental results also reveal that, in some cases, zero-thickness minima obtained in the
intermediate steps of SPC are not stable and disappear after increasing the thickness of
the inserted element. For the example given here, the final result (two finite-thickness
minima) is less dependent on the precise choice of the starting points chosen after ob-
taining the saddle point.
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5.3. COMBINING DESIGNERS’ KNOWLEDGE AND SPC TO IM-
PROVE DESIGN EFFICIENCY

In lens design practice, it is common that multiple design techniques are applied to ef-
fectively obtain an optimal solution. The technique can be using a cemented doublet
to reduce chromatic aberration, controlling the exit marginal ray angle to keep EFL con-
stant, using a certain optimization method to find better local minima, etc. The SPC
method provides a systematic approach to rapidly obtain local minima. However, it does
not tell you where the SPC should be applied in an optical system. A straightforward way
is to apply many SPCs in a system to generate all the possible local minima. However,
this is not always preferred because at a certain phase of the design process, the designer
does not really expect a drastic change of the system. In this section, we explore the op-
tion of combining designer knowledge and SPC. A UV dry microscope objective is used
to show what can be achieved with this approach.

5.3.1. ULTRAVIOLET (UV ) MICROSCOPE DRY OBJECTIVE

As a method to search for alternative solutions in lens design, SPC can be automated.
In such a scenario, SPC could be used as a global search tool, where, after setting up all
the specifications, the program would generate potential solutions for further selection.
However, one of the challenges in using SPC, is to choose the proper position for in-
serting the null element. Conventional design approaches encounter a similar dilemma,
namely: when a design process gets stagnated, how to modify the system (adding, ex-
tracting or changing) to improve the system? Optical designers usually use their unique
insight and experience based on monitoring the aberration, ray properties etc. to make
decisions on how to change the system. These approaches and methods used can be
very different from person to person, therefore, setting up an algorithm to try out all
promising looking options is difficult. If the optical system is relatively simple, it is pos-
sible to combine the SPC with approaches based on the designer’s knowledge. To use
SPC, the modification of the system should be adding or replacing lens elements in the
existing system. In the following sections, we will provide two examples of how to com-
bine SPC with conventional approaches.

An ultra-violet (UV) microscope objective is chosen as a starting configuration. The
microscope objective is taken from an existing patent[10] where its specification is re-
ported. The variation designed for wavelength 325 nm is selected from the patent and
reproduced in CODE V. The system consists of seven lens elements. The material used in
CODE V is fused silica (LithosilQ from SCHOTT) with a refractive index of 1.4816 at 325
nm. The specification and performance of the system are listed in Table 5.3. With a bar-
rel lens having a focal length of 250 mm, the magnification of the composite microscope
becomes 100. The seven lens elements of the system can be divided into three function
groups according to a categorization method proposed by Zhang and Gross [11]: the first
lens on the left forms the rear group; the second and third lenses form the middle group,
and the rest of the lens elements form the front group. The objective is shown in Fig-
ure 5.10. The front group is defined as the one facing to the object in the application,
however, during the design it is convenient to work reversely, hence the front group is on
the right side in Figure 5.10. According to the same author, existing microscopes can be
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categorized into three types depending on the functions performed by different groups
of lenses. The distribution of the spherical aberration in different groups shown in Fig-
ure 5.10 indicates that the middle and rear group compensate each other to correct the
spherical aberration. This correction behaviour belongs to one of the types described in
[11].

Table 5.3: System specification and performance of the microscope objective

Effective Focal Length (mm) 2.5

Field (real image height, mm) 0.1

Numerical Aperture (NA) 0.90

Operating Wavelength (nm) 325

Working Distance (WD, mm) 0.6

Overall Length (mm) 25

RMS Wave Front Error (mλ) 49

Strehl Ratio at 0 mm 0.976

Strehl Ratio at 0.1mm 0.849

Figure 5.10: System plot of the UV microscope objective [10]. The objective can be divided into three
groups of lenses. The rear group and middle group compensate each other to correct the spherical
aberration [11].

The current system already has a good performance and a compact size, its speci-
fications are listed in Table 5.3. However, if some of the specifications are made more
demanding, a certain structural modification of the original system is necessary to keep
a satisfactory performance. It is then interesting to investigate how SPC could help to
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find these modifications. The most simple case to investigate is to add an additional
lens element.

In contrast to a simple design problem, a complex system often needs several con-
straints to fulfill the design requirements. Before showing the design examples, the han-
dling of constraints in SPC is first discussed in the following section.

5.3.2. CONSTRAINTS IN OPTICAL DESIGN SOFTWARE

The wide-angle lens shown in the previous section is a moderately complex system where
SPC can be used in a limited number of positions. The system only has one requirement
on the specifications that needs to be controlled, namely the EFL. It was controlled by
setting the value of the exit angle α of the marginal ray on the last optical surface. Given
the EPD and the EFL, the exit marginal ray angle α on the last optical surface can be set
in CODE V as:

tanα= EPD

2×EF L
, (5.3)

Certain design requirements, such as EFL, can be used to force selected parameters to be
dependent variables which are solved explicitly to keep the chosen requirements satis-
fied. In automatic design (optimization), this also makes it possible to reduce the num-
ber of independent variables, and thereby save computation effort.

However, in lens design practise, most of the design requirements cannot be explic-
itly controlled in the aforementioned way. Constraint function such as equality con-
straint, inequality constraint, penalty function, etc. are then necessary to be imple-
mented in order to fulfill the various requirements. In lens design software, there are
usually different constraint functions for the user to choose so that it is possible to con-
trol the system design in different ways. In CODE V for example, there are four different
types of constraint functions can be used as shown in Table 5.4.

As seen in Table 5.4, both equality and inequality constraints are handled with the
Lagrangian multiplier method. We will show in the following part that these two options
treat the constraint by adding new variables to the optimization problem. We will also
explain that, instead of the original merit function, the Lagrange function should be used
for the SPC scan. On the other side, the penalty and weighted function methods treat the
constraint by directly modifying the merit function. One can keep using the modified
merit function for SPC scans.

One of the advantages of using a Lagrange multiplier rule is that it treats the con-
straint separately from the merit function, allowing the merit function to be based solely
upon image quality-related criteria. For the case of an equality constraint, the optimiza-
tion of the merit function can be written as follows:

minimize MF (x),

subject to g (x) = 0,
(5.4)

where x = (x1, x2, ..., xN ) is a vector describing a point in the N -dimensional variable
space. Equation g (x) = 0 is an equality constraint that the variables have to satisfy. Given
that both MF and g have continuous first partial derivatives, a new variable λ called a
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Table 5.4: Different types of constraints in CODE V[12]

Constraint Mode Explanation

Equality constraint (=)

Always active. Handled with La-
grangian Multiplier Method. Con-
strains exactly to target value of the
constraint.

Inequality constraint (>, <)
Only active when the optimization vi-
olates the targeted boundary. Handled
with Lagrangian Multiplier Method.

Weighted function (WTC)
Only used for targeted constraint. In-
cludes a weighted function in the merit
function.

Penalty function (PTC)

Only used for targeted constraint. In-
cludes a penalty function in the merit
function. The penalty function is de-
fined in CODE V with more tuning op-
tions than the weight function. It is es-
sentially the same way of constraint im-
plementation as the weight function.

Lagrange multiplier is introduced, and the Lagrange function is defined by

L (x,λ) = MF (x)−λ · g (x). (5.5)

A critical point of Equation 5.5 has zero gradient and satisfies the following equations

∇xL (x,λ) =∇xMF (x)−λ∇xg (x) = 0, (5.6a)

∇λL (x,λ) = g (x) = 0. (5.6b)

From Equation 5.6b, it is seen that once a critical point of L (x,λ) is found, the equal-
ity constraint is automatically satisfied. Equation 5.6a indicates that the gradient of
the merit function can be expressed as a linear combination of the gradient of the con-
straints at the critical point. The Lagrange multiplier λ acts as the coefficients. The La-
grange multiplier rule states that at the critical point, the value of the constrained merit
function is either a maximum or minimum. In this way, the constrained optimization
problem in Equation 5.4 is converted to an unconstrained optimization problem. The
Lagrange Multiplier method converts the original N -dimensional problem into a N +1-
dimensional problem by adding one more variable λ. At the critical points of L (x,λ),
L (x,λ) equals MF (x). Therefore, the smallest value of L (x,λ) at the critical point gives
the minimum of the constrained merit function.

Before performing the SPC scan and adding the null element, the system needs to
be firstly optimized to a local minimum. In CODE V, when equality or inequality con-
straints are applied, the Lagrange Multiplier method is used. The optimizer converges to
a critical point satisfying Equations 5.6a and 5.6b.
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We would like now to investigate the possibility of ∇xMF (x) = 0 at a critical point of
L (x,λ). According to Equation 5.6a, satisfying ∇xMF (x) = 0 requires either of the two
following conditions: λ= 0 or ∇xg (x) = 0. Given Equation 5.6b is valid, either condition
λ= 0 or ∇xg (x) = 0 indicates that the local minimum of the original unconstrained merit
function (MF ) coincides with the local minimum of the Lagrange function. Therefore,
the constraint is already fulfilled at the local minimum of the original merit function. It
indicates Lagrange function is in practice not needed for this situation and this situation
is not in general valid when Lagrange function is applied. As a results, ∇xMF (x) ̸= 0 is the
typical situation for a critical point of L (x,λ). It indicates that the unconstrained merit
function is not at its local minimum.

When performing the SPC scan, two additional variables (c1 and c2, curvatures of
the null element) are added to the existing system. In ray tracing software like CODE
V, the user usually only sees the value of the merit function. In a case that Lagrange
Multiplier method is used, if the SPC scan of the saddle point uses the unconstrained
merit function, the construction of the saddle point will not start from a local minimum.
The precondition for performing the SPC is thus not satisfied and saddle points will not
be obtained. As a recommendation, when Lagrange Multiplier method is used, the SPC
scan should be performed using the Lagrange function.

The inequality constraint mentioned in Table 5.4 should take the same situation
into consideration: The constraint becomes active when the optimization violates the
boundary, and the computation for SPC scan should use the Lagrange function; The
constraint remains inactive if the optimization is operated within the defined boundary,
and the original merit function is used for SPC scan.

When constraints are implemented using a penalty function or a weighted function
method, the preconditions for performing SPC are satisfied. Both approaches add new
terms to the merit function with explicit expressions. The altered merit function is used
to optimize the system to a local minimum and the same function is used to perform
SPC.

The modified merit function with a weight function term can be written as the fol-
lowing

MFW (x) = MF (x)+
m∑

i=1
Wi (x), (5.7a)

W (x) = (w t ·∆C )2. (5.7b)

where the summation indicates that multiple weight functions can be added, w t is the
weighting factor set in CODE V, and∆C is the departure of the constraints from its target.
Using the penalty function replaces the weight function term in Equation 5.7a with a
penalty function described as the following in CODE V

P = w t ∗ (
∆C

hal f wi d th
)

exponent
2 , (5.8)

where hal f wi d th and exponent are two additional variables for tuning the penalty
function. If the hal f wi d th is set to 1 and the exponent is set to 4, the penalty func-
tion in Equation 5.8 is the same as the weight function in Equation 5.7b. The two ap-
proaches for implementing the constraints are essentially identical. They both provide
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a less rigid control compared to the Lagrange Multiplier method. The penalty function
mode is ideal for the "soft constraints", which are constraints that have an acceptable
range of values [12].

As described in this section, applying constraints using Lagrange Multiplier method
needs additional engineering treatment to be compatible with SPC scans. We prefer to
use weighted or penalty function for its simplicity of keeping track of the same merit
function. In the rest of this chapter, where different constrained systems are investigated,
the constraints are implemented with the weighted function.

5.3.3. APPLYING SPC TO INDUCE STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN LENS

When trapped in a local minimum, it is useful to introduce structural change in order to
obtain different local minima with significant changes in the values of the merit func-
tion. The structural change refers to changes such as using a lens with a positive power
instead of a negative one, adding a new element into the system, etc. In this section, we
focus on two cases where structural changes are needed for the systems to meet a higher
requirement. In the first case, the NA of the system is further increased from 0.90 to 0.95.
In the second case, the working distance of the system is increased from 0.6 mm to 2.5
mm. We show how SPC can be effectively applied to obtain new local minima.

INCREASING NA OF THE OBJECTIVE

For a high-resolution microscope objective, high NA is always required. The first exam-
ple is to increase the NA of the microscope objective from 0.90 to 0.95. The rays can still
be traced after the modification, i.e. in the case considered no ray failure occurs after
the increase of the NA. The system is then optimized with a wavefront error function. An
EFL constraint and a working distance constraint are applied with the equality constraint
mode. Figure 5.11 shows that the change of the system shape 2 is mainly in the thickness
of the elements. The bending 3 of each element remains almost unchanged. From Table
5.5, it is seen that the performance of the system deteriorates after increasing the NA. A
major cause is that the spherical aberration (especially the high-order spherical aberra-
tion) increases with increasing NA. In traditional approaches, structural changes to the
system would be made by which the number of degrees of freedom increases to be able
to reduce the aberration. These kinds of structural change could, for example, be replac-
ing a spherical surface by an asphere, adding extra lens elements, or splitting existing
lens elements. In the following examples, the introduced changes are adding or splitting
lens elements.

With the separation of the system into different function groups, it is possible to
understand the function of different parts of the system which provides insight when
structural change is needed. It follows from Figure 5.10 that the rear and middle group
compensate each other to correct the spherical aberration. A reasonable strategy is then
to introduce structural changes in these two groups, namely by adding or splitting ele-
ments in the rear and the middle group of the system. Based on this insight, four dif-

2A system shape is determined by the bending of each lens element, the thicknesses of the lens elements and
the distance between them.

3The definition of the bending factor is given in Equation 2.10.
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Figure 5.11: Change of the system shape after increasing the NA from 0.90 to 0.95.

Table 5.5: Change of the system performance with increasing NA

Numerical Aperture 0.90 0.95

RMS Wavefront Error (mλ) 49 111

Strehl Ratio at 0 mm 0.976 0.833

Strehl Ratio at 0.1 mm 0.849 0.386

ferent positions are chosen in the rear and the middle group to add or split elements in
the usual way. The resulted system shapes are shown in Figure 5.12. It is worth pointing
out that with the traditional approach of adding or splitting lens, each operation only
yields one solution. The performance of the resulting systems are listed in Table 5.6. The
data from the table reveal that out of four, one (the number 4 system) has satisfactory
performance. For a satisfactory performance, the criteria used here are that the Strehl
ratio is above 0.8 for all fields and the wavefront RMS is below λ/14 [10], for which value
the system is considered to be diffraction-limited. In Figure 5.12, the inserted or split
element is highlighted by shading. For operation 1 , the insertion of the lens results in
an additional shell lens in the front group. It gives four new degrees of freedoms (two
curvatures, one lens thickness, and an air space thickness) for optimization. However,
the performance of the optimized system is not satisfactory. Operation 2 splits one of
the lens elements in the middle group and thereby distributing its original power to two
lens elements. The same happens in the case of operation 3 . Both operations 2 and 3
produce only slightly better results than operation 1 , however, neither of them is good
enough. Splitting the lens element in the rear group in operation 4 produces a different
system shape compared to the other three and the original system. A reverse-bended
element is created (second element from the left), which forms a narrow air gap with
the element to the right of it. This kind of air gap is effective for introducing high-order
spherical aberrations, which balances the high-order spherical aberrations introduced
by other parts of the system [13].

Table 5.6: System performance for the systems shown in Figure 5.12

No. 1 2 3 4

RMS Wavefront Error (mλ) 119 117 99 41

Strehl Ratio at 0 mm 0.736 0.769 0.832 0.985

Strehl Ratio at 0.1 mm 0.428 0.453 0.548 0.882
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Figure 5.12: Introducing structural change in the traditional way for system performance improve-
ment. Four operations have been executed on the NA 0.95 system resulting in four different results.
The inserted or split element is highlighted by shading.

Based on the insight on where the change should be introduced in the system, SPC
scans were performed at four positions in the system. Figure 5.13 presents the results
from these SPC scans. From four scans, a total number of eighteen solutions were ob-
tained. Besides four solutions which are identical to the ones obtained with the tradi-
tional method, fourteen extra solutions were obtained. Their performance is listed in
Table 5.7. Out of the eighteen solutions, nine reach satisfactory results. Solution 4 A and
4 D even show better performance than the best one obtained by the traditional method

(No.4 in Table 5.6). Among all the solutions, 1 A and 2 B have very close system shapes.
One is the result from the left bending of the glass lens, and the other is the result of the
right bending of the air lens. As explained in Chapter 3, there are two different ways to
apply SPC, which lead to the same solution in this case.

Compared to the traditional method, more than 4 times as many systems are ob-
tained for a comparable amount of computational load with SPC than with the tradi-
tional method. Besides the good solutions which are similar to the ones obtained with
the traditional method, SPC also found eight additional solution with satisfactory per-
formance.
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Table 5.7: System performance for the systems shown in Figure 5.13

1 2 3 4

RMS WFR 65 59 60 26

ASR(0) 0.862 0.942 0.958 0.998

SR(0.1) 0.829 0.807 0.808 0.945

RMS WFR 109 67 52 135

BSR(0) 0.876 0.941 0.960 0.604

SR(0.1) 0.378 0.756 0.847 0.319

RMS WFR 98 45 104 124

CSR(0) 0.826 0.989 0.779 0.661

SR(0.1) 0.505 0.874 0.540 0.371

RMS WFR 48 102 89 35

DSR(0) 0.950 0.828 0.820 0.993

SR(0.1) 0.859 0.444 0.625 0.894

RMS WFR 43 135

ESR(0) 0.982 0.789

SR(0.1) 0.853 0.251

RMS WFR = RMS Wavefront Error (mλ); SR(0) = Strehl Ratio at 0 mm; SR(0.1) = Strehl Ratio at 0.1 mm.
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INCREASING THE WORKING DISTANCE OF THE OBJECTIVE

A second structural change is introduced in the case of an increase of the working dis-
tance of the original system ( the system on the left in Figure 5.11), from 0.6 mm to 2.5
mm. This requires that the first lens element on the right is aplanatic-concentric instead
of plano-concentric, causing a necessary decrease of power of the first element. In order
to maintain the performance, this decrease of optical power need to be compensated.
This is done by increasing the optical power of the lens element after the first one and
those in the middle group. With the limited number of degrees of freedom, the perfor-
mance of the system strongly deteriorates. Figure 5.14 shows how the system changed
after increasing the working distance from 0.6 mm to 2.5 mm. The OverAll Length (OAL)
of the system increases from 25 mm to 76 mm. The diameter of the maximum element
increases from 6.6 mm to 17 mm. A longer air gap emerges after the first element on
the left caused by the increase of the size (diameter) of the lens elements. The third lens
element from the left is compressed into a thinner element. The bending of each ele-
ment still remains close to that of the original system. Table 5.8 gives the change of the
performance with the increase of the working distance.

Figure 5.14: Change of the system shape after the increasing of the working distance from 0.6 mm to
2.5 mm.

Table 5.8: Change of the system performance with increasing working distance

Working distance (WD, mm) 0.6 2.5

RMS wavefront error (mλ) 49 135

Strehl ratio at 0 mm 0.976 0.254

Strehl ratio at 0.1 mm 0.849 0.019

To compensate for the decreased optical power of the first element, a common prac-
tice to introduce changes to the system for system improvement is to introduce a struc-
tural change in the middle or front group. By splitting or adding lens elements, newly
added degrees of freedom will help to correct the aberrations. Two insertion positions
and one splitting position were chosen for adding new degrees of freedom to the system.
Figure 5.15 presents the results of the three operations: two insertions led to the same
solution; the splitting shows a different system with good performance. The data of the
system are listed in Table 5.9.
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Table 5.9: System performance for the systems shown in Figure 5.15

No. 1 & 2 3

RMS Wavefront Error (mλ) 100 41

Strehl Ratio at 0 mm 0.833 0.975

Strehl Ratio at 0.1 mm 0.507 0.902

Figure 5.15: Introducing structural change in the traditional way to improve the performance of the
system. Insertions at position 1⃝ and 2⃝ result in the same solution.

SPC scans are applied at the same positions where a lens is added or split. The re-
sult is shown in Figure 5.16. From three operations of SPC, ten systems were obtained.
The performance of these 10 systems is listed in Table 5.10. Out of the ten systems, six
have low wavefront RMS value and Strehl ratio above 0.8 for both fields. By carefully ex-
aming the system plots in Figure 5.16, it is seen that some systems have similar system
shapes. For example, systems 1 B, 2 B, and 3 B have very close bending for each lens
element. The differences among the three are in the lens thickness and air space varia-
tions. System 2 A and system 3 A also are very similar. When compared with the results
from the conventional approach, system 3 D in Figure 5.16 and system 3 in Figure 5.15
have similar system shape (especially with respect to the front group on the right) and
essentially the same RMS wavefront error (39 and 41 mλ) for practical purpose.

In this example where the working distance is increased, with the conventional ap-
proach, two systems were obtained with three operations. One out of three (33%) has
good performance. Using SPC, ten systems were obtained with the same amount of op-
erations as needed in the traditional approach. Six out of ten (60%) give satisfactory
performance.
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Figure 5.16: Systems obtained using three SPC scans performed at the marked locations. Solid lines
( 1⃝ and 2⃝) indicate insertion of glass null-element. Dashed line ( 3⃝) indicates insertion of air null-
element. In total, ten systems were obtained. The modified parts are highlighted.

Table 5.10: System performance for the systems shown in Figure 5.16

1 2 3

RMS WFR 55 49 60

ASR(0) 0.952 0.976 0.946

SR(0.1) 0.835 0.863 0.807

RMS WFR 133 101 179

BSR(0) 0.645 0.779 0.410

SR(0.1) 0.309 0.511 0.131

RMS WFR 95 43 41

CSR(0) 0.732 0.971 0.983

SR(0.1) 0.642 0.901 0.896

RMS WFR 39

DSR(0) 0.978

SR(0.1) 0.910

RMS WFR = RMS Wavefront Error (mλ); SR(0) = Strehl Ratio at 0 mm; SR(0.1) = Strehl Ratio at 0.1 mm.
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5.3.4. FURTHER CONSIDERATION WHEN APPLYING SPC TO COMPLEX SYS-
TEM

When working with complex systems, there are some additional factors which have to be
considered in order to properly use SPC. These additional factors usually appear because
of the increasing complexity of multi-variable optimization and the design approaches
in complex lens design. Increased complexity here refers to the increased number of
variables used.

QUALITY OF THE LOCAL MINIMUM AND THE SPC SCAN CURVE

One of the known issues occurring with complex systems is that often when the num-
ber of variables increases, the optimization basin around the local minimum becomes a
vast shallow region where absolute convergence can not be achieved and no proper local
minimum can be found, even when very large number of optimization cycles are per-
formed [14]. It is observed that, when the local minima in N dimensional space were not
computed accurately, there are problems finding the saddle points in the N +2 dimen-
sional space with the SPC method. An example is given for the case where the working
distance of the microscope objective is increased. Before proceeding with the SPC scan,
the system has to be well-optimized to a local minimum. The merit function is defined
by the default transverse ray aberration in CODE V. Two weight constraints were used: an
EFL constraint of 2.5 mm and an edge thickness constraint of 2.5 mm on the first surface
from the right, both with a weight of 0.01. Fourteen curvatures of the surfaces were used
as variables. A threshold for the improvement of the merit function was defined as a cri-
teria to stop the optimization. The threshold was set as 10−15, which means that when
the decrease of the merit function value is less than 10−15, the optimization will stop.

Without human interference, the optimization for this system ran with 5500 cycles
(or optimization iterations), and it took 20 minutes (CPU: Dual-core 3.20GHz) to finish.
This implies that there must be a very shallow region around the local minimum where
the value of the gradient is close to zero. In the practice of lens design, the designer prob-
ably will manually stop the optimization before it runs for 5500 cycles. However, Figure
5.17 demonstrates that the decision of when to stop the optimization affects the num-
ber of saddle points that are found. The SPC scan was performed on the fourth surface
from the left, as shown in Figure 5.17. In the same figure, different scan curves are plot-
ted with different numbers of optimization cycles applied. Up to 2500 cycles, there is
no crossing between the SPC scan curve and the "0 " horizontal axis. From 5500 cycles
up to 30,000 cycles, the scan curves are closely positioned giving very similar values of
the saddle points. From the zoomed plot in Figure 5.17, the five curves intersecting the
horizontal axis are from 0.00466 to 0.00472. The example shows that, to properly per-
form SPC scan, it is necessary to compute the local minimum very accurately, even if the
local optimization may take many more steps than usual. In this case, with insufficient
optimization, two saddle points may be missed. Consequently, the three systems in row
2 (the second row) of Figure 5.16 would not be obtained.
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Figure 5.17: SPC scan curves at the same position with different numbers of optimization cycles

CHOICE OF WEIGHTS AND CONSTRAINTS

Other aspects which also require attention concerning SPC scans are the choices of con-
straints and their weights used in the merit function. As explained in Section 5.3.2, using
weighted function (or penalty function, essentially identical to weighted function) for
constraints in the merit function is compatible with SPC scan. Adding weighted con-
straints will alter the topography of the optimization landscape and this change is af-
fected by the number of constraints and their weights. In this section, we explain that
the choice of constraints and their weights, change the shape of the SPC scan curve
significantly. In some cases, the number of obtained saddle points varies for different
combinations of constraints and weights.

Figure 5.18: Change in the saddle point scan curve when different constraints are applied.

In Figure 5.18, the scan curves of two choices of constraints are shown. Case - 1
(the red-coloured line in Figure 5.18) was only with an EFL constraint, and Case-2 was
using both an EFL constraint and an edge thickness constraint. As seen in the figure,
the scan curve of Case-1 has six zero-crossings with the horizontal axis, whereas that of
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Case-2 has only two zero-crossings. From the comparison in Figure 5.18, we also see
that adding simple constraints (Case - 1) during SPC generates more local minima than
applying several constraints simultaneously (Case - 2).

In practice, obtaining more local minima via SPC is preferred since it generates more
solution candidates for evaluation, hence increasing the chance of finding a satisfactory
solution. For the given example, Case-1 did not include the edge thickness requirement
in the merit function. If this requirement is not met, it is necessary to add the constraint
on the edge thickness and optimize from the minima acquired in the next step. In Case-
2 the two necessary constraints on the EFL and the edge thickness are taken account
of from the start, hence, the acquired minima are the final solutions. Design procedure
and the obtained local minima are shown for both cases in Figure 5.19. For Case-1, seven
local minima are acquired from six saddle points. For Case-2, three minima are obtained
from two saddle points. Judging by the system shapes, the three minima from Case-2
correspond to the local minima in the set obtained in Case-1. The pairs of corresponding
local minima are highlighted with different colours in Figure 5.19. It is seen that MA-4
and MB-2, which belong to the same system shape, have very similar merit function
values. However, the two pairs MA-1, MB-1 and MA-6, MB-3 have bigger differences in
their merit function values, with Case-1 showing smaller merit function values. Although
the system shapes are similar, due to the complex topography of the design landscape
in the case of many variables, the merit function values can be quite different. The same
observation was described in Reference [15].

The choice of the weights associated with the constraints can also alter the SPC scan
curve. We observe that as far as the weights are not extreme (neither too loose nor un-
necessarily tight), the SPC scan curve remains relatively stable. An example is given in
Figure 5.20, where different scan positions are chosen using the same system from the
previous example. Only the EFL constraint is applied here with different weight number
from 0.001 to 10. In Figure 5.20, it is shown that when the weight is 0.001 or 10, the SPC
scans produce curves that differ from those in the other three cases. Weight 0.001 gives
four saddle points, weight 10 gives two saddle points, and the other three cases give three
saddle points with relatively similar SPC scan curves. The target value of the EFL is 2.50
mm. When a weight of 0.001 is used, the optimized system has an EFL of 2.65 mm (6%
off the target) . For a weight of 0.01, the EFL is stabilized around 2.53 mm. When the
weight is larger than 0.1, the optimized system has an intended EFL of 2.50 mm.

According to the derivation of the special case of SPC [16], when the space between
the constructed surface and another optical surface is zero (or close to zero), a saddle
point can be found with the curvatures of the constructed surface identical (or similar)
to that optical surface. In this example, when the weight is 0.01, 0.1 and 1, the most left
and most right saddle points represent the special case saddle points. However, when
the weight is too big or too small, the design landscape is altered in a way that the special
case of saddle point cannot be obtained via the scan (weight 10 case missed the left one).
One of the hypotheses is that there are some numerical inaccuracy when computing the
local minima and saddle points with these extreme weights. More investigations are
needed to understand these situations. Based on the observations in this example, for
practicing the SPC, we would suggest to avoid using extreme weight values.

From the two examples, it is seen that the way to implement the constraints affects
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Figure 5.19: Two different design processes leading to different sets of local minima (minima with
zero-thickness element). On the left: saddle point scan with only the EFL constraint, with the edge
thickness constraint applied only in the last stage. In total seven minima are obtained. On the right:
SPC scan with both EFL and edge thickness constraints incorporated followed by local optimization
using both constraints. This led to three local minima. Systems with similar shapes are given the same
colour.

Figure 5.20: Change in the saddle point scan curve when different constraint weights are applied.

the number of saddle points acquired from SPC. This will lead to differences in the ob-
tained minima. Regarding the constraints applied, the example shows that starting with
a simple constraint generates more saddle points than applying several constraints at
the same time. It is consistent with the design rule that constraints are usually added
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progressively. If all constraints are added at the same time, using the Lagrange Multi-
plier method adds multiple new variables to the optimization problem, therefore can
generate more local minima and make the global optimization more difficult. When us-
ing the weight function, there is lack of systematic knowledge on how to adjust multiple
weights in one merit function. Constraints that are not massively violated should not
be included in the SPC scan, but should be applied only on the resulting minima. We
recommend avoiding extreme values of weight when using SPC with a merit function
containing weighted constraints. In general, the weights should be adapted during the
design process, depending on the problem. When applying SPC, it is necessary to keep
the weights the same during the application of SPC and the following local optimiza-
tions. After obtaining the local minima, the weights can be adapted when the design
process is continued.

5.4. APPLYING SPC TO A PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVE
Lithographic systems represent one of the most sophisticated types of optical systems
nowadays. With an imaging objective consisting of more than twenty lens elements,
nanometer resolution has to be realized. These systems are used in the semiconductor
industry to produce integrated chips [17], which boost all kinds of technology advances
in the 21st century.

For these kinds of complicated optical systems with a large number of variables, the
number of possible solutions increases drastically. These systems suffer more easily
from ray failures. Varying variables in the system can easily cause failures in ray trac-
ing. Normally, a new design starts from an existing one, where the system specification
is close to the design requirement. The system is then modified by the designer based
on certain design guidelines [7][18][19] or his/her own experience. Trial and error always
evolves before obtaining a good solution.

A Deep Ultra Violet (DUV) lens from an existing patent [20] is selected. We choose
the design from the embodiment described in Figure 5 of this patent. The system pa-
rameters are given in Table 5 in the patent. We use this DUV objective as an example to
demonstrate how SPC can be applied in a complex case. The DUV objective is designed
to work at 193 nm wavelength. The numerical aperture is 0.85, the image height is 14.02
mm and the magnification is -0.25. The system is optimized for distortion and telecen-
tricity. The wavefront RMS error is 3.26 mλ. The objective consists of twenty-three lens
elements, where eight surfaces are aspheric. The system plot is presented in Figure 5.21.

This objective has been previously studied with the special version of SPC. In the
special version, no curvature scan is used. The designer decides where to insert the null-
element. This is always done on an existing surface. A saddle point system is directly
obtained by the way the null element is inserted [16]. Two new solutions can be ob-
tained by optimizing from the saddle point. In the study of Marinescu[21][3], examples
are given to use the special version of SPC to add lenses to the original system to obtain
different local minima. Afterwards, other lenses are chosen to be deleted. In this way,
the system maintains similar performance with a smaller number of optical elements.
However, the strategy for where to add or extract the lenses is not explained in detail.
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Figure 5.21: DUV objective lens from [20]. It consists of, in total, twenty-three lens elements. Eight
surfaces are aspheric surfaces marked by thickened line.

This question remains unanswered by our research, and it makes the design of large sys-
tems more complicated. Marinescu’s method has two steps: 1) choose the place to add
a lens with SPC; 2) choose lenses to be extracted. The design process is a combination
of SPC and conventional methods. The designer needs to make the decision twice on
where to add and extract the lens. In the following examples, we will show that with SPC,
the designer only needs to decide once where to perform SPC to achieve performance
improvement.

The sixth lens (from the left) is chosen to be replaced using SPC following the exam-
ple in Marinescu’s thesis (where she chose to add a null-element next to it). The first
step was to remove the chosen lens by gradually reducing the thickness of the lens while
optimizing the system, at the same time to keep the system staying in the same basin
of attraction. Once the thickness is reduced to zero, constraints are applied to make the
element a meniscus null-element (equal curvature with zero-thickness). In this way, the
element could be removed without affecting the system. In practise, the element does
not need to be physically removed, since the next step is to perform an SPC scan at the
same location.

As demonstrated in the previous section, the choice of constraints in the merit func-
tion may affect the obtained result. The recommendation is to start with a relative simple
merit function. The complexity of the merit function can be increased after the SPC pro-
cess. A default unconstrained merit function based on wavefront aberration 4 is used
for the phase of the SPC scan: the variables used are only the curvatures of the spher-
ical surfaces (thirty six variables, the last element is a plane-parallel plate). Since the
air spaces and lens thicknesses are not varied and the system is already very "tight", an
unconstrained optimization does not drastically change the system. With the default
wavefront aberration merit function, the original system has a merit function value of
0.002915, and a wavefront aberration of 3.26 mλ. After unconstrained optimization, the
merit function value becomes 0.002391, and the wavefront aberration increases to 3.53
mλ. The merit function is calculated assuming that the best focus is determined by the
paraxial calculation (ideal focus plane). The wavefront aberration is given by the wave-
front analysis in CODE V, which traces the real rays and determines best focus plane
using the real rays. Therefore, due to the different choices of the focal planes, a de-

4In CODE V, the merit function is based on wavefront variance. It comes from the weighted combination of
the optical path difference (OPD) and the X and Y wavefront slope values.
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creased merit function can bring an increased wavefront aberration. The computation
technique used in the merit function is aimed for facilitating the optimization. When
the sixth lens element was extracted, the merit function deteriorated to 0.013822, and
the wavefront aberration increased to 12.39 mλ.

Performing an SPC scan at the position where the sixth lens is extracted, yielded six
saddle points. These six saddle points lead to twelve minima with a zero-thickness el-
ement. After increasing the thickness, the twelve systems converge into four solutions.
The reason for the convergence of the solutions is that when the thicknesses increase,
local minima can encounter ray failure or merge with other local minima. An example
of ray failure caused by thickness increase is explained in Figure 5.9. In Figure 5.22, the
first two steps of performing an SPC scan on the lithographic objective are illustrated.

Figure 5.22: Step 1, Extract the selected element (highlighted); Step 2, Perform SPC at the location of
the extraction (dashed line location). With the SPC scan, six saddle points were obtained which led to
four local minima.

The system plots of the four new systems are shown on the left of Figure 5.23. The ex-
tracted and then constructed lens elements are highlighted. It is observed that the new
solutions mostly differ from each other in the lenses close to the position of extraction
and where the SPC scan is performed. By comparing the systems, we see that the high-
lighted lens and its neighbouring lens differ in the lens bending between different sys-
tems. For example, DUV-M1 has meniscus - meniscus - biconvex around the highlighted
lens and DUV-M4 has meniscus - biconvex - meniscus around the highlighted lens. It is
also worth noticing that there is no system identical to the original system at the top
row of Figure 5.23. The constructed lens of DUV-M4 shows similar bending shape as the
original system, however, the neighbouring right element has a meniscus shape which
is different from the plano-convex shape in the original system. One can not expect to
find a system that is identical to the original system because the solutions are obtained
by optimization without constraints. The next step (Step 3) as shown in Figure 5.23 is
to add constraints to the merit function and minutely optimize every solution obtained
from the SPC scan. Constraints like magnification, distortion control and edge thick-
ness etc. were added to the original merit function. Weights and number of constraints
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were tailored for each system in order to reach a solution which has good performance
as while as fulfill the constraints. Extra variables such as aspheric coefficients, air spaces
and lens thicknesses were also used in the last stage. The corresponding solutions are
listed on the right side of Figure 5.23 as DUV M1’ - M4’. Judging from the system plots,
it is seen that most of the differences between the systems are still localized around the
constructed element. Compared to the previous stage, the major change of the further
optimized solutions are the thicknesses of the lenses and the air spaces between them.
This implies that in the fine tuning optimization stage, the system stays in the same basin
of attraction when the curvature variables are varied.

Figure 5.23: Step 3 of performing SPC on a lithographic objective: applying constraints to the systems
obtained from the SPC and further optimize the systems using more variables (thickness, aspheric
terms, etc.). The optimized systems are evaluated on their performances.

In Table 5.11, the performances of the four optimized solutions are listed. While min-
imizing the wavefront aberration (in RMS), the distortion and the telecentricity are con-
trolled at the same time. Among the four new solutions, DUV-M3’ shows better wave-
front RMS (29% better than the orignal), distortion (16%), and telecentricity at the image
side (94%). The telecentricity at the object side is worse than the original one (15%). The
other three new solutions show some mixed performances, with some properties better
than the original system, but others worse. For a practical case, more properties have to
be considered in designing a lithographic system, e.g. thermal sensitivity, manufactura-
bility and cost. In our example, the assessing criteria have been limited to those men-
tioned above. The results show that with SPC and the design flow used, new solutions in
a complex lithographic system can be systematically found. In the example discussed,
systems with better and worse performance as compared to the original, are obtained.
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Table 5.11: Performance of the optimized solutions shown in Figure 5.23
Wavefront RMS (mλ) Distortion (nm) Object Side Telecentricity* (mrad) Image Side Telecentricity* (mrad)

Original 3.26 <1.00 <14.36 <19.18

DUV-M1’ 2.96 <1.62 <17.60 <17.31

DUV-M2’ 3.36 <1.43 <17.98 <5.84

DUV-M3’ 2.32 <0.84 <16.56 <1.15

DUV-M4’ 9.91 <2.39 <57.01 <10.05

* Telecentricity here means the deviation from telecentricity.

5.5. CONCLUSION
In this chapter, multiple examples are given to demonstrate how SPC can be applied in
practical lens designs. It is recommended to integrate the SPC method with conven-
tional strategies. In this way, more solutions can be effectively produced and from them
the designer should then choose the best. In the example of a wide-angle lens, where
the system is divided into two groups, we show that SPC can be applied to the individ-
ual group of lenses or to the wide-angle lens combined from the two groups of lenses.
Applying SPC in this wide-angle lens design helps to produce alternative solutions in
the landscape. For complex system like the UV microscope objective, guided by the de-
signer’s knowledge, SPC shows better efficiency than the conventional approaches in
terms of obtaining good solutions. In order to design a lithographic objective with mul-
tiple constraints, it is discussed how SPC can be integrated in a two-step design process.
New solutions with local changes are obtained with mixed performances in the sense
that the obtained systems, compared to the original system, are better in some aspects
and worse in others.

With the wide-angle lens, detailed steps for applying the SPC to switch to new solu-
tions are given. The basin plots in Figure 5.7 reveal that in some cases the obtained min-
ima depend on the choice of the optimization starting point around the saddle point.
This dependency can be a property of the design landscape, or it can be caused by
the numerical configuration (e.g. choices of the damping factor) of the local optimizer.
Further research is necessary to understand this phenomenon. For the given example,
this dependency between the starting point and the local minima with zero-thickness
element did not influence the final results after increasing the thickness for the zero-
thickness minima (Table 5.2).

Factors that will alter the SPC scan curve are investigated. These factors are: 1) When
the number of variables increases (fourteen for the UV microscope objective), a shallow
local minimum should be very well optimized to ensure that the correct SPC scan curve
is obtained; 2) When constraint type and weights are varied, the corresponding SPC scan
curves are different. We observe that more constraints and more rigid weights (leading to
a stressed system) result in fewer saddle points than fewer constraints and more flexible
weights (which leads to a relaxed system). Therefore, it is recommended to implement
only the necessary constraints at the SPC scan stage. Extreme values of these constraints
should also be avoided. It is better to add the other constraint later in the design process.

In conclusion, to design a complex system, applying SPC following the guidelines
presented in this chapter will help to generate (intermediate) solutions effectively. When
implementing the SPC method in a software package to serve as a lens optimization
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tool, the cases discussed in this chapter should be taken into account (e.g. automatically
verify the SPC scan curve stability) to assist the design process.
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6
SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLE

SURFACE (SMS) 2D DESIGNS AS

STARTING POINTS FOR LENS

OPTIMIZATION

The first blow is half the battle.

An 18th century English proverb.

6.1. INTRODUCTION
Choosing a sufficiently good staring configuration is crucial to every kind of optical de-
sign. For simple systems which require a limited amount of optical elements, analytical
method such as paraxial calculation or aberration analysis can be used to determine a
starting point. For systems with demanding requirements (e.g. larger FOV, high image
quality) it is usually more convenient to select a starting configuration based on existing
designs documented either in lens design books [2][3][4] or in various patents. Once the
starting point is determined, the system is parameterized in design software and further
improved in order to fulfill various constraints and performance requirements. In most
cases, additional degrees of freedom are needed to enhance the system performance.

The most typical approach in conventional lens design to add degrees of freedoms is
to introduce new lens elements. We have shown in the previous chapters that one aspect
of the SPC provides a systematic and rapid approach to improve system performance by
adding new lens elements. However, adding new elements in the system usually means

Parts of this chapter have been published in Optics Express 25, 32474 (2018) [1].
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bigger volume and higher cost, which are disadvantages for practical applications. Be-
sides using additional lens elements, another way is to introduce new degrees of free-
dom on existing lens surfaces. For rotational symmetric systems, aspheric surfaces can
be used instead of spherical surfaces. For non-rotational symmetric systems, freeform
surfaces (surfaces with arbitrary shape) can be used. They permit new dimensions in
optical performance by eliminating aberrations without added weight and size, thus ful-
filling the need for an ever-increasing performance balanced with an equal desirable
goal of ever smaller and lighter optics. Experience shows that aspheric and freeform sur-
faces are often more challenging to manufacture and incorporate into design than the
conventional spherical surfaces because of their complex geometric shape. Nonethe-
less, provided the added benefit, the development of precise manufacturing techniques
makes aspheric and freeform surfaces no longer a luxury and therefore can be encoun-
tered quite often in modern designs. In this chapter, we would like to focus on the as-
pheric surface since it shares more similarity with spherical surfaces. Freeform will not
be discussed.

In common practices, the aspheric surfaces are created by utilizing the existing sur-
faces of an already designed spherical systems. The designer chooses which surface to
be aspherized based on his/her observation. The introduced aspheric surface is then
often a "mild" surface, which is described by a small polynomial order. However, if the
performance improvement of system is not as expected, the designer may consider us-
ing more polynomial terms or choose more surfaces to be aspherized. The increasing
choices of the degrees of freedom often trap the system in a poor local minimum (Figure
6.1[a])). In such cases, the designer’s experience is often a crucial factor when trying to
get out of a poor minimum in search for a good solution. In the case of utilizing aspheric
surfaces, the aim is to add the correct design freedoms such that the new starting point
with more degrees of freedom can lead to better system performance (Figure 6.1[b]).

Several global optimization methods such as genetic algorithms [5], evolution strate-
gies [6], particle swarm [7] and simulated annealing [8] have been adapted to different
optical design problems to avoid getting trapped in a local minimum. One can add the
aspheric variables to the existing ones and run a global optimization to find out what the
could be the best performance. However, these methods are based on generally appli-
cable mathematical models, and designers understand little about the optical systems
behind them.

Alternatively, for non-spherical systems, direct design methods such as the Simulta-
neous Multiple Surfaces (SMS) method allow to find a starting point with which a subse-
quent local optimization can lead to a good minimum [9][10]. Even though SMS is capa-
ble of designing good aspheric imaging systems, there is no study comparing it directly
with other design strategies and describing the characteristics of different methods.

In this chapter, we consider rotationally symmetric designs, for which SMS 2D is used
[11]. SMS 2D may utilize rays in the meridian plane or skew rays [12], but, in any case,
obtaining a 2D profile of the surfaces. The method involves simultaneous calculation of
N optical surfaces using N one-parameter bundles of rays for which specific conditions
are imposed. The number of ray bundles can be greater than the number of surfaces to
design when the footprints of the design bundles do not occupy the full SMS surfaces.
This can be controlled by the size of the aperture stop or the relative distance between
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of an design landscape in 2D (a) and 3D (b). The plot (a) on the left shows
that the obtained local minimum is sensitive to the starting point: Choosing S2 as the starting point
leads to a sub-optimal local minimum M2, while choosing S1 and S3 leads to a better local minimum.
The plot (b) on the right shows that by adding the right design freedom, a local minimum M in lower
dimension can progress further to improve system performance.

the aperture stop and the optical surfaces as demonstrated in [13][14][15]. SMS also has
a freeform version called SMS 3D. However, these cases are not discussed in this thesis.
We start by briefly describing the SMS method applied in this thesis. Then the design
obtained with SMS is used as a starting point, followed by a single-step optimization of
all parameters. The final design is compared with other designs obtained using spherical
starting point and single-step, two-step, stepwise and global optimizations. Two designs
are considered, a simple one and a slightly more difficult one with a larger aperture and
wider field.

6.2. STARTING POINT WITH THE SMS METHOD
The standard SMS procedure for designing aspheric surfaces involves only meridian
rays. It consists of two steps: selection of central segments of the surfaces and recur-
sive generalized Cartesian oval calculation [12][16]. We will focus on SMS designs using
only meridian rays. Skew rays are then controlled in a subsequent optimization.

The illustration in Figure 6.2 gives an example of how SMS works. The figure shows
one of the approaches on how to design a two-surface aspheric imaging system. The fol-
lowing aspects need to be defined as the starting conditions: 1) Coordinates of the object
points (O1 and O2) and image points (I2 and I1). The points in each pair are symmetric
to each other with respect to the optical axis. 2) Vertex position (P0) of one of the sur-
faces and its normal (along the optical axis); thickness of the lens (it is approximated by
the projection of P0-P1 on the optical axis in Figure 6.2). 3) The refractive indices of the
lens (n’ and the medium outside the lens n0).

With all the above parameters defined, the SMS starts with tracing the ray from O1 to
P0. Then the ray is refracted to P1, then to I1(the normal at P1 can now be calculated).
Once the first complete ray is traced from O1 to I1, the optical path distance (OPD) from
O1 to I1 is determined. Because of the symmetry, a perfect imaging system will produce
the OPD from O2 to I2 identical to that from O1 to I1. When tracing the ray from I2 to
P1, the refracted angle of the ray is known. Given the OPD and the end point as O2, the
position of P2 and the local normal can be calculated.
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Now, it is clear that the next step would be tracing the ray from O1 to P2. The afore-
mentioned steps can be iterated such that a chain of points is constructed. These points
are positioned sparsely on the chain. To get dense sampled points, a curve can be inter-
polated with two neighboring points (e.g. P0 and P2) and their normals. A new point
can be selected on this curve with its normal. Starting with the new point, we can per-
form the ray-tracing step again to create denser sampled points filling the gap between
the original two points. The same procedure can be repeated with all the sparse points
firstly created. After the dense sample points are available on both sides, surfaces can be
created by fitting these points.

This is only a brief explanation to show the concept of SMS. More details on differ-
ent techniques for starting conditions, surface fitting and constructions are explained in
more depth in [11].

Figure 6.2: Illustration of an SMS process to simultaneously construct two surfaces. O1 and O2 are pre-
selected points on the object side. I1 and I2 are the ones on the image side. P0 - P4 are the examples
of the constructed points which are used to build the optical surfaces. Arrows indicate the direction of
the surface normal at each point.

In this chapter, two designs are studied. Both designs consist of four aspheric sur-
faces. The two designs are distinguished by the F/Number (aperture size) and the FOV
where a smaller F/Number and larger FOV is considered as a more demanding design.
With the SMS 2D approach, four meridian bundles were used. It is different from the
two surfaces case in the way that the starting conditions include the parts of the surfaces
near the axis, which are calculated with paraxial optics [16]. In the case at hand, the four
meridian ray bundles selected for the SMS design correspond to the rays emitted from
four object points placed symmetrically with respect to the optical axis at infinity. The
image points are located in the same way at a finite distance to match the specified focal
length. The field angles associated with the object points are selected so that their Root
Mean Square 2D (RMS2D) distribution curves (defined as the RMS spot diameter calcu-
lated using only meridian rays in the field) present a ripple shape over the field of view
as shown in the right-hand plot in Figure 6.3 and explained in detail in [10].

Applying a standard SMS 2D procedure, for the design directions we simultaneously
calculate the set of points and normals. SMS profiles are then fitted into a Forbes Qcon
polynomial [17], and parameterized in the CODE V software. This system is now ready
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to be optimized for the whole field of view, as in the example shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: SMS 2D design introduced to CODE V after fitting the surfaces to Forbes Qcon polynomials.
The change of the spot diameter through the fields is shown on the right side. The four imaging points
which are used during the SMS are minimized for their spot diameter. An aperture stop is positioned
at the right surface of the first lens element (when counting from left to right).

6.3. COMPARING RESULTS OF DIFFERENT DESIGN APPROACHES
Two lens systems were designed and optimized for monochromatic light (λ= 587.56 nm)
using the SMS method and other approaches mentioned in the introduction. Both lenses
are made of PMMA (n = 1.4918 at the used wavelength) and have four aspheric surfaces
in total. The two systems are referred as system 1 and system 2 where their specifications
are given in Table. 6.1. The object is located at infinity. System 1 has both a smaller field
of view (FOV) and aperture, and system 2 has both a larger FOV and aperture.

Table 6.1: System Specification

Image F/Number
Effective Focal
Length (EFL)

Maximum Half
Field of View

(MHFOV)

Position of the
Aperture Stop

System 1 2.24 8.60 mm 7.50◦ At surface 2

System 2 1.77 10.60 mm 11.50◦ Air-space between
the two lenses

Three design approaches are used for the comparison: 1) SMS design with a subse-
quent one-step optimization; 2) optimization from a spherical system and adding as-
pheric coefficients, either with multiple coefficients in one-step, two-step (each step
with multiple coefficients) or one-by-one (stepwise, only one coefficient per step); 3)
global optimization with Global Synthesis (GS) in CODE V. Since we do not intend to
compare different global optimization algorithms in this paper, we choose for compari-
son with SMS only GS that is known to perform very well in comparison with other global
optimization and search methods in lens design [18][19]. For comparison, the systems
designed all use Qcon polynomials (Appendix A.4) to represent the aspheric surfaces.
The variables are the curvatures, conic constants and the coefficients of the Qcon poly-
nomials. To better represent the surface constructed by the SMS method, we use up to
the 12th order for system 1, and 16th order for system 2. The vertices are fixed in all cases.
For non-GS optimization, we use the default CODE V transverse ray aberration merit
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function. Two types of constraints are used. One is to constrain the EFL, and the other
is to keep the normalization radii 1 the surfaces to a value exceeding the size of the sur-
face aperture by 5%. The local optimization is done within CODE V based on a damped
least square method. Vignetting was readjusted every 20 cycles, since the surface shape
may vary significantly during the optimization process. Iterations are stopped when the
merit function value drops to less than 1−5 µm2 (convergence is then assumed). For GS
optimization, the same merit function and constraints are applied. However, vignetting
can only be adjusted after the GS is finished.

Figure 6.4: Flowchart for our different design approaches.

The SMS 2D procedure enforces stigmatic imaging for meridian rays at a few discrete
design fields. After the system is designed with SMS, it is imported into CODE V to be
optimized for better performance throughout the whole field of view and the full pupil.
The surface parameters of the two SMS constructed systems are given in Table A.3 and
Table A.4 in the appendix. The left flowchart in Figure 6.4 shows the design flow with
SMS.

Figure 6.5: The strategy for extensive stepwise optimization. The blue shapes represent the optical
surfaces. Each cross represents a freedom on the surface described by the Qcon polynomial. The blue
arrows indicate how the freedoms are added step by step up to the highest order coefficients used for
Qcon polynomials of all surfaces.

The second approach is conventional and intuitive. We start with a spherical system.

1The normalization radius rn is a parameter defined in Qcon polynomial which is used to normalize the radial
distance r . The details are given in Appendix A.4.
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The vertices of each surface, the lens thicknesses and air-spaces are fixed. The system
specifications shown in Table 6.1 are kept the same for the spherical system. We used the
global synthesis (GS) of CODE V to search through the solutions space. It took less than
10 minutes to finish because of the very small number (four) of variables used. Only one
solution is obtained. Next, the aspheric coefficients are added as new variables. There
are different strategies for adding variables to the system. The direct way is to free all the
variables at once and optimize. For an optimization landscape with multiple minima,
the optimized solutions will depend on the chosen starting point. Designers will not
have control of the optimization route, and it is easy to get trapped in a poor local min-
imum. A common practice of experienced designers is therefore to add variables step
by step. In this chapter, we apply three different strategies for adding new variables: a
single-step optimization, a two-step optimization, and an extensive stepwise approach
which will be explained below. A two-step approach begins by adding all the conic coeffi-
cients at once and then optimize to a local minimum with conic surfaces. Subsequently,
the higher-order coefficients of the Qcon polynomials are added all together and opti-
mized. The extensive stepwise approach requires more steps by adding one freedom in
each step and then optimize again: We start by freeing the conic constant on surface 1.
After optimization, new freedom is added on the next surface. The steps are illustrated
in Figure 6.5. A higher-order coefficient is added as a variable to surface 1 only after sur-
faces 2, 3 and 4 have been given step by step the polynomial coefficient with the same
order as variables. The system has been re-optimized in each step. In practice, one can
add the new degrees of freedom to the system in different sequences, keeping in mind
that on each surface, the coefficients should be added in increasing order. Since it is not
known which stepwise strategy will lead to a better solution, in this paper, we choose an
easy stepwise strategy for demonstration.

In addition to the two approaches mentioned above, a global optimization method
based on CODE V’s GS is used for comparison as well. The proprietary algorithm of GS
can help the designer to automatically explore the solution space and synthesize new
configurations from an (almost) arbitrary starting point [20]. To apply GS, we use the
spherical system mentioned above as a starting point. All the degrees of freedom are
added at once to the system. GS is executed with constraints on EFL and normalization
radii. A time limit of two hours is set to the GS (i. e. GS stops after two hours if it is not
finished). The resulting system with a reasonable system shape and the smallest merit
function value, is chosen for the comparison.

Figure 6.6: System 1: the system shapes obtained using different design approaches.
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Figure 6.7: RMS spot diameter distribution curves for different design approaches: complete curves
(a); enlarged vertical axis (b). The RMS spot diameter values of the starting spherical system vary from
60 to 96 µm and are not shown in the graph.

6.3.1. SYSTEM 1
The designed results for system 1 are presented in Figure 6.6. By examining the shapes
of the surfaces, we observe two groups of systems: the first group consisting of the so-
lutions obtained by GS and one-step optimization and the second group consisting of
the solutions obtained by the two-step, stepwise and the SMS+OPT approaches. This is
consistent with the two groups of RMS spot curves in Figure 6.7. It indicates that the
solutions from five different strategies end in two different minima in the design space.

In Figure 6.7, we see that all five systems generated by the different approaches show
good performance with the maximum RMS spot diameter smaller than 1 µm at the field
of 7.5°. The starting SMS system has a relatively large RMS spot diameter when the field
is increased. Since SMS 2D construction involves only meridional rays, the RMS spot
diameter is zero for the design fields ( 2° and 6°) only for those meridional rays (SMS
original 2D curve in Figure 6.7). In Figure 6.7, a minimum is observed at 2° for the SMS
original curve, however, at 6° there is no obvious minimum. Since the RMS spot diameter
of SMS original in Figure 6.7 results both from meridional and skew rays, it is reasonable
to expect that when the whole pupil is considered, skew rays start to have a larger in-
fluence on the spot diameter. The optimization of the system constructed by the SMS
balances the spot diameter over the field by considering the rays from the whole pupil.

Except the SMS original and SMS original 2D curves, in Figure 6.7, GS and one-step
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form one group and SMS+OPT, two-step and stepwise form the other group. This is con-
sistent with the system drawings shown in Figure 6.6. The results from GS and one-step
group are slightly better than the results of the other group. It can be observed that the
curves of GS and one-step almost overlap. The same happens for two-step and stepwise
curves in the second group. The overlap of the curves indicates that the optimization
strategies lead to the same local minimum in the optimization landscape. The curve of
SMS+OPT only has a very small difference in field dependence of the RMS compared
to the stepwise and two steps curves, and therefore can be considered to correspond to
the same local minimum. Because of the smaller values of aperture and field considered
here, we have many degrees of freedom, and it is easy to achieve diffraction limited per-
formance. In this situation, several good minima exist in the solution space as illustrated
in Figure 6.8. Even though the designer still has no control during a one-step optimiza-
tion, the chance for the optimization reaching a good minimum is higher than in a more
difficult design problem.

Figure 6.8: An illustration of the design landscape for system 1. We have found three equally good local
minima which form two groups. Solution A (MF 0.0301) forms the first group. Solution B (MF 0.0461)
and Solution C (MF 0.0450) form the second group.

Figure 6.8 shows a comparison between the efficiency of the strategies considered in
this chapter. The GS result is not included because of its very different approach com-
pared to the others: instead of optimizing from one starting point, it searches for differ-
ent starting points, applies local optimizations to them, and produces multiple solutions
[20]. We then usually choose the system with the smallest merit function value and per-
form an extra local optimization to make sure that it converges. In this case, we cannot
easily use the number of optimization cycles to represent the efficiency of GS. Three
solutions are generated with GS after two hours (Intel i5-3470 dual-core @3.20 GHz sys-
tem). In comparison, it takes around 30 seconds for a one-step optimization to run 1000
cycles on the same computer. In Figure 6.9, the starting points are shown at cycle 0.
The two groups have their average merit function values as 0.0454 and 0.0301(the merit
function value of the GS result is 0.0301). An MTF analysis shows that all five systems are
diffraction limited at the wavelength used here. This is consistent with our statement
that the design problem is easy and multiple equally good minima are present. There-
fore, this example shows that in simple design problems like system 1, simple methods
can easily lead to a good solution.
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6.3.2. SYSTEM 2
System 1 has a relatively small pupil and field, which reduces the difficulty of the design.
With the same approach, we used SMS to construct system 2, which has both a larger
pupil and field of view. Figure 6.10 shows the five plots of the systems produced by the
five mentioned optimization approaches. In contrast with the solutions of system 1 in
Figure 6.6, four different system shapes are now obtained, where stepwise and SMS+OPT
resulted in the same system shape. The operation with GS for system 2 is not as straight-
forward as that for system 1 which will be explained below. It is also worth noting that
the aperture stop of system 2 is placed in between the two lens element as shown in Fig-
ure 6.10. This is to impose the requirement that, when using SMS, only four ray bundles
are used for a four-surface design. It turned out that other positions of the aperture stop
will lead to the use of more than four ray bundles which will not be consistent with the
SMS design approach in system 1. In system 1, four ray bundles (on the left-hand of Fig-
ure 6.3) are used to construct four surfaces. The result is that four points have zero RMS
spot diameter at the image plane (on the right-hand of Figure 6.3). It is demonstrated in
the previous research [13][14][15] that given certain conditions, it is possible to use more
than N ray bundles to construct N optical surfaces using the SMS method. This is real-
ized by adjusting the size of the aperture stop or the distance between the aperture stop
and optical surfaces. As a result, the footprints of the original design ray bundles can
leave unoccupied patches on optical surfaces. These unoccupied patches can be used
to couple additional ray bundles.

Figure 6.9: Comparison of the efficiency of different design methods analyzed, evaluated as the merit
function value versus the number of cycles performed. The merit function value of the system ob-
tained with GS is 0.0301.

Optimization with conic constants as variables ended with systems having an ex-
tremely large conic constant. Therefore, we first fixed the conic constant on all the sur-
faces to −1, and ran the GS which resulted in twelve solutions. After that, the conic con-
stants on all the surfaces of the twelve systems were freed at once as variables. Subse-
quent local optimization, which is the same as the one used in the other four strategies,
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is applied to each of the twelve systems. The system with the smallest merit function
value is chosen as the final result. In Figure 6.11, the curves of the RMS spot diameter as
a function of the field angle can be again divided into two groups. One-step and two-step
optimization generate poorer solutions than the other three approaches. SMS with op-
timization, stepwise optimization and GS obtain good solutions with close RMS depen-
dence over the field (Figure 6.11(b)). Consistent with the same system shape in Figure
6.10, the RMS curves of SMS+OPT and stepwise in Figure 6.11 almost overlap with each
other. On the other hand, the result of GS with a different system shape produces a dif-
ferent RMS curve, where the RMS spot diameter is bigger under 7.8° and smaller above
7.8°.

Figure 6.10: System 2: the system shapes obtained using different design approaches.

Figure 6.12 shows the comparison of the efficiency of different methods. Stepwise
needs a large number of optimization cycles (8100 cycles) to converge. With a similar
merit function value, fewer optimization cycles are needed for SMS optimization. This
shows the SMS constructed starting point is closer to the minimum in the optimization
landscape. Both one-step and two-step optimization are trapped in poor solutions with
merit function values at least nine times of the best solution. From the two examples
we studied, to design a simple system with small field and aperture, all approaches, in-
cluding a one-step optimization, are able to obtain good solutions. However, when the
field and aperture increase, simple strategies like one-step and two-step start to fail by
getting trapped in poor local minima as shown in the example of system 2. A stepwise
approach leads to a good local minimum with a large number of optimization cycles. An
SMS constructed starting point located closer to a good solution shows its advantage in
both cases where fewer optimization cycles are needed to reach a good local minimum.
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Figure 6.11: RMS spot diameter curves for system 2 using different design approaches: complete
curves (a); enlarged vertical axis (b). The RMS spot diameter values of the starting spherical system
vary from 124 to 142 µm from the center to the full field and are not shown in the graph.

6.4. DESIGN LANDSCAPE FOR ASPHERIC SYSTEMS
In our examples, we notice that when aspheric variables are not introduced, there is only
one solution in the optimization landscape given the boundary condition for rays that
are traced. However, when aspheric coefficients are added, new minima start to appear.

After adding the conic constant as a variable, multiple minima appear in the design
landscape. We use the GS of CODE V in this case to search for different solutions. For
system 1, we obtain four minima (Figure 6.13), and for system 2 three (Figure 6.14). The
following step consisted of adding all other higher-order aspheric coefficients at once
and locally optimizing the systems from the conic minima. For system 1, four different
minima in conic space converge to three minima. In Figure 6.13, two of the three min-
ima (M1-P, M3-P) are identical to the ones shown in Figure 6.6. M2-P is one of the results
obtained with the GS that is not shown in Figure 6.6. GS generates multiple solutions at
once and the one with the smallest merit function is chosen. For system 2, three solu-
tions result from the three conic minima. In Figure 6.14, M1-P and M2-P are same as the
results of the two-step approach and the SMS with optimization, respectively. M3-P is a
local minimum which is not found by the previously discussed five approaches we used.
In terms of merit function value, M3-P is almost seven times of M2-P (the smallest merit
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the efficiency of different design methods. The starting points are shown
at zero cycles and are connected with the straight lines with the results obtained using different design
methods. The merit function value of the GS result is 1.03.

Figure 6.13: Evolution of the minima with the change of aspheric coefficients for system 1. Four min-
ima are found with conic surfaces. They become three minima when optimized with aspheric coef-
ficients up to 12th order. All three solutions have been obtained with the approaches we mentioned
previously. M1-P and M3-P are the two solutions identical to the ones shown in Figure 6.6. M2-P is one
the results obtained by GS (not the best in terms of merit function value).

function found), and approximately two-thirds of M1-P.

The results show the dynamic behavior of the optimization landscape, namely, the
number of minima depends on the number and type of variables used. In the two sys-
tems we study in this chapter, the introduction of the conic surface creates new minima
in the design landscape, and adding higher-order aspheric coefficients deepens the orig-
inal minima. For a simple system, adding higher-order aspheric coefficients does not
complicate the landscape. With local optimization, the conic solutions lead to the good
solutions with higher-order aspheric coefficients. In the case of system 2 where aperture
and field are large, however, adding higher-order aspheric coefficients complicates the
landscape by creating new local minima. That is the reason why simple strategies are
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Figure 6.14: Evolution of the minima with the change of aspheric coefficients for system 2. Three
minima are found with conic surfaces. Adding higher-order aspheric coefficients up to 16th order to
these minima results in three different solutions. M1-P is the solutions that is also found by the two-
step approach, and M2-P is the solution that is also found by the SMS with optimization in Figure 6.10.

trapped in poor local minima. In both cases, the SMS constructed starting points are
already close to one of the good local minima in the landscape. Therefore, local opti-
mizations with few optimization cycles lead to good solutions if, as starting value, the
system constructed with SMS is used.

6.5. CONCLUSIONS
Two different optical systems comprising of two lenses are analyzed. In the analysis of
the design landscape of the systems, we observe that with aspherising the surfaces, new
minima emerge into the landscape. In both examples, introducing lower order aspheric
coefficients (conic constant) to all the surfaces brings new local minima into the land-
scape, and adding higher-order aspheric coefficients deepens the minima. In a simple
design with both small aperture and field (system 1), adding higher-order coefficients
does not complicate the landscape by creating new local minima. In contrast, for a dif-
ferent design with large aperture and field (system 2), higher-order aspheric coefficients
introduce new local minima, where a design process can be trapped.

We compare the SMS design approach with other design techniques for both sys-
tem 1 and system 2. In the case of system 1 which is relatively simpler, all design tech-
niques including a one-step optimization obtain solutions close to the diffraction limit.
Nevertheless, surface shapes of the final designs are different which suggest that their
optimization paths ended in different basins of attractions.

For the case of system 2, SMS with posterior optimization, the stepwise approach and
GS find optimal solutions, while the one-step and two-step approach only obtain poor
local minima. After carefully analyzing the three obtained results, we conclude that they
belong to two different minima. Since designing system 2 is more demanding than sys-
tem 1, less robust methods such as one-step optimization and two-step optimization
do not lead to good minima. Despite the fact that three approaches finding good solu-
tions, stepwise optimization usually takes the largest amount of optimization cycles. GS
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works well for the simple case. However, for system 2, effective constraints (in this case,
fixed conic constant) and further optimizations have to be implemented into GS to get
reasonable solutions.

In practice, lens design problems are very different depending on the application
and constraints. While we cannot guarantee that SMS will find good solutions in other
design problems, the present results are encouraging. In both design problems system 1
and system 2, SMS with posterior optimization gives good solutions and we can see from
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.12 that in the two examples considered, SMS constructs good
starting points which are already close to the good solutions. We believe that with this
and similar comparative studies, new insight can be obtained about the characteristics
of different design methods.
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

7.1. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we mainly explore the practicality of applying Saddle Point Construction
(SPC) as a lens design strategy and reveal the dynamic nature as well as the complexity of
the lens design (optimization) landscape. As explained in the thesis, SPC provides a way
to systematically obtain new solutions for lens design. SPC requires searching for sad-
dle points with one-dimensional scans and it does not increase the computation effort
significantly. Our understanding of the method and practical experience are summa-
rized into a flowchart (Figures 3.7 and 3.8), which illustrates the steps for performing
SPC scans and obtaining new solutions.

SPC can be used as a global search tool when combined with local optimization rou-
tines. This is demonstrated in Chapter 4 and togther with the first wide-angle lens ex-
ample in Chapter 5. It can also be used as a tool to effectively provide a small pool of
solution candidates without drastic modification of the system configuration (UV mi-
croscope objective and photo-lithographic objective in Chapter 5). SPC requires the in-
sertion of a null element, but does not predict itself the optimal position for insertion.
Therefore, SPC reduces the search significantly, but not completely.

To use SPC as a global search tool, we show that for systems containing a relatively
small number (e.g. less than six) of lens elements, it is possible to start from an existing
local minimum to search through the saddle points - minima network for a better solu-
tion (Figure 4.5). An original global optimization problem in a five-dimensional space
is reduced to six one-dimensional scans and several local optimization routines. We
observe that not all the saddle points can be constructed using SPC. Nevertheless, be-
cause of the redundancies in the saddle points - minima network, all minima can still be
reached with SPC in this example.

When the design requirements (e.g. wavelength requirements, FOV) changes, the
design landscape changes accordingly. It results as a changed number of saddle points
and minima as well as changed links in the network. At the latter part of Chapter 4, we
elaborate how the FOV change would affect the saddle points and minima. One of the
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observations is that new minima can appear through this process, and SPC may miss
these minima. However, these minima are usually solutions with high merit function
values (worse performance). In the design cases we have investigated, using SPC can
always obtain the best solution(s). Therefore, we argue that missing solutions with high
merit function values is practically acceptable.

What is always valid for SPC is that, given a known local minimum, using SPC is ef-
fective to provide several other local minima. These new local minima can be compared
with the original local minimum to search for better solutions. This is especially useful
when considering a dynamic design landscape.

The dynamic aspect of the lens design landscape comes from the nature of the de-
sign activity - it is an interactive and continuous process between the design subject and
the evaluator (designer). In Chapter 6, we show that for an ideal case where the design
landscape can be constructed statically (using SMS to directly generate a starting point
with all aspheric surfaces), the chance of arriving at a global minimum is high. The rest
of the optimization strategies which involve gradually following a changing design land-
scape, are less effective: they either cannot find a satisfactory minimum or require a large
amount of optimization cycles compared to SMS. In Chapter 4, we dedicate a section to
discuss how a changing FOV can affect the number of solutions (and saddle points). In
the example of the UV microscope objective (Chapter 5), we demonstrate how the use
of the constraints could affect the design landscape by altering the number of saddle
points which can be constructed. The rule of thumb is that a less constrained system
has a higher chance of producing more solution candidates.

In the example of the photo-lithographic objective in Chapter 5, we demonstrate a
strategy to effectively obtain solution candidates. It can be summarized as the following
steps: Step one, apply the least possible number of constraints in the design; Step two,
perform SPC scans at desired positions; Step three, restore all necessary constraints to
further optimize the candidates for evaluation; Step four, repeat the above steps when
the designer intends to escape from a local minimum.

Lens design is a science as well as an art of using and combining different design
strategies and tools to obtain a satisfactory design. It is always with the good under-
standing of the design problem and the characteristics of tools, that a designer will be
able to improve the efficiency of the design. Given the described systematic and adaptive
aspects of SPC, we believe it can certainly be a useful tool in the lens designer’s toolbox.
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7.2. OUTLOOK
In the present work SPC has been studied by using state-of-the art commercial lens de-
sign software. It was shown that SPC is capable of producing valuable lens design results
even for complex systems. In the present stage of SPC development, and with commer-
cial software as available at present, the application of SPC is not always without chal-
lenges. Commercial lens design software is fine-tuned for standard design techniques,
e.g., its optimization settings are optimal for obtaining local minima efficiently, but not
for working with saddle points. For a better understanding of the present SPC challenges
and for more specific practical recommendations on how to approach them, it is neces-
sary to continue these investigations with software where the algorithms can be adapted,
i.e. with software that allows full access to the source code. The conclusions will then
hopefully also make the use of SPC with commercial software easier. Since past research
at TU Delft has already led to algorithm improvements in commercial software, it is pos-
sible that the developers of commercial software will adapt their code to make it more
suitable for design work with the SPC method. Given the present status, we summarize
our recommendations for further activities in the following three aspects.

I. MAKE THE SPC METHOD MORE AVAILABLE TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

One of the purposes of this thesis is to depict better how SPC can be practically used
in lens design. Given the presented insights in this thesis, it is important for SPC to be
used more frequently in practical assignments to make it useful for lens design. In the
commercial lens design software SYNOPSYS™[1], the special version of SPC is already
implemented. It would be valuable if the general version of SPC and the recommenda-
tions in this thesis could also be integrated in such a commercially available software.
Following are some of the engineering aspects which need to be clarified before making
SPC a robust lens design and optimization tool:

1. To use SPC as a global search method, a strategy to determine the number and
position of the SPC scans is necessary. In this thesis, we look at simple examples
and used trial and error to determine the SPC scan positions. However, for an
automated global search SPC algorithm, it should be done automatically to ensure
the maximum number of saddle points;

2. When optimizing from a constructed saddle point, the neighbourhood around the
saddle point should be carefully evaluated to choose the starting points for consec-
utive local optimization. This is related to the observation that there can be more
than two basins of attraction around a constructed saddle point (Figure 5.7);

3. Before performing a SPC scan, the local minimum should be sufficiently opti-
mized (minimized);

4. When restoring the thickness of a zero-thickness element, the thickness should
be changed in practically relevant small steps such that the system is less likely to
switch to a different basin of attraction1;

1There are cases when the solution in the original basin of attraction is very stressed and further increasing
the thickness easily switches the solution to a different basin of attraction. The change becomes visible in the
system drawing. If this happens, this is not a problem in most cases, because usually optimization reaches a
better minimum.
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5. An option should be available to allow the designer to use SPC either for all lenses
in the system, or only for a group of lenses.

II. CONTINUE ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF SPC IN LENS DESIGN

As aforementioned, the remaining question to answer is: does the saddle points - min-
ima network obtained via SPC always contain the best or the best pool of solutions for
lens design? One way to answer it is to see if there is an example to support the negative
side of the question (falsification). It requires applying SPC on more design examples
and comparing its results with other algorithms to verify if a good solution is missed by
SPC.

Another approach would be trying to better understand the relationship between
SPC revealed design network and design landscape. From our point of view, a first step
would be characterization of the design landscape. For instance, to quantify the sparsity
of the saddle points and minima and the merit function altitude of these critical points.
Much like how real-world landscapes are characterized (such as plain and mountains),
this characterization of the design landscape could reveal its property that makes SPC al-
ways (or not always) capture the best local minima. A practical recommendation would
be starting with one type of lens systems that corresponds to a certain type of design
landscape. The main difficulty of this approach is having an effective metrics to charac-
terize the design landscape. In addition, it also implies a global search tool is required
as reference in order to identify all the region of interest in the landscape. Given such a
difficult task together with its less foreseeable practical benefit/interest, from our point
of view, it is not a very promising direction.

III. EXPLORATION OF VARIOUS TECHNIQUES FOR LENS DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION

Current research on optical design and optimization tends to treat each method individ-
ually and study its effectiveness. As the method does not "see" an optical system but a
design landscape, it is a naive intuition of us that a certain method can be more effec-
tive than another given a certain type of design landscape (it requires a characterization
of the design landscape as we described in II). For instance, in a hilly landscape, SPC is
more effective in detecting the "valleys" while in a plain, simulated annealing is more
effective in finding the bottom of the "marshes". In SPC, it already combines the sad-
dle point construction with local optimization (damped least-squared) to obtain min-
ima. Other collaborating strategies (e.g. evolutionary algorithm and SPC) can also be
explored.

Given the complexity of the design landscape, it is an interesting direction to start
combining different design and optimization methods/strategies to see if a collabora-
tion of the methods could further improve the design efficiency.
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A.1. SURFACE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE WIDE-ANGLE PINHOLE

LENSES WITH FOUR ELEMENTS
The original system surface specifications of the wide-angle pinhole lens in Chapter 4 is
provided in the table below. The listed surface parameters corresponds to the system in
Figure 4.1-a. The design requirements are listed in Table 4.1.

Table A.1: System surface specification of the wide-angle pinhole lens with four lens elements

Surface # Surface Type Curvature (1/mm) Thickness (mm) Glass refractive index* Glass Abbe #*

1 (Object) Sphere 0 Infinity

2 (Stop) Sphere 0 0.3500

3 Sphere -0.4433 1.5000 1.7477 50.19

4 Sphere -0.3581 0

5 Sphere 0.1278 2.0000 1.6152 58.08

6 Sphere -0.1478 0

7 Sphere 0.1743 2.0000 1.7477 50.19

8 Sphere -0.2267 0.5000 1.8138 25.17

9 Sphere 0.1385 2.1892

10 (Image) Sphere 0 0

* The glass material property are from a Russian glass catalog which we cannot retrieve.
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A.2. SURFACE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE WIDE-ANGLE PINHOLE

LENSES WITH SIX ELEMENTS
The original system surface specifications of the wide-angle pinhole lens in Chapter 5 is
provided in the table below. The listed surface parameters corresponds to the system in
Figure 5.1. The design requirements are listed in Table 5.1.

Table A.2: System surface specification of the wide-angle pinhole lens with six lens elements

Surface # Surface Type Curvature (1/mm) Thickness (mm) Glass Type*

1 (Object) Sphere 0 Infinity

2 Sphere 0.0146 2.5000 HLAK4L_CDGM

3 Sphere 0.2125 4.9000

4 Sphere -0.2091 3.0000 HLAK4L_CDGM

5 Sphere -0.1491 1.0000

6 Sphere 0.0109 4.4000 HLAK4L_CDGM

7 Sphere -0.0645 5.7000

8 (Stop) Sphere 0 3.7200

9 Sphere 0.0745 3.2000 HZPK2_CDGM

10 Sphere -0.1978 1.3000 HZF52_CDGM

11 Sphere -0.0584 0

12 Sphere 0.0844 3.0000 HLAK52_CDGM

13 Sphere -0.0446 5.5000

14 Sphere 0 0.5250 HK11_CDGM

15 Sphere 0 0.0200

16 (Image) Sphere 0 0

* The glasses are from the CDGM catalog in CODE V.
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A.3. SURFACE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SMS CONSTRUCTED SYS-
TEMS

The system parameters of system 1 and system 2 described in Chapter 5 are listed in the
following tables. The first two tables provide the parameters of the systems after the SMS
construction. The optimized system based on the first two tables are given in the last two
tables.

Table A.3: Surface parameters of system 1 constructed with the SMS method
Surface 1 (Object) 2 3 (Stop) 4 5 6 (Image)

Surface type Sphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Sphere

Material PMMA PMMA

Curvature (1/mm) 0 -0.3142 -0.3424 -0.1874 -0.2925 0

Thickness (mm) Infinity 2.50 4.50 2.00 9.00 0

Normalized Radius (mm) 2.20 2.40 2.75 2.90

K -1.2937 -1.3707 -7.0733 -0.9741

QC4 5.9543E-02 2.7731E-02 1.1610E-01 1.2458E-01

QC6 9.8831E-03 2.8067E-03 -7.3253E-03 -9.2028E-03

QC8 -4.3303E-04 2.6278E-04 8.3891E-04 9.1018E-04

QC10 -6.7898E-05 2.8571E-05 -2.4930E-05 -1.9440E-05

QC12 5.5475E-06 -1.7237E-05 6.7655E-06 9.0658E-06

QC means the coefficient of Qcon polynomial.

Table A.4: Surface parameters of system 2 constructed with the SMS method
Surface 1 (Object) 2 3 4 (Stop) 5 6 7 (Image)

Surface type Sphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Sphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Sphere

Material PMMA PMMA

Curvature (1/mm) 0 -0.0823 -0.1386 0 -0.0876 -0.2183 0

Thickness (mm) Infinity 3.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 10.00 0

Normalized Radius (mm) 3.70 3.40 3.50 3.70

K -9.2639 -5.7686 6.0225 -0.3232

QC4 1.4285E-01 1.8381E-01 2.6624E-01 2.1069E-01

QC6 2.8156E-02 4.0717E-02 1.2446E-02 9.0396E-03

QC8 -1.6114E-03 3.0800E-03 3.4723E-03 2.4930E-03

QC10 -1.4590E-04 7.4292E-04 5.4780E-04 4.6335E-04

QC12 2.0759E-05 1.2620E-04 9.8619E-05 9.9287E-05

QC14 -1.4991E-06 2.9401E-05 1.7711E-05 2.0624E-05

QC16 -2.7096E-06 3.8057E-06 3.1363E-06 4.9458E-06

QC means the coefficient of Qcon polynomial.

Table A.5: Surface parameters of system 1 constructed with the SMS method
Surface 1 (Object) 2 3 (Stop) 4 5 6 (Image)

Surface type Sphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Sphere

Material PMMA PMMA

Curvature (1/mm) 0 -0.4307 -0.3952 0.0098 -0.1153 0

Thickness (mm) Infinity 2.50 4.50 2.00 9.00 0

Normalized Radius (mm) 2.3309 2.5920 3.1730 2.8996

K -0.8916 -1.0712 -1.0000 -2.6340

QC4 1.6274E-02 2.7731E-02 6.8250E-01 3.4386E-01

QC6 9.7144E-03 2.8067E-03 4.0248E-03 2.6399E-02

QC8 -4.0643E-04 2.6278E-04 1.0928E-02 8.1496E-03

QC10 -1.1117E-04 2.8571E-05 4.7472E-04 1.5117E-03

QC12 -8.8182E-05 -1.7237E-05 4.7380E-05 1.1745E-04

QC means the coefficient of Qcon polynomial.
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Table A.6: Surface parameters of system 2 constructed with the SMS method
Surface 1 (Object) 2 3 4 (Stop) 5 6 7 (Image)

Surface type Sphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Sphere Qcon Asphere Qcon Asphere Sphere

Material PMMA PMMA

Curvature (1/mm) 0 -0.2921 -0.3233 0 -0.0407 -0.1148 0

Thickness (mm) Infinity 3.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 10.00 0

Normalized Radius (mm) 4.1468 4.6408 4.1310 3.7007

K -0.8802 -2.0004 -7.7743 -3.1404

QC4 3.2669E-02 -6.5028E-01 1.3960E+00 6.2198E-01

QC6 1.0872E-01 1.5641E-01 3.5767E-03 6.6385E-02

QC8 -5.0938E-03 -5.3001E-03 3.1591E-02 2.6863E-02

QC10 -1.4142E-03 1.7891E-03 2.5853E-03 8.0621E-03

QC12 2.8801E-05 -2.5384E-04 1.3342E-03 2.4871E-03

QC14 -1.4259E-04 2.7349E-04 1.7310E-04 7.4316E-04

QC16 -1.8754E-04 -7.0801E-05 2.3699E-05 1.1682E-04

QC means the coefficient of Qcon polynomial.
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A.4. DEFINITION OF THE QCON POLYNOMIALS
The Qcon (con stands for conic) polynomials in CODE V defines an asphere on a base
conic, and are most applicable to "strong" aspheres. The relationship between surface
sag and the Qcon polynomials is given by the following equation.

z = cr 2

1+
√

1− (1+k)c2r 2
+u4

13∑
m=0

amQcon
m (u2), (A.1)

where z is the sag of the surface parallel to the z-axis (in lens unit). c is the vertex cur-
vature. k is the conic constant. r is the radial distance which equals

√
x2 + y2 . rn is the

normalization radius which is not explicitly given in the formula. u equals r /rn . am is
the mth Qcon coefficient. Qcon

m is the mth Qcon polynomial. In CODE V, up to the 13th

term of the Qcon polynomial is used. Since the order of the coefficient is expressed in
terms of the order of u. The Qcon coefficients in CODE V are expressed as 4th ,6th , ...,30th

orders.

Table A.7: Qcon Polynomials up to the 6th term

Term Qcon Polynomial

1 1

2 −(5−6x)

3 15−14x(3−2x)

4 −{35−12x[14−x(21−10x)]}

5 70−3x{168−5x[84−11x(8−3x)]}

6 −[126−x(1260−11x{420−x[720−13x(45−14x)]})]

More details about the Qcon polynomial can be found in [1].

REFERENCES
[1] G. W. Forbes, Shape specification for axially symmetric optical surfaces, Opt. Express

15, 5218 (2007).
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